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A. FOCAL/NON-FOCAL AREA ELEMENTS

Objectives/Programs Focal Area Outcomes Trust
Fund

GEF
Amount($)

Co-Fin
Amount($)

IP SC Transforming cities through integrated urban planning and investments in innovative
sustainability solutions

GET 16,213,761.00 24,320,834.00

Total Project Cost($) 16,213,761.00 24,320,834.00



B. Project description summary

1. Key urban actors[1]
demonstrate
improved capacity to
undertake sustainable
integrated planning
and investments

[1] National level
government
authorities (relevant
Ministries), regional
level government
authorities (for
metropolitan areas), 
city level decision
makers and leaders,
and municipal staff
(heads of
departments and
technical staff)

1.1. Child project
teams receive
strategic support to
design and implement
the national projects

1.2. Key urban actors
are trained through
regional city
academies group
around identified
topics, regions and
languages 

 1.3. City officials
receive technical
assistance on
integrated urban
solutions

 1.4. Key urban actors
participate in peer
exchanges, matching
cities by interest, with
knowledge providers
from City-Based
Organizations (CBO’s)
network opportunities
and extended partners

Project Component Financing
Type

Expected Outcomes Expected Outputs Trust
Fund

GEF Project Financing($) Confirmed Co-
Financing($)

Component 1. Support to
sustainable integrated urban
planning, policy reform,
investments; and innovative
financing and scaling-up

Technical
Assistan
ce

GET 9,129,466.00 8,257,261.00

Project Objective 

cities pursue integrated urban planning and implementation and increase their ambitions, to deliver impactful sustainable development outcomes with global
environmental benefits (GEBs)

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn1
https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftnref1


 1.5. Cities receive
support to access
finance opportunities
through existing
project preparation
facilities, Regional
Development Banks
(RDB) and
International Financial
Institutions (IFIs)
cities initiatives, and
SCIP Global Platform
sponsored
matchmaking
opportunities

 1.6. National
governments and
cities receive support
to take policy and
political leadership to
unlock action on
sustainable and
integrated urban
planning



2. Key urban actors
and experts, in
addition to those
targeted in outcome 1,
are using cutting edge
knowledge and best
practices on
sustainable integrated
urban planning and
investments from a
global sustainable
cities platform 

2.1. Existing
knowledge is curated,
and a menu of
sustainable urban
development and
integrated planning
solutions is available
to key urban actors
and experts

 2.2. New knowledge
is generated and
made available to key
urban actors and
experts responding to
local demands and
identified gaps,
including case
studies, training
materials, reports,
training modules

 2.3. Global convening
space with website is
created and made
available for cities to
exchange knowledge

Component 2. Global Platform
for knowledge management,
exchange and program
coordination

Technical
Assistan
ce

GET 2,251,751.00 10,861,331.00



3. Policy makers and
key urban actors
promote sustainable
integrated urban
planning and
investments 

3.1. Mayors or
equivalent in
participating and new
cities receive support
to set science-based
targets and prepare
climate action plans

 3.2. Awareness of
policy makers and key
urban actors is raised,
and action is
promoted at a global
level on the
importance of cities in
the achievement of
MEA goals

 3.3. Private sector
networks and cities
are mobilized to forge
city-business
partnerships

 3.4. The SCIP Global
Platform partnership
vision on integrated
sustainable urban
planning is
communicated to
policy makers and key
urban actors

Component 3. Advocacy,
Awareness Raising and
Partnerships

Technical
Assistan
ce

GET 3,194,369.00 3,638,703.00



4. The Global Platform
is kept on track and
coordinated at
program and project
level in all countries 

4.1. Monitoring and
evaluation systems
and project
coordination are
applied by the project
teams and
governance bodies 

Component 4: Governance,
monitoring and evaluation

Technical
Assistan
ce

GET 866,091.00 579,822.00

Sub Total ($) 15,441,677.00 23,337,117.00

Project Management Cost (PMC)

GET 772,084.00 983,717.00

Sub Total($) 772,084.00 983,717.00

Total Project Cost($) 16,213,761.00 24,320,834.00



C. Sources of Co-financing for the Project by name and by type

Sources of Co-financing Name of Co-financier Type of Co-financing Investment Mobilized Amount($)

Civil Society Organization WRI Grant Investment mobilized 9,750,000.00

Civil Society Organization ICLEI Grant Investment mobilized 6,465,903.00

Civil Society Organization C40 Grant Investment mobilized 6,766,556.00

GEF Agency UNEP In-kind Recurrent expenditures 1,338,375.00

Total Co-Financing($) 24,320,834.00

Describe how any "Investment Mobilized" was identified
WRI, ICLEI and C40’s co-finance described below come from other project grants, which according to GEF’s definition are considered investment mobilized.
Investment will be mobilized in different ways: by expanding existing activities to SCIP cities; by utilizing existing knowledge and materials produced by other
projects run by the CBOs for trainings and capacity building; by inviting technical experts from other teams (funded by other projects) to participate in SCIP
activities. WRI has identified the following contributions as co-finance: (i) development of complementary knowledge products and publications covering topics
such as nature-based solutions, electric-mobility, green infrastructure, and energy efficiency; (ii) participation of SCIP urban actors in webinars, workshops,
trainings and events not funded by SCIP and (iii) involvement of technical staff, funded through projects (E.g., Africa Urban Water Resilience, Cities4Forests, E-
Mobility, Health and Road Safety) in the development of workshops and training materials, events, and webinars. ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability
(ICLEI) has identified the following contributions as co-finance: (i) development of complementary knowledge products on topics such as local climate action,
resilient development, nature-based solutions, sustainable mobility, and people-centered development; (ii) involvement of technical staff, funded through other
projects (e.g., Urban-Low Emission Development Strategies (LEDS) II (in the development of workshops and training materials, events and webinars; (iii) use of
ICLEI tools and platforms by the SCIP and non-SCIP cities, such as the Solutions Gateway, reporting platforms and Transformative Actions Program (TAP) project
pipeline; and finally (iv) high level consultations with the GEF and SCIP team leadership. C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (C40) has identified the following
contributions as co-finance: (i) global climate action leadership and engagement with SCIP cities through Deadline2020, C40's sectoral declarations and C40's
Mayors Summit. Engagement and support to SCIP cities via C40's Financing Sustainable Cities Initiative and City-Business Climate Alliance; (ii) development of
complementary knowledge products on local climate action planning; (iii) Inclusion and promotion of SCIP cities work in C40's Knowledge Hub as well as city
access to features non-funded by SCIP such as forums, webinars and curated resources; (iv) participation of SCIP cities in non-funded by SCIP workshops and
events on climate action leadership, finance and business engagement and (v) technical feedback from C40 sector based experts on SCIP knowledge products
and publications.



D. Trust Fund Resources Requested by Agency(ies), Country(ies), Focal Area and the Programming of Funds

Agency Trust Fund Country Focal Area Programming of Funds Amount($) Fee($)

UNEP GET Global Multi Focal Area IP SC Set-Aside 16,213,761 1,459,239

Total Grant Resources($) 16,213,761.00 1,459,239.00



E. Non Grant Instrument

NON-GRANT INSTRUMENT at CEO Endorsement

Includes Non grant instruments? No

Includes reflow to GEF? No



F. Project Preparation Grant (PPG)

Agency Trust Fund Country Focal Area Programming of Funds Amount($) Fee($)

UNEP GET Global Multi Focal Area IP SC Set-Aside 300,000 27,000

Total Project Costs($) 300,000.00 27,000.00

PPG Required

PPG Amount ($) 

300,000

PPG Agency Fee ($) 

27,000



Core Indicators

Indicator 1 Terrestrial protected areas created or under improved management for conservation and sustainable use

Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Ha (Achieved at MTR) Ha (Achieved at TE)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Indicator 1.1 Terrestrial Protected Areas Newly created

Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Total Ha (Achieved at MTR) Total Ha (Achieved at TE)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Name of the
Protected Area WDPA ID IUCN Category

Total Ha
(Expected at PIF)

Total Ha (Expected
at CEO
Endorsement)

Total Ha
(Achieved at MTR)

Total Ha
(Achieved at TE)

Indicator 1.2 Terrestrial Protected Areas Under improved Management effectiveness 



Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Total Ha (Achieved at MTR) Total Ha (Achieved at TE)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Name of
the
Protected
Area WDPA ID

IUCN
Category

Ha
(Expected
at PIF)

Ha (Expected
at CEO
Endorsement)

Total Ha
(Achieved
at MTR)

Total Ha
(Achieved
at TE)

METT score
(Baseline at
CEO
Endorsement)

METT
score
(Achieved
at MTR)

METT
score
(Achieved
at TE)

 


Indicator 4 Area of landscapes under improved practices (hectares; excluding protected areas)

Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Ha (Achieved at MTR) Ha (Achieved at TE)

0.00 4000.00 0.00 0.00

Indicator 4.1 Area of landscapes under improved management to benefit biodiversity (hectares, qualitative assessment, non-certified)

Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Ha (Achieved at MTR) Ha (Achieved at TE)

javascript:void(0);


4,000.00

Indicator 4.2 Area of landscapes that meets national or international third party certification that incorporates biodiversity considerations (hectares)

Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Ha (Achieved at MTR) Ha (Achieved at TE)

Type/Name of Third Party Certification

Indicator 4.3 Area of landscapes under sustainable land management in production systems

Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Ha (Achieved at MTR) Ha (Achieved at TE)

Indicator 4.4 Area of High Conservation Value Forest (HCVF) loss avoided



Ha (Expected at PIF)
Ha (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Ha (Achieved at MTR) Ha (Achieved at TE)

Documents (Please upload document(s) that justifies the HCVF)

Title Submitted

Indicator 6 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Mitigated

Total Target Benefit (At PIF) (At CEO Endorsement) (Achieved at MTR) (Achieved at TE)

Expected metric tons of CO₂e (direct) 0 0 0 0

Expected metric tons of CO₂e (indirect) 0 4400000 0 0

Indicator 6.1 Carbon Sequestered or Emissions Avoided in the AFOLU (Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use) sector

Total Target Benefit (At PIF) (At CEO Endorsement) (Achieved at MTR) (Achieved at TE)

Expected metric tons of CO₂e (direct)

Expected metric tons of CO₂e (indirect)



Anticipated start year of accounting

Duration of accounting

Indicator 6.2 Emissions Avoided Outside AFOLU (Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use) Sector

Total Target Benefit (At PIF) (At CEO Endorsement) (Achieved at MTR) (Achieved at TE)

Expected metric tons of CO₂e (direct)

Expected metric tons of CO₂e (indirect) 4,400,000

Anticipated start year of accounting 2025

Duration of accounting 20

Indicator 6.3 Energy Saved (Use this sub-indicator in addition to the sub-indicator 6.2 if applicable)

Total Target Benefit
Energy (MJ) (At
PIF)

Energy (MJ) (At CEO
Endorsement)

Energy (MJ) (Achieved at
MTR)

Energy (MJ) (Achieved at
TE)

Target Energy Saved
(MJ)



Indicator 6.4 Increase in Installed Renewable Energy Capacity per Technology (Use this sub-indicator in addition to the sub-indicator 6.2 if applicable)

Technology
Capacity (MW) (Expected at
PIF)

Capacity (MW) (Expected at CEO
Endorsement)

Capacity (MW) (Achieved at
MTR)

Capacity (MW) (Achieved at
TE)

Indicator 11 Number of direct beneficiaries disaggregated by gender as co-benefit of GEF investment

Number (Expected at
PIF)

Number (Expected at CEO
Endorsement) Number (Achieved at MTR) Number (Achieved at TE)

Female 654,000

Male 654,000

Total 0 1308000 0 0



Part II. Project Justification

1a. Project Description

1.0. Changes in project design
 

A standalone component was created focused on governance, monitoring and evaluation. There were no major changes in the rest of the logical framework,
despite some improvements in the wording of the outputs and one outcome as indicated in the table below.

 

Output at Concept Note stage Revised Outcomes/Outputs Remarks

Output 1.1 Support is provided to
child project designs

 

Output 1.1 Child project teams recei
ve strategic support to design and i
mplement the national projects

The output was reworded to reflect
that the SCIP Global Platform supp
ort to national child projects will co
ntinue during their implementation.

Output 1.2 Regional city academie
s group training are delivered arou
nd identified topics, regions and la
nguages

Output 1.2 Key urban actors are train
ed through regional city academies
group around identified topics, regio
ns and languages

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries.

Output 1.3 Technical assistance is
provided on integrated urban solut
ions

Output 1.3 City officials receive tech
nical assistance on integrated urban
solutions

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries.

Output 1.4 Peer exchanges are org
anized, matching cities by interest,
with knowledge providers from Cit
y-Based Organizations (CBO’s) net
work opportunities and extended
partners

Output 1.4 Key urban actors particip
ate in peer exchanges, matching citi
es by interest, with knowledge provi
ders from City-Based Organizations
(CBO’s) network opportunities and e
xtended partner

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries.

Output 1.5 Cities are supported to
access finance opportunities thro
ugh existing project preparation fa
cilities, Regional Development Ban
ks (RDB) and International Financi
al Institutions (IFIs) cities initiative
s, and SCIP Global

Platform sponsored matchmaking
opportunities

Output 1.5 Cities receive support to
access finance opportunities throug
h existing project preparation faciliti
es, Regional Development Banks (R
DB) and International Financial Instit
utions (IFIs) cities initiatives, and SC
IP Global Platform sponsored match
making opportunities

The output was slightly reworded f
or alignment with new output wordi
ngs.



Outcome 2 Key urban actors are u
sing cutting edge knowledge and
best practices on sustainable inte
grated urban planning and invest
ments from a global sustainable ci
ties platform

Outcome 2 Key urban actors and ex
perts, in addition to those targeted in
outcome 1, are using cutting edge k
nowledge and best practices on sust
ainable integrated urban planning an
d investments from a global sustain
able cities platform

The outcome was reworded to spe
cify the targeted beneficiaries.

Output 2.1 Existing knowledge is c
urated, and a menu of sustainable
urban development and integrated
planning solutions is available

Output 2.1 Existing knowledge is cur
ated, and a menu of sustainable urb
an development and integrated plan
ning solutions is available to key urb
an actors and experts.

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries.

Output 2.2 New knowledge is crea
ted responding to local demands a
nd identified gaps, including case
studies, training materials, reports,
training modules

Output 2.2 New knowledge is genera
ted and made available to key urban
actors and experts responding to loc
al demands and identified gaps, incl
uding case studies, training material
s, reports, training modules

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries.

Output 2.3 Global convening spac
e with interactive website is create
d for cities to exchange knowledg
e      

Output 2.3 Global convening space
with website is created and made av
ailable for cities to exchange knowle
dge      

Website will have limited interactiv
e features, for example, presenting
content based on the city/region or
topic. The website will not have int
eractive online courses though.

Output 2.4 Program monitoring fra
mework is completed, and annual
reporting and monitoring are unde
rtaken

 

--- M&E output was removed from Co
mponent 2 and a standalone comp
onent (4) was created.

Output 3.1 Climate action plans an
d targets agreed by mayors in part
icipating and new cities

Output 3.1 Mayors or equivalent in p
articipating and new cities receive s
upport to set science-based targets
and prepare climate action plans

The output was reworded since ma
yors are not the only local authoriti
es targeted, it depends on the local
context.

Output 3.2 Awareness is raised, an
d action is promoted at a global le
vel on the importance of cities in t
he achievement of MEA goals

Output 3.2 Awareness of policy mak
ers and key urban actors is raised, a
nd action is promoted at a global lev
el on the importance of cities in the
achievement of MEA goals

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries.

Output 3.3 Strategic partnerships
are established with key actors inc
luding private sector, regional deve
lopment banks, think-tanks and cit
y initiatives to strengthen the platf
orm

Output 3.3 Private sector networks a
nd cities are mobilized to forge city-
business partnerships

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries and bet
ter reflect the project activities whi
ch are focused on private sector.



Output 3.4 The SCIP Global Platfor
m partnership vision on integrated
sustainable urban planning is com
municated to urban practitioners a
nd decision makers

Output 3.4 The SCIP Global Platform
partnership vision on integrated sust
ainable urban planning is communic
ated to policy makers and key urban
actors

The output was reworded to specif
y the targeted beneficiaries.

N/A Component 4: Governance, monitori
ng and evaluation

Outcome 4 Global Platform and Chil
d Projects coordinate and complem
ent each other

Output 4.1 Monitoring and evaluatio
n systems and project coordination
are applied by the project teams and
governance bodies

A standalone component was crea
ted based on former Output 2.4.

 

The allocation of the budget per Component was also changed as showed below, as well as the total co-finance amount, as shown in table below:

 



  Budget per component a
t Concept Note stage

Budget per component at CE
O Endorsement stage

The major change in GEF grant alloc
ation is that Component 1 amount h
as been increased to align with the c
urrent thinking of project activities. T
his component includes: cost of regi
onal coordinators, the work behind th
e baseline assessment, the delivery
of the finance component and the de
livery of all capacity building activitie
s. Therefore, Components 2 and 3 a
mounts have been reduced.

 

Regarding Co-finance, most of the ac
tual contributions, identified during t
he development phase, are closely re
lated to knowledge development, es
pecially tools and technical expertise
to be used in the project; thus Comp
onent 2 is the component with the hi
gher co-finance now.

GEF grant Indicated C
o-finance

GEF grant Confirmed Co
-finance

Component
1 7,652,346 11,478,519 9,129,466 8,257,261

Component
2 4,025,422 6,038,133 2,251,751 10,861,331

Component
3 3,763,909 5,645,864 3,194,369 3,638,703

Component
4 0 0 866,091 579,822

Added a new standalone component
for M&E, moving outputs and resour
ces from Component 2.

PMC 772,084 1,158,126 772,084 983,717

PMC from co-finance has been reduc
ed to be aligned  with actual co-finan
ce identified during the development
phase.

Total 16,213,76
1 24,320,642 16,213,761 24,320,834

Totals have not changed, but the dist
ribution has changed to better reflect
current activities and co-financing so
urces.

1a. Project Description
 

1)      Global environmental and/or adaptation problems, root causes and barriers that need to be addressed

 

Cities are the main contributors to climate change, accounting for around 70 percent of global carbon emissions, and can give the world the best chance of
reversing course towards a more sustainable path. Cities produce 80% of the world’s GDP and consume 2/3 of the world’s energy (World Bank, n.d). Urban
areas account for between 71% and 76% of CO2 emissions from global final energy use and between 67–76% of global energy use. Moreover, embodied

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/urbandevelopment/overview#1


energy in global infrastructure growth will play a critical role in accelerating climate change.

 

The majority of global wealth is concentrated in cities; meanwhile, many of the 1 billion urban poor who live in informal settlements lack access to reliable
core services – water, electricity, transport, and affordable housing. Rapid urbanization will exacerbate these realities if cities do not change their development
path, as urban areas are expected to triple in size between 2000 and 2030. Moreover, the challenges of rapid outward expansion are greatest in lower-income
cities. (Mahendra & Seto, 2019). Yet, those cities have the least financial resources to address these challenges. This is compounded by a new trend – a
higher proportion of the poor than ever before is living in cities. Furthermore, while urbanization brings health benefits by increasing access to better health
care, it also exacerbates health problems such as traffic fatalities, air pollution and other non-communicable diseases. This moment presents a tipping point
for cities. The structures built now, including infrastructure, roads and buildings, could last for a century or more, setting the trajectory for greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, in the near and medium term (NCE, 2014).

 

An alternative path is possible. Dozens of cities across the globe are actively innovating to forge a new urban reality focused on equality and prosperity.
Innovative and disruptive solutions including new services such as ZipCar, visionary plans like PlaNYC, and civil society movements like Raahgiri car-free days
in India, have all been conceived and initiated in cities. These experiences offer lessons about a new model of green growth. But countless more innovations
exist without mechanisms to scale effectively at the pace demanded by rapidly urbanizing cities.

 

Rapid uptake of innovation is hampered by a myriad of priorities confronting cities. Cities juggle competing daily demands and frequent crises. This leaves
little time to effectively plan for a more sustainable and inclusive future. Instead, cities are still making choices for short-term gain, without taking the time to
think beyond business-as usual, consulting different population groups and assessing the impact of new technologies for urban development on these
groups. This leaves the vast majority of cities stuck in a pattern of sprawling, under-serviced growth and low capacity for integrated urban planning. There is
an opportunity for transferring and adapting the knowledge gained by a handful of pioneering cities to other cities struggling to grow sustainably, and support
them to create new action plans that will also incorporate gender considerations. Cities need different knowledge, capacity, and tools to meet the pace and
complexity of urbanization with a more sustainable and inclusive alternative.

 

This has been recognized by the international community in different ways. In 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimated that to
keep global temperatures from rising by more than 1.5°C, cities have to achieve net-zero emissions by mid-century (C40, 2018). Just three years earlier, 196
signatories of the Paris Agreement had pledged to keep a global temperature rise this century well below 2 degrees Celsius above preindustrial levels, and to
pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius. At the same time, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the
New Urban Agenda (NUA) have laid the groundwork for sustainable and equitable urban development, while the United Nations Decade on Biodiversity (2011-
2020) aims to support the implementation of a strategic biodiversity plan.

 

A myriad of interconnected factors has contributed to get cities to the situation they are facing today.

 

https://wriorg.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/upward-outward-growth_0.pdf
https://newclimateeconomy.report/2014/overview/
https://www.c40.org/researches/summary-for-urban-policymakers-what-the-ipcc-special-report-on-global-warming-of-1-5-c-means-for-cities


Unsustainable resource demand. Cities in the global south are challenged to provide basic services to their baseline urban poor but are at the same time
tasked to meet the demands of a growing middle class. Unchecked and unplanned expansion often manifests in urban sprawl, prevalence of informal
settlements, insufficient provision of services and resources. Extraction of raw materials to respond to natural resource demand pushes land use (and sea
use) change, and are the main drivers threatening the extinction of over one million species in the coming decades (United Nations, 2019). This loss will have
far reaching implications on human health including risks associated with nutrition and world food production, spread of infectious diseases, loss of natural
medicinal plants, and deterioration of life depending ecosystem services (World Health Organization, n.d). Women are more affected by those risks, but more
importantly, in most cases, they are key decision makers regarding household consumption and thus have a significant influence on resources demand. It is
estimated that material consumption will outpace urban population growth, increasing from 40 billion tonnes in 2010 to 90 billion tonnes by 2050
(International Resource Panel (IRP), 2018).

 

Sprawl. In much of the world, urban growth is now characterized by poorly managed, unstructured expansion and conventional motorization. Business-as-
usual development may see the number of privately-owned vehicles increase from 1 billion today to 2 billion in 2030 (Dargay, 2007). Meanwhile, the area of
urbanized land could triple globally from 2000 to 2030 (Seto et al., 2012). Sprawl[1] has real and perceived benefits, but the costs outweigh them dramatically.
The business-as-usual pattern of urbanization is imposing a range of significant economic and social costs, including: (1) greater required investment, leading
to a funding gap and the failure of many cities to deliver basic urban infrastructure and services; (2) growing financial and welfare costs related to traffic
congestion; (3) escalating economic and social costs due to air pollution; (4) lock-in of inefficiently high levels of energy consumption; (5) increasing social
exclusion; (6) additional costs, related to road safety, divided communities, low levels of physical activity (with significant health implications), reduced
ecosystem services and risks to food security (NCE, 2014). Infrastructure and urban form are strongly linked, especially through transportation infrastructure
provision, travel demand and vehicle kilometers travelled. In developing countries, the growth of transport infrastructure and ensuing urban forms will play
important roles in affecting long term emissions trajectories. Urban form and structure significantly affect direct (operational) and indirect (embodied) GHG
emissions and are strongly linked to the throughput of materials and energy in a city, the waste that it generates, and its system efficiencies (IPCC, 2014).

 

Energy demand. Cities consume over two-thirds of global energy supply (IPCC, 2015). A significant share of growth of per capita greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG) in developing countries is attributed to urban areas, through expanding and intensifying energy use, with emissions from sprawl, transport, commercial
and residential buildings, and industries. Urban emissions from emerging economy cities are already converging with those of developed cities (New Climate
Economy, 2014).

 

Air pollution. Air pollution from traffic congestion, industry, burning of fossil fuels for energy and even wildfires is choking cities and shortening the lives of
millions. Moreover, urban sprawl, often resulting in inadequate public transportation infrastructure, is arguably one of the largest drivers of poor air quality (IRP,
2018; Stone, 2007). According to a World Health Organization (WHO) survey of over 4,300 cities, only 20% of urban populations surveyed live in cities that
comply with WHO-recommended guidelines for PM2.5 (WHO, n.d.). As cities continue to urbanize and wealth increases, consumption habits change,
exacerbating waste management and pollution concerns, congestion, natural resource depletion and habitat loss (IRP, 2018).

 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/41323125?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn1
https://newclimateeconomy.report/2014/cities/
https://newclimateeconomy.report/2014/cities/
https://www.who.int/sustainable-development/cities/health-risks/air-pollution/en/


Flooding and drought. Cities are increasingly susceptible to risks including extreme flooding and drought. With changing weather patterns, cities are
experiencing shifting precipitation levels which can be unpredictable and severe, causing extreme drought and excessive flooding, with inadequate
infrastructure to deal with the impacts. 100-300 million people are at increased risk of floods and hurricanes because of loss of coastal habitats, protection
and sea level rise (United Nations, 2019). Approximately 360 million urban residents live in coastal areas less than 10 meters above sea level and are
vulnerable to flooding and storm surges (Satterthwaite & Moser, 2008). Fifteen of the world’s 20 megacities are at risk of rising sea levels and coastal surges
(The World Bank, 2010). With sea level rise and increased storm activity, these areas are likely to face coastal flooding, tremendous physical damage to
infrastructure and private property, and other impacts such as compromised water and food security.

 

Heat island effect. Moreover, cities around the world are becoming hotter. The last five years have been the hottest five years on record for average global
temperatures (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 2019). In urban areas, rising temperatures are due to a combination of climate
change and heat island effect with some projections estimating that cities will experience increases in mean annual temperatures between 1.7 and 4.9
degrees Celsius by 2050 (Rosenzweig et al., 2018). Compounding these projections are annual heat waves, like recent ones experienced in India and Europe,
that are projected to increase in frequency as the climate continues to warm.

 

Urban green spaces are fragmented, shrinking and unequally distributed. As cities continue to infill and grow out, competition for developable land becomes
fiercer and green spaces are often the first to go. Pressure to accommodate growing populations leads to encroachment on intact forests, some of which are
the last remaining biological hotspots. With this comes loss of habitat, biodiversity and ecosystem services, including those who would help reduce
vulnerability to floods, air pollution and heat island effect, as well as livelihoods, habitat, biodiversity and social and physical health benefits. These losses are
often disproportionally felt by underserved communities who typically have insufficient access to green spaces. Many cities sit within or adjacent to
biodiversity hotspots. Their development patterns will directly impact whether these sensitive ecosystems collapse or thrive. Well-known biomes, such as the
Amazon Rainforest and Atlantic Rainforests in Brazil, a Ramsar site in Argentina, and the Yangtze River Delta in China are under threat from urbanization. All
cities represented in the GEF-7 SCIP cohort are experiencing some major form of habitat loss, whether it is through fragmentation, deforestation, legal and
illegal encroachment, altering the natural drainage of an area, pollution, or tourism. Cities recognize the importance of ecosystem services provided by natural
areas but have very little authority to enforce laws to protect them.

 

Waste. As cities continue to urbanize, concentrate economic wealth and increase consumption habits, solid waste generation will rise. Waste generation in
low-income countries is estimated to triple by 2050 (Kaza et al. 2018). More sustainable consumption patterns could reduce the volume of generated waste or
increase the proportion of recyclable waste, women and children have a significant influence on these decisions. At the city level, unmanaged waste
exacerbates both environmental and health issues through contamination of soils, water, and air (WHO, 2016). About 93% of waste in low-income countries is
dumped in open landfills (Kaza et al. 2018). Of the waste dumped, about 50% of waste in low-income countries is organic waste, often becoming waste before
reaching consumers (Kaza et al. 2018). Open, unregulated landfills with organic waste produce methane, a greenhouse gas more potent than carbon dioxide,
exacerbating the greenhouse gas effect in the short-term. Moreover, unregulated landfills produce leachate adversely impacting the soil and groundwater.
Poor waste management, including a lack of composting and recycling programs, increases the quantity of solid waste that ends up in landfills. Not only does
solid waste management present a challenge for cities, wastewater management is also a challenge. In some low-income urban areas, wastewater is directly
discharged into drains with little to no treatment, compromising the sanitation and safety of water (UN Water, n.d.).



 

Urban resilience. Cities continue to grow rapidly, the World Bank (2016) estimates up to 1.4 million people will move to cities each week, concentrating both
wealth and poverty leading to increased socioeconomic disparities. As a result, the vulnerability of cities will magnify. Disasters derived from natural and
manmade hazards and risks (e.g. environmental, technological and biological) will increase if cities grow in an unplanned and unsustainable fashion. The
impacts of risks are exacerbated by more frequent and intense climate change and weather events.  Increased exposure of vulnerable populations and assets
will generate new risks and a steady rise in disaster-related losses, with significant economic, social, health, cultural and environmental impacts in the short,
medium and long term, especially at the local and community level (UNDRR, 2015). In 2017, more than 11,000 lives were lost due to disasters (Swiss RE, 2018)
and the World Bank (2016) estimates that the average annual losses from disasters in the built environment will equal $415 billion by 2030. Many local
governments, namely in the Global South, lack financial resources and capacity to adapt and respond to disasters and shocks. While some progress building
resilience has been achieved, a substantial investment in disaster risk management and reduction through preparedness and planning is required.

 

Barriers

 

Many cities lack the financial, political, and/or technical resources to adequately address urban growth pressures and multiple competing priorities. Despite
attempts to address such challenges, cities face institutional, political and financial constraints, ineffective national policies and framework conditions,
uncoordinated processes, failures to properly engage stakeholders in the design of win-win solutions, particularly the private sector, and in general lack of
capacity to break from ‘business as usual’ practices and transition to more innovative, efficient, integrated, inclusive, gender sensitive and sustainable urban
solutions.

 

Lack of integration in urban planning. City governments usually make decisions through individual sectoral bureaus that do not communicate or coordinate
with each other investments, programs or plans for energy, transportation, land, water, sewage and housing. Good sectoral management is important but is
not enough to achieve the synergies and exponential benefits that come from integrated planning and investment decisions. Integrated urban planning[2]
approaches work across sectors and have the potential to improve the efficiency of a city. Integrated approaches at neighborhood scale can deliver compact,
resource efficient cities that could see a reduction of 36 to 54% in GHG emissions and in metals, land, energy and water use (IRP, 2018). Planners have
traditionally been trained to work on land use plans exclusively; switching to an integrated approach requires training, and a new way of collaborating from
colleagues working in different departments. In addition, local planners and businesses often lack early engagement, communication and consultation
channels which prevents a more active participation from private sector in the implementation of urban solutions.

 

Limited gender considerations in planning, investment and management in cities. Women tend to benefit less from urbanization and face more difficulties
accessing urban services, participating in political and public life, and benefitting from economic opportunities in cities. Experiences of living, working and
socializing in the same city can vary according to gender. For instance, men are more likely to make a single destination journey by car, whereas women
generally use public transportation to do multiple journeys in one day, because they combine employment and care duties. Despite these different realities,
gender is rarely considered in the planning and management of cities. Urban planning is a traditionally male-dominated environment and decision makers
have difficulties to understand the unique needs of men, women, kids, elder and disabled people and disaggregated data is not always available.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25219/109431-WP-P158937-PUBLIC-ABSTRACT-SENT-INVESTINGINURBANRESILIENCEProtectingandPromotingDevelopmentinaChangingWorld.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://www.preventionweb.net/files/43291_sendaiframeworkfordrren.pdf
https://www.swissre.com/dam/jcr:1b3e94c3-ac4e-4585-aa6f-4d482d8f46cc/sigma1_2018_en.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25219/109431-WP-P158937-PUBLIC-ABSTRACT-SENT-INVESTINGINURBANRESILIENCEProtectingandPromotingDevelopmentinaChangingWorld.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn2


 

Unsustainable local investment decisions. Cities make investment decisions every day that trap them in a high energy, high-carbon development trajectory
very difficult to reverse. Though many city leaders understand the benefits of pursuing more sustainable and resource-efficient investments, too often
decisions reflect political pressures, lack of understanding of financial mechanisms, short-term interests and obstructive procurement rules. The $90 trillion
investments needed over the next 15 years to deliver low carbon and sustainable infrastructure (NCE, 2016) presents an opportunity and will determine
whether cities have defined the right path for their own sustainability, resilience and adaptation.

 

Insufficient finance. Many cities will not be able to raise the finance required to meet the demand for sustainable low carbon infrastructure. Major governance
and market barriers exist that currently prevent access to a wide range of private and public finance. According to a Coalition for Urban Transition analysis, the
deficit in investment for global infrastructure is growing by more than US$1 trillion annually. This investment gap is particularly acute in developing countries
and emerging economies due to their fiscal constraints. In a survey of around 100 cities worldwide, LSE Cities (London School of Economics) found that 55%
of municipalities identified lack of public funding as a major barrier to sustainable urban growth, while 50% cited insufficient national support (Floater et al.,
2017). According to a UNEP study, achieving a low-carbon scenario would require adding only 5 percent to existing infrastructure spending (UNEP, 2018). It is
possible to cut 90% of emissions from cities using proven technologies and practices, while also generating an attractive economic return. Doing so would
require an investment of US$1.8 trillion (approximately 2% of global GDP) a year, which would generate annual returns worth US$2.8 trillion in 2030, and $7.0
trillion in 2050 based on energy cost savings alone (CUT, 2019).

 

Not enough capital flow into long-term sustainable investments. Even when there is plenty of financial resources available in capital markets, currently most
investors prioritize liquidity and short-term gains because financial performance often doesn’t reflect wider social and environment externalities. Business and
governments can strengthen the flow of capital into sustainable investments by acting on: transparent, simpler and consistent reporting in sustainability
performance; wider and more efficient use of blended finance instruments to share risk and attract much more private finance into sustainable infrastructure;
and alignment of regulatory reforms in the financial sector with long-term sustainable investment (Business & Sustainable Development Commission (BSDC),
2017).

 

Inadequate national frameworks. Local governance is enabled and constrained by decisions, laws and institutions taken at the regional, state and national
levels of government (Broekhoff et al., 2018). Therefore, it is often necessary for city governments to coordinate with a wide range of actors to fulfil their
goals. National governments can, for example, control taxes, subsidies and regulatory frameworks that have a significant environmental impact or that,
occasionally, hold back innovative policymaking at the urban level. To enable local policymakers to take the climate action that is necessary for meeting
national commitments under the Paris Agreement, national governments should formulate plans for how they can support local governments in adopting
ambitious climate measures and sustainable development plans at city-wide scale. There are many policies that can facilitate urban climate action in the form
of regulations, fiscal measures or information provision, as well as governance reforms that strengthen the role of local decision-making (Broekhoff et al.,
2018). Institutional gaps are often accompanied by policy gaps or barriers that undermine the ability to adopt innovations and scale up solutions at the local
level. Countries need improved policies and incentives at national and regional levels to support cities pursue integrated approaches. Agencies at the national,
and local level need greater capacity to support wider adoption of solutions. For this reason, incentives and knowledge transfer need to be scaled up to realize
significant and widespread adoption of adequate solutions.



 

Misalignment of regulations and incentives to unleash private sector potential. Often outdated regulations and misaligned incentives can obstruct the shift to
a low-carbon and more circular economy solutions in cities. Subsidies, tax breaks, and regulations can be powerful tools to encourage the participation of
private sector, unleash innovation and create a level playing field geared towards sustainable urban solutions. There is a need to create a space for a big push
on innovation and public-private collaboration, in particular through international partnerships that facilitate early engagement of private sector, regulators and
financial institutions. (NCE 2018).

 

Lack of multi-level government coordination. Even though cities can be at the center of climate action, few Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)
harness the power of cities. New research suggests that technically feasible low-carbon measures could cut emission from urban areas by almost 90% by
2050 (CUT, 2019). This is more than a missed opportunity; it underscores a lack of vertical coordination between national and subnational actors, and
horizontal integration across geographies and sectors. Placing cities at the center of such national strategies has tremendous potential to reach net-zero
emissions in a manner that is economically viable and delivers shared prosperity (CUT, 2019). National policy can have a key role in fostering coordination
across levels of government. The coordination and vertical integration of sub-national and national urban policies and climate actions can accelerate the
effective implementation of national targets, strategies and development priorities by “localizing” them. This can also provide opportunities for bundled
approaches and increase co-benefits by linking local priorities with diverse development objectives, improve the consistency of sub-national and national
climate data sets; expand and accelerate the flow of international public and private finance to cities, urban infrastructure and local priorities, and help
alleviate domestic political constraints, among others (LEDS, 2015).

 

Lack of learning opportunities for cities around the world. Cities around the world face multiple simultaneous pressures and challenges. They are being asked
to improve mobility, increase availability of affordable housing, improve equity, and access to opportunities – all while accommodating and serving more
residents, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and making their streets and buildings safer and healthier. More infrastructure and funds are not enough to
take on these challenges; local governments need help making better decisions in their cities too. Getting the right knowledge, tools and expertise to the right
person at the right time is critical. This also relates to informed decision-making, to ensure sustainable choices are made. Simultaneously, the capacity
development market for cities (which is small and fragmented) is not catalyzing critical changes in mindsets, processes and decision-making at the local
level. The dominant training pedagogy relies on one-way (non-interactive) training, which does not include structured reflection and experimentation, both
critical for effective learning and behavioral change. More advanced training on leadership development, coaching, change and process facilitation is rare or
often unaffordable for most cities. Most trainings are supply driven and designed independently of local needs. Moreover, the existing offer targets audiences
in a way that doesn’t promote dialogue across sectors (horizontal cooperation and integration) or levels of governments (vertical integration and
coordination). For sub-national actors the capacity development market is largely inaccessible, and the quality of services often unpredictable.

 

2)      Baseline scenario and any associated baseline projects

 

http://ledsgp.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Coordination-and-vertical-integration-of-climate-actions-web-final.pdf


Momentum is growing for climate action, and cities are at the center of that movement. Increasingly, cities are becoming central actors in the fight against
climate change. City mayors are directly accountable to their constituents for their decisions and are more nimble than state and national elected officials to
take decisive action—often with immediate and impactful results. With their climate actions, cities are setting the agenda for communities and governments
everywhere. Cities understand what is at stake in the climate emergency and have the willingness to commit to what is needed. They are increasingly in the
climate spotlight for good reason. They can do much on their own to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but importantly they are also ground zero for the
impacts of climate change, from rising seas and flooding to higher temperatures and poor air quality as stated in the historic Paris City Hall declaration where
more than 1000 Mayors gathered on the sidelines of the COP21. And they are taking bold action. For example, the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate &
Energy (GCoM) is the largest global alliance for city climate leadership, built upon the commitment of over 10,000 cities and local governments, in 139
countries which represent more than 800 million people. By 2030, Global Covenant cities and local governments actions could collectively reduce 1.3 billion
tons of CO2 emissions per year. It is clear that cities have stepped up to take a leadership role and help fill the emissions gap necessary to fulfil the Paris
Agreement targets. For instance, the unique coalition of cities, states, businesses and universities, that make up the “America’s Pledge” alliance offer great
hope for the future of American leadership on climate. Similar national efforts, such as the Smart Cities Mission in India, Transform Freetown in Sierra Leone,
Urbanization for All by Indonesia, Cluster Cities approach by China and CITinova in Brazil provide good examples of cities leadership and commitment for
climate action.

 

But, even though there is a clear commitment and leadership coming from cities, in many cases, they lack adequate capacity to make the necessary changes.
To transition towards a more sustainable and integrated pathway, city leaders must be able to overcome entrenched political and bureaucratic obstacles, rally
support, identify and implement the most strategic and impactful actions to bring needed change more effectively, efficiently and timely. Yet, many cite a
major barrier to accomplishing urban transformation: local governments’ lack of necessary capacity. Lack of technical information often steers municipalities
to only address familiar or less complex issues. Furthermore, these actors require support in changing course from business-as-usual, but, given the myriad
constraints, often function in response to crisis and do not act proactively to mitigate risks. These short-sighted decisions lock in unsustainable development
over the medium-and long-term, placing cities behind the curve and further away from their climate and urban commitments. With so much urbanization
expected to take place in the next few decades, it is critical to build and improve municipal capacities.

 

Many global organizations have created approaches, initiatives, projects and tools to support cities to become more sustainable and be able to respond to the
challenges they are facing. Some of those key initiatives working at the intersection of climate change mitigation, political leadership, capacity building, urban
planning, nature-based solutions and gender equality are:

The Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories (GPC). The World Resources Institute, C40 Cities and ICLEI have partnered to
create a GHG Protocol standard for cities known as Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories (GPC). The GPC seeks to help
cities develop a comprehensive and robust greenhouse gas inventory in order to support climate action planning and help cities establish a base year
emissions inventory, set reduction targets, and track their performance.
Deadline 2020. Deadline 2020 is a commitment led by C40 cities but open to non-C40 cities as well, to urgently deliver highly ambitious and equitable climate
action. Cities that join the Deadline 2020 commitment need to develop and begin implementation of inclusive climate action plans by the end of 2020, in order
to deliver on the highest ambitions of the Paris Agreement — to limit global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius. These science-based climate action plans
are putting cities on the path to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become emissions neutral by 2050. They will also make cities more resilient to the
impacts of climate change, and create social, environmental and economic benefits for all citizens.



Carbon Neutral Cities Alliance. CNCA is a collaboration of leading global cities working to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 80% or more by 2050 or sooner
(“80x50”) — the most aggressive greenhouse gas reduction targets undertaken by any cities across the globe. CNCA supports transformative initiatives by
funding innovation projects among member cities, framing strategies for long-term deep decarbonization, and fostering the growth of next wave carbon
neutral city leaders.
Regions of Climate Action R20. Regions of Climate Action is accelerating the implementation of green infrastructure projects in the field of waste
optimization, renewable energy and energy efficiency by “connecting the dots” between public authorities, technology partners and financial investors. R20
provides support for cities throughout the entire value chain to create bankable projects: project identification, project structuring, bankability, financing,
implementation and Measure, Report and Verification (MRV).
One Planet City Campaign (World Wildlife Fund - WWF): WWF launched a One Planet City Campaign to encourage cities to attain emission targets per the
Paris Agreement, as part of its City Solutions where WWF highlights cities that have made positive strides towards mitigating GHG emissions or improving
climate resilience.
Cities Alliance’s Strategic City Planning initiative. One of Cities Alliance’s (CA) thematic areas supports cities in preparing city development strategies (CDS)
that link their economic growth and poverty reduction objectives, often including citywide slum upgrading strategies. Cities Alliance is involved with city
development strategies by providing technical assistance, shared learning, advocacy and a catalogue of members’ CDS activities. CA’s regional focus is on
Africa.
Global Initiative for Resource Efficient Cities (GI-REC). Led by UNEP, the Global Initiative for Resource Efficient Cities (GI-REC) is at the forefront of the circular
economy approaches in cities. Working in both resource efficiency and climate, the GI-REC has worked with various stakeholders to develop tools that will
measure local level contribution to circular economy at national and global levels.
IUCN Urban Nature Alliance. The IUCN Urban Nature Alliance raises awareness of the value of ecosystems in urban areas, and of how these ecosystems can
help address urban challenges including air pollution, flooding and health problems caused by lack of access to quality green spaces. The Alliance is also
working on a City Nature Index, providing a standardized way for cities to measure the quality of their underlying stock of natural resources – known as
‘natural capital’. The Index will be piloted in five cities, including Edinburgh, and will be available for use by governments, civil society and researchers. The
Alliance which has been focused on global research complements ongoing work of the ICLEI Cities Biodiversity Centre which has an extensive portfolio of
work on nature-based solutions in cities.
WRI Urban water resilience program in Africa WRI’s urban water resilience program is a three-year program working on six African cities to ensure sustainable
and equitable urbanization, resilient to water and climate risks. WRI’s strategy for urban water resilience in Africa includes improving knowledge and
awareness of challenges and solution pathways; catalyzing implementation through capacity building and resource mobilization; and mobilizing stakeholders
from national government to civil society for collective action.
Gender Equal Cities - URBACT Knowledge Hub. This European funded initiative raises awareness of gender-based inequalities at a local level and highlights
how cities can take action. It brings together the knowledge of active women in the URBACT community and beyond. It proposes ten actions towards gender
equality in cities and has published the “Gender equal cities” report in 2019.
C40’s Women4Climate. Women4Climate is an initiative led by C40 Cities that seeks to empower women to play a leading role in fighting climate change. The
proposed strategies to increase women’s leadership in climate action and improve consultation include: (i) investing in mentoring programs for women; (ii)
applying the Gender Assessment Method for Mitigation and Adaptation (GAMMA) methodology to identify entry points to integrate a gender
perspective/gender-informed recommendations and (iii) gender responsive participatory planning.
 



Furthermore, sustainable development solutions in cities represent a tremendous business opportunity. According to a report by the Business & Sustainable
Development Commission (BSDC, 2017), cities is one of the four systems (cities, energy, food & agriculture, and health & well-being) that could generate
US$12 trillion in business savings and revenue by 2030. For businesses addressing urban challenges such as air pollution, congestion and circular economy
business models, it could generate a potential value of US$3.7 trillion. The BSDC report highlights that market opportunities to businesses related to delivering
low carbon and sustainable solutions in cities such as public transport, electric and hybrid vehicles, car sharing, affordable housing, promoting circular
economy models, minimizing food waste, and buildings innovations (modular buildings, timber buildings), are some of the most attractive investment-return
opportunities for businesses.

 

Business associations have developed their own city-focus initiatives such as the World Business Council for Sustainable Development.’ WBCSD is a global,
CEO-led organization of over 200 leading businesses working together to accelerate the transition to a sustainable world. WBCSD helps make their member
companies more successful and sustainable by focusing on the maximum positive impact for shareholders, the environment and societies. Some of WBCSD’s
initiatives and focal areas of interest include:

 

Factor10. Factor 10 brings companies together to reinvent how business finds, uses and disposes of the materials that make up global trade. It’s a platform to
help identify and remove the barriers that exist and create scalable solutions that businesses all around the world can use.
Cities & Mobility. The Cities program offers a space for interactions between cities, businesses and citizens to engage with each other, build a common vision
and develop suitable innovative solutions. Transforming Mobility brings together leading companies across the extended mobility value chain to lead the
system transformation of mobility. With an aim to accelerate the transition towards clean, safe and efficient mobility for all, WBCSD’s companies build on
emerging mobility thrusts (digitalization, vehicle electrification, energy generation from renewable sources, shared mobility and vehicle automation) to achieve
four Sustainable Mobility Goals worldwide.
Climate & Energy. Companies involved in the climate work offer proof that business is moving beyond talk to implement real solutions by bringing different
sectors and stakeholders together to scale up solutions globally. Projects in this program area focus on implementation of low-carbon energy solutions
through cross-sectoral collaboration in renewables and in electrification of heating, cooling and transport.
Water, food and land use. Projects in the Food, Land & Water Program develop solutions to address key challenges of food and land use systems: food and
nutrition security, smallholder livelihoods, natural resource efficiency, including water management, climate change impact and adaptation - using
comprehensive approaches and new technologies. The water program accelerates business actions, so that businesses thrive as they adapt and evolve to
manage water related risks and seize new water-related business opportunities.
 

Multilateral Development Banks are focusing their investment portfolio to address cities needs for capital investment in low carbon and resilient
infrastructure. MDBs, such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the World Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), are leading financiers for sustainable urban development projects globally. Multilateral Development Banks, in
general, have their own respective sustainable urban initiatives and investments.

 

The World Bank finances almost US$6 billion in urban development and resilience annually. Its urban development strategy focuses on three main priorities:
financing the New Urban Agenda, promoting territorial development, and enhancing urban resilience to climate change and disaster risks.



EBRD’s Green Cities program identifies and connects cities’ environmental challenges with sustainable infrastructure investments and policy measures. With
over €1 billion in EBRD committed funds, the program is operational in more than 20 cities, and has mobilized over €250 million investments to date.
IDB’s City Laboratories catalyzes positive urban change and promotes an environment of innovation and design thinking throughout the cities in Latin America
and IDB’s Capital Market Solutions for Sustainable Urban Infrastructure aims to drive critical investment to climate resilience infrastructure in cities in the
region through a bond mechanism that pools small cities and municipalities to finance climate resilient projects, strengthens urban resilience planning and
diversifies their investor base.
African Development Bank’s (AfDB) The Urban and Municipal Development Fund (UMDF) is a multi-donor trust fund to scale up interventions in urban
development and drive sustainable growth in cities across the African continent. The UMDF is designed to improve resilience and better manage urban
growth, by means of tailored technical assistance to municipalities and urban entities in the areas of urban planning and mobility, project preparation, and
municipal governance and finance.
One of ADB’s operational priorities is to support technical approaches and knowledge management for “blue’ and “green” infrastructure development. In cities,
ADB works through two main initiatives:
·                 ADB’s Cities Development Initiative for Asia: A trust fund that works closely with medium-sized cities in Asia and the Pacific to address gaps in
infrastructure development and financing. It uses a demand-driven approach to support infrastructure projects that emphasize poverty reduction,
environmental improvement, climate change mitigation or adaptation, and good governance.

·      Urban Financing Partnership Facility (UFPF): The aim of the facility is to raise and utilize development partner funds for investment co-financing in urban
environmental infrastructure projects and support a wide range of technical assistance to help lay the groundwork for such projects.

 

But even though many programs are addressing various parts of cities challenges, cities themselves find limited opportunities to share successes, lessons
learned, and scale innovative approaches on integrated planning. Moreover, many of the just mentioned programs are fragmented. As cities and national
governments maneuver through obstacles, develop and implement increasingly ambitious policies and plans to meet environmental commitments, and
identify and create innovative financing mechanisms, there is seldom opportunity to bring these experiences to other cities in a systematic way due to
budgetary or bandwidth constraints. Sharing of lessons learned and success stories can catalyze ideas on a global scale leading to rapid and impactful
change. There is real demand from governments to learn from their peers.

 

In this context and recognizing the centrality of cities as key climate actors, the GEF created the Sustainable Cities Integrated Approach Pilot (SC-IAP) during
the GEF -6 financing cycle. The SC-IAP supports 24 cities across 11 countries through a US$140 million grant, leveraging US$ 2.4 billion in co-financing and
contributing more than 100 million tons of CO2 emissions in GHG mitigation benefits. Those cities are also supported and provide content to the Global
Platform for Sustainable Cities (GPSC) which is managed by the World Bank. Coordination between GPSC and SCIP will be ensured by periodic meetings
between the respective Lead Agencies (World Bank and UNEP) to identify specific opportunities for collaboration; by opening the SCIP program to GPSC cities;
by utilizing lessons learned from the SC-IAP experience, which have influenced SCIP design and will influence implementation.

 

Following the success of the SC-IAP, the Sustainable Cities Impact Program (SCIP) will support nine countries and 24 cities for participation in the GEF-7
financing round. The incoming cohort of countries includes Argentina, Brazil, China, Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Morocco, Rwanda, and Sierra Leone. The
SCIP consists of an allocation of approximately US$147 million in GEF resources, bringing in US$ 2.1 billion in co-financing and contributing more than 120



million tons of CO2eq in GHG mitigation benefits. The Sustainable Cities Impact Program is one the three GEF-7’s impact programs that were created to help
countries pursue holistic and integrated approaches for greater transformational change in key economic systems. Cities are ideal locations for
implementation of integrated approaches because of the nature of the problems they are tackling.

 

These countries were selected through the following process that started in November 2018. The GEF released the Expression of Interest (EOI) template to all
Operational Focal Points to  gather countries interest to join this impact program. The GEF Secretariat received 24 EOIs for consideration. Out of the 24 EOIs 3
EOIs (Vietnam- not signed by the OFP; Uzbekistan and Mongolia withdrew) were not considered. The EOIs were reviewed by a committee comprised by of
GEFSEC, UNEP, STAP and and independent expert, based on three criteria indicated by the GEF: transformational impact, leveraging resources and political
commitment. The scores and evaluations from each committee member were then compiled by the GEFSEC. The GEFSEC then organized two rounds of
discussions using the above assessment criteria. Given the limited amount of the matching incentive, 9 countries were selected for developing national child
projects. See Annex R to understand the requirements for National Child Projects to participate in the Global Platform.

 

 For the GEF-7 round of the Sustainable Cities Impact Program (SCIP), UN Environment Program (UNEP) has been selected as Lead Agency. UNEP
has a global mandate on environmental issues, all of which are relevant in cities and for sustainable urban development. UNEP has a dedicated cities unit,
focusing on decoupling, detoxifying and decarbonizing of cities. Among other things, UNEP’s cities work includes resource flows, urban metabolism and
morphology as well as urban integrated systems approaches. UNEP leads and participates in many of the Sustainable Energy for All accelerators and through
them is supporting the Secretary General’s summit and delivery of SDG 11 on cities. The UNEP Cities Unit also hosts the platform on the Global Initiative for
Resource Efficient Cities (GI-REC), as well as the Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction (GlobalABC) and the District Energy for Cities Initiative and is a
conduit to make other sector expertise in UNEP relevant to the local level, such as urban ecosystem based adaptation, waste management and transport.

 

Harnessing the power of networks and the experience from the GEF-6 SC-IAP, the SCIP will bring together three leading global organizations working with
cities supporting their ambition and actions to fulfill their climate and sustainability targets. The three-organization consortium, also known as the ‘City-Based
Organizations’ will work as co-executing partners of the SCIP. Each of the CBOs brings a different and complementary set of strengths to the SCIP ranging
from cutting-edge knowledge and tools, political leadership and advocacy, existing regional networks and experience in capacity building at the ground level.
Each group commands in-depth city-based experience, process and content knowledge, and deep relationships with cities:

ICLEI is a network that includes more than 1,750 cities, towns, and regions in 100 countries around the world that use its tools and expertise to promote
sustainable development.
WRI works with around 120 cities on ongoing engagements and another 200 through lighter touches through its international offices to promote innovative
work on the ground through demonstration projects and scale up solutions.
C40 Cities is a network of 94 of the world’s megacities committed to addressing climate change. C40 supports cities to collaborate effectively, share
knowledge and drive meaningful, measurable and sustainable action on climate change. Representing 700+ million citizens and one quarter of the global
economy, mayors of the C40 cities are committed to delivering on the most ambitious goals of the Paris Agreement at the local level.
 

 



3) Proposed alternative scenario with a description of project components, outcomes, outputs and activity/deliverables

 

To respond to some of the challenges presented under section 1, the GEF’s Sustainable Cities Impact Program Global Platform (SCIP GP) brings together
global, national and local champions that want to work together towards a common vision of sustainable and integrated development. The SCIP GP will
complement and provide a common structure and cohesion to child project investments, through the creation of a knowledge sharing and learning platform,
that will help to build momentum, raise ambitions, secure commitments and implement integrated solutions on the ground. All these changes require new
behavior by all actors. The SCIP Global Platform will create opportunities for cities to see and be inspired by peer cities advancing the sustainability agenda,
share stories and work through challenges, build relationships and mobilize, and build capacity to implement sustainable, integrated approaches at the local
level. A virtuous and reinforcing circle will emerge between the SCIP’s Global Platform and the Child Projects, where capacity development informs the
implementation of more innovative, sustainable and integrated projects, which in turn set an example for replication within the city, country and beyond,
serving as an inspiration for others, an outlet for knowledge and further building capacity in its wake.

 

SCIP GP’s Theory of Change: The SCIP GP is grounded in the belief that cities must transition towards green growth economies that are more efficient and
able to decouple resource usage, while maintaining social wellbeing and opportunities for all groups, especially those that are often disadvantaged and
underserved. The SCIP GP sees a critical role for private sector and development banks to increase investment to support cities in their efforts to become
more sustainable. When resources and knowledge of good practices are unlocked, cities and national governments are able to replicate and scale innovative
and efficient, sustainable and integrated policies, plans and projects. With these enabling conditions, cities can ambitiously reduce their GHG emissions while
creating a growing and prosperous economy, protect against land degradation and biodiversity loss through more efficient use of resources and progressive
policies and land use planning, and become more resilient to climate change. The intended impact of the SCIP GP is a cohort of cities leading the transition to
more sustainable and equitable cities for all [see Theory of Change chart].



 

 

 

SCIP GP’s unique and innovative strategy, that sets it apart from other existing programs and initiatives, comes from the combination of approaches that work
simultaneously, from the bottom up (through investments in transformational, innovative projects at the local level) and top down (through influence in
national policies and global discourse). It also utilizes partnerships with various actors to increase impact, and  brings opportunities for financing to decrease



local funding gaps. SCIP has a partner engagement strategy. At the start of the project, global partners will be convened in a Partnership Engagement Group
(PEG, see details under Outcome 4 description, page 60) to provide input at the very beginning of the implementation process.

At the local level, the project combines a series of features that provide the conditions to transform how cities undertake integrated planning, select strategic
investments, and scale up approaches to become more sustainable. The features that sets the SCIP apart include:

 

1. Emphasis on integrated planning approaches
2. Wide-ranging suite of capacity building services
3. Multi-level government coordination
4. Access to city networks
5. Advocacy and contribution to global dialogue
�. Accelerated climate ambition at the local level
7. Innovative models and solutions for urban sustainability

 

(1) Emphasis on integrated planning approaches. If cities implement integrated urban planning solutions, they can achieve higher environmental, social and
economic impact and address multi-faceted problems in a more adequate way. The promotion of integrated and systemic approaches to urban planning and
investment is central to the SCIP GP. One of the biggest challenges in sustainable urban development is not so much the design or the investment in
innovative solutions. Rather, the issue is more related to the transformation of existing practices and processes to enable multi-sector collaboration to allow
cities to take advantage of the co-benefits to operate as systems (transportation, land use, housing, conservation, business, etc.) influencing one another, and
increase efficiencies both in terms of land and resource use, ultimately benefitting biodiversity and ecosystems and the services they provide, climate
mitigation and adaptation as well as pollution and health. Integrated planning for sustainable urban development aims at facilitating and articulating political
decisions and actions to transform cities and neighborhoods. Integrated planning efforts also emphasize participatory approaches, in which women,
minorities and vulnerable groups are part of the dialogues and influence decisions.

 

(2) Wide-ranging suite of capacity building services. The SCIP Global Platform aspires to become the go-to place for cutting edge knowledge on sustainable
integrated planning approaches and solutions, providing an open knowledge repository for interested cities. On top of that, the Platform will also respond to
the capacity building needs identified in SCIP cities through assessments and dialogues with participating cities and create specific capacity building
opportunities for those cities (academies, peer exchanges, national dialogues). A preliminary analysis of the Child Projects identifies some areas of interest
that cut across all projects (for example integrated urban planning, innovative finance) and others that are specific to some of them (for example, nature-
based solutions, circular economy). To respond to the capacity building demands, the Global Platform will take advantage of existing resources/innovative
approaches on urban sustainability, create new resources/knowledge products through the City Academy and provide tailor-made capacity building activities
for each of the participating cities, for example through SCIP Labs.

 



(3) Multi-level government and multi-stakeholder coordination. One central aspect for cities to be able to undertake sustainable development initiatives and
investments is to have the right support and frameworks from the national government. National and city policy instruments need to be coordinated. The GP
takes this into consideration, and combines action at the local level with dialogues at the national level, to influence the agenda and provide advice on
adequate frameworks, policies and financing for sustainable cities. Using building efficiency as an example: national policies for retrofitting existing buildings,
building codes and standards for new buildings are powerful instruments that can improve cities’ capacity to reduce GHGs emissions and adapt to climate
change impacts. At the same time, regulations and contractual obligations can also be placed on developers by municipal governments to drive even more
ambitious energy standards. The GP aims to work on both entry points simultaneously. Besides government coordination, the GP will create opportunities for
dialogues and coordination with the private sector, as explained in the private sector outcomes section.

 

(4) Access to city networks. The GP builds its strength on the power of connecting cities to peer cities beyond the GEF-7 and GEF-6 cohorts associated with
the Child Projects. By drawing on from the experience of two leading global city networks, such as C40 Cities and ICLEI, the Global Platform will identify and
curate different types of case studies, peer exchanges, technical resources and lessons learned from a wide range of cities across regions. The platform will
create a global convening space for city practitioners to showcase innovative approaches, inspire each other and enhance collaboration opportunities among
them. Ultimately, by learning from each other, the SCIP GP will help cities replicate, improve and accelerate sustainability solutions. This is also a key element
of the scaling up strategy for the SCIP GP, as innovative and proven solutions in some cities can become adopted by additional cities, inside or outside the
SCIP GEF-7 and GEF-6 cohorts.

 

(5) Advocacy and contribution to global dialogue. A key area for the GP is the creation of a global space for dialogue and advocacy. Through the work on
advocacy, the GP will engage in actions to contribute to the global discourse around sustainable cities and integrated planning. Concrete activities will include
the organization of global, regional and national dialogues with local government representatives, ministers and thought leaders, to discuss and drive the
implementation of policies, vertical integration frameworks and financing, conducive to creating sustainable cities. Further, the GP will engage in high level
meetings including UN Secretary-General's Summits, Conferences of the Parties of major Multilateral Environmental Agreements, the UN Environment
Assembly and CBOs conferences such as ICLEI’s World Congress and C40’s World Mayors Summit. In addition, the GP will aim to participate in high-level
political forums and periodic reviews of progress towards the SDGs, to elevate the role of subnational governments in the contribution to achieve the SDGs
and help to forge partnerships.

 

(6) Accelerate climate ambition at the local level. With climate impact and climate advocacy movements on a meteoric rise, cities are at the vanguard of both
mitigation and adaptation solutions. This is because many cities possess the powers and resources to reorient key sectors of the economy that
disproportionately drive carbon emissions such as transport, buildings and waste. Cities also represent networks of public, private, civic leaders and
institutions that are pragmatic at the core and less likely to be influenced by partisan rancor and ideological polarization. These conditions provide an
opportunity for the GP to push local climate ambition even further at the local level.

 



(7) Innovative models and solutions for urban sustainability. As cities are laboratories for innovation, one of the comparative advantages for the GP is to be
able to identify, curate and document state of the art city-led initiatives, so that cities can learn from one another. In order to do that, the GP will curate
innovative integrated planning approaches, providing capacity building opportunities to cities to have an impact on the ground. Innovation will go beyond
capacity building, as it is a design feature underlying the entire SCIP GP concept and is explicit in different project outputs, from approaches to integrated
planning and solutions, multi-level and community-based governance based on co-creation features, innovative finance and business models to choices of
cutting-edge themes for capacity-building.

 

SCIP city engagement strategy: The SCIP Global Platform will engage with cities globally through a three-layered approach in order to maximize its impact and
outreach.

 

1.    Engagement with GEF-7 child projects cities:  The cohort of cities that will be benefited by the SCIP GP offer will be comprised by the 24 cities where
the GEF-7 funded investments will operate. This group of cities will define the scope of the capacity building activities (eg. city assessments) and will
be prioritized throughout the duration of the program. Travel and accommodations expenses to the SCIP GP events will be covered by the GEF-7 child
projects or the cities themselves.

2.    Engagement with GEF-6 child projects cities: In order to build on the lessons learned and capacity building activities deployed during the GEF-6 GPSC
phase, the SCIP GP will engage with the 28 cities benefited by the GEF-6 funded projects. This cohort of cities will be invited to all capacity building
activities led by the SCIP GP in their respective region. Travel and accommodations expenses to the SCIP GP events will be covered by the GEF-6 child
projects or the cities themselves.

3.    Engagement with additional cities connected through city networks: Additional cities will be brought into the SCIP GP capacity building activities
based on their relevance to the topic to be presented, regional leadership, potential role as knowledge partner or affinity (eg. language) to the
city/country that is hosting the event. City networks (C40 and ICLEI) will seek for cities in country and regions to participate in the SCIP-GP that could
enhance the peer to peer learning opportunities of each event (eg. innovator cities). Travel and accommodations expenses to the SCIP GP events will
be covered by the cities themselves and, occasionally, by the SCIP-GP, especially if cities are in LDCs.

 

This approach will allow the GP to make an efficient use of resources for capacity building and knowledge exchange while keeping a priority access to the
GEF-7 and GEF-6 cohort cities. Nevertheless, cities will be required to cover their travel expenses to participate in SCIP-GP events via child projects or their
own city budgets, the SCIP-GP will set aside a discretionary amount of resources to fund the participation of additional cities that will be deemed as an
outstanding to contribution to the capacity building events (eg. Regional City Academies) regardless of their cohort.

 

 
Output/Activity SCIP Citie

s
GEF-7

SCIP Citi
es GEF-6

Additional C
ities

Participating city details

Output 1.1        



 
1.1 Light-touch City Need
s Assessment

X     24 SCIP GEF 7 cities

1.1 Integrated Sustainabl
e Urban Development Ass
essment (ISUDA)

X     24 SCIP GEF 7 cities

1.1. City spatial data base
line

X     24 SCIP GEF 7 cities

Output 1.2        
1.2 City Academy Region
al Trainings

X X X All SCIP cities (GEF 7 and GEF 6) will b
e invited to all City Academies. A num
ber of additional non-SCIP cities will b
e invited and even financed (with priori
ty given to LDCs) to join the Academie

s
1.2 SCIP Forum X X X (other lea

ding cities fr
om the regio

n)

All SCIP cities (GEF 7 and GEF 6) will b
e invited to all SCIP Forums. A number
of additional non-SCIP cities will be inv
ited and even financed (with priority gi
ven to LDCs) to join the SCIP Forum.

Output 1.3        
1.3 SCIP Labs X X X 9 SCIP GEF 7 cities and additional GEF

6 and non-SCIP cities can join as obse
rvers.

Output 1.4        
1.4 Peer exchanges X X X (especiall

y those that
can be leadi
ng cities, or 
host a peer
exchange, o

n a topic)

9 SCIP GEF 7 cities hosting peer-to-pe
er exchanges held back-to-back with C

ity Academies. 
6 non-SCIP cities hosting peer-to-peer
exchanges (10 SCIP GEF 7 and GEF 6

cities and 5 non-SCIP cities)

Output 1.5        
1.5 Finance component
(project identification and
finance training)

X X X (cities con
nected via ci
ty networks
working on

similar proje
cts)

Project identification – includes 18 pro
jects from all city groups

Finance academies – focus only on 10
to 12 cities (from all city groups)

Light-touch Technical Assistance – 9
project proposals from all city groups
TAP – 24 projects screened from all ci
ty groups; 3 projects approved for furt
her financial support from all city grou
ps and 12 TAP projects presented to P

PF also out of all city groups
 

Output 1.6        
1.6 National dialogues X (9 SCIP

countries)
X X All SCIP GEF 7 and GEF 6 cities in the

country will be invited as a priority to t
he Dialogues and non-SCIP cities will

b l i i d Wh i



be also invited. When appropriate, repr
esentatives from other countries will b
e invited to share experiences of simil

ar reforms.
Output 2.1        

2.1 Library of Knowledge X X X The Library of Knowledge will be publi
cly accessible to any city. All SCIP GEF
7, GEF 6 and selected additional cities
will be invited to participate in the web

inars.
Output 2.2        

2.2 City Academy Curricul
um

X X X Case-studies and best practices will b
e taken from the best sources and cov
er SCIP GEF 7 and GEF 6 and non-SCI

P cities as well.
Output 2.3        

2.3 SCIP Website X X X The SCIP website will be open to any c
ity

Output 3.1        
3.1 Climate action commi
tments

X X X
 
 

This output will target SCIP GEF 7 and
GEF 6 cities as a priority but also will i
nclude additional non-SCIP cities that
show an interest in climate action lead
ership and in making commitments in
GP events, these cities will be selected
by the GP and will be drawn from C40,

ICLEI and WRI networks.
 

9 climate leader cities
 

9 city resolutions
 

6 SCIP cities working on climate actio
n plans

 
15 new cities reporting on CDP-ICLEI t

o track climate action
 

Online training session open to any cit
y

Output 3.2        
3.2 Advocacy (supports al
l cities at the global scale)

X X X All cities

Output 3.3        
3.3 Private sector X X X The city-business marketplaces are op

en to any city that join the SCIP Foru
m.
 

The CBCA will target 2-4 cities (SCIP G



The CBCA will target 2 4 cities (SCIP G
EF 7 and GEF-6)

 
The CiBiX workshops are available to
any city participating in the SCIP Foru

ms and/or National Dialogues
Output 3.4        

3.4 Communication strate
gy

X X X All cities

 
 

SCIP Global Platform Components: Implementation of the Global Platform will be structured around four Components as presented in the project’s logical
framework.



 

 

Component 1: Support to sustainable integrated urban planning, policy reform, investments; and innovative financing and scaling-up

 

Component 1 will focus on different types of capacity building for improved planning and investment capacities, for local and national governments. A variety
of approaches will be used for learning and capacity building as explained in each of the outputs. The different approaches will completement and build on
each other to achieve the proposed outcome for component 1 “key urban actors demonstrate improved capacity to undertake sustainable integrated planning
and investments”.



 

Summary and Timeline for Capacity Building Offer

 

 

Activities under component 1 include: support during child project design, and all activities related to trainings, technical assistance and capacity development
for participating[3] cities: City Academies focused on topics prioritized by local governments or other strategic urban topics; SCIP forums, peer exchanges,
finance academies, targeted technical assistance and national dialogues.

 

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn3


 

Component 1 also includes a finance sub-component to support cities to develop sustainable bankable projects and connect them with potential funders. This
subcomponent will focus on capacity building on finance, matchmaking, scaling up innovative business models, knowledge sharing, financial mechanisms
and funding sources that may apply to investment projects identified as city priorities. SCIP cities will be connected to either Project Preparation Facilities
(PPFs), or to relevant potential urban investors through matchmaking, such as regional development banks, and the private sector. Finance trainings will be
designed to identify city needs and appropriate pre-investment actions in cities, to scale up successful integrated and system-based projects, plans and
policies. In addition, the Global Platform will work with the private sector to promote best sustainable practices by partnering with initiatives such as the City-
Business Climate Alliance to promote dialogue and target setting between private sector and city partners. Finally, Component 1 will also include the
organization of global, regional and national dialogues with Ministers and thought leaders, to discuss and drive the implementation of policies, vertical
integration frameworks and financing conducive to creating sustainable cities.

 

Outcome 1: “Key urban actors demonstrate improved capacity to undertake sustainable integrated planning and investments”.

 



Outputs:

·         Output 1.1: Child project teams receive strategic support  to design and implement the national projects

 

The GP will support the Child Projects’ design and implementation through a city assessment and monitoring mechanism aimed at identifying relevant
approaches, initiatives, projects and tools implemented in each SCIP city, and track their improvement throughout the SCIP project. Engaging multiple
stakeholders at national and city level, the GP will gather baseline information of each SCIP city, through a light touch needs assessment during the PPG
phase to feed the capacity building offer. During implementation, the GP will develop and apply the Integrated Sustainable Urban Development Assessment
(ISUDA), which will include indicators to determine level of integrated planning approaches or ad hoc sectoral plans. The instrument will also be used to track
the progress of the city towards integrated sustainable urban development throughout the duration of the project. These combined inputs plus a set of geo-
spatial data will help the local governments, the GP team, the Implementing Agencies and national governments to gain a better understanding of the cities’
current sustainability status as it relates to sustainability efforts, capacities, main needs and opportunities, and planned investments - outlining a baseline for
the SCIP. The global child project will have Regional/ Country Coordinators[4] as the communications focal point with the GEF-7 cities. Details of their
functions are listed in the Institutional Arrangements and under their ToRs in Annex K.

 

As such, the City Assessments will be comprised by the following parts:

1. Light-touch City Needs Assessment: During PPG phase and when possible in conjunction with missions with IAs, the GP will identify the main city
knowledge gaps, priorities and capacity building needs using the City Needs Assessment methodology. The information gathered will inform all other
activities of the GP, including capacity building, finance, light touch technical assistance, peer exchange and learning. The City Needs Assessment
questionnaire will have information about the various pieces of the GP offer, and cities will be able to pick from a menu of options. For example, for the City
Academy, each city will select the topics of interest to participate in the trainings.

2. Integrated Sustainable Urban Development Assessment (ISUDA): The GP will develop the ISUDA framework to identify existing relevant plans, approaches,
initiatives and projects related to integrated and sustainable urban planning and investment in each of the 24 SCIP cities. The ISUDAs will serve multiple
purposes: identify needs and gaps of each city on integrated planning; identify a pipeline of investment projects; document the city baseline for the SCIP’s
M&E framework indicators. The collected information, along with the light touch Needs Assessments, will refine the GP offer of support for each of the GEF-7
SCIP cities. Each ISUDA will be updated towards the end of the implementation of the GP to show progress against project target and on integrated planning
and investments and ambition including details of support provided by the GP and associated impacts.

3. City spatial data baseline: The GP will work with the global SCIP cohort of 24 cities to identify and provide all cities with a common set of critical spatial
data layers. Using globally scalable and transferable methods (leveraging remote sensing, machine leaning, and crowdsourced data) to produce the data
layers for each city. The resulting city data stacks will be published under a public and open source license enabling use by the city government and other
stakeholders. These baseline spatial datasets will provide foundational input data for strategic planning analyses, particularly valuable for cities where such
data were previously absent, unavailable or insufficient. These datasets and analyses can provide a starting point for conversation with stakeholders and data-
holders to improve upon the open data database and to produce additional analyses based upon additional local data and in coordination with efforts led by
the Child Projects. The spatial data baseline will deepen the spatial understanding of SCIP cities and will be used in the creation of knowledge products, such
as the data modules/workshop for the SCIP Labs and provide an opportunity to conduct program analytics for all the cities involved in the program.

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn4


 

4. Cities Assessment Summary Report: This public report will be compiled based on information from the ISUDAs, project monitoring framework and the
spatial baseline, to present a summarized concise picture of the progress of each SCIP city. The report will be developed at the end of the SCIP GP project to
summarize the impact and outcomes of SCIP GP.

 

Deliverables:

 

During PPG phase:

1.1.1   Methodology for undertaking the Light-touch City Assessments (ICLEI)

1.1.2   24 Light-touch City Assessments with gender considerations integrated in their analysis (12 ICLEI, 9 WRI, 3 C40)

1.1.3   Methodology for completing the ISUDAs (ICLEI)

 

During the course of the project:

1.1.4   Regional/Country Coordinators recruited covering all 24 cities

o   1 for Indonesia (ICLEI)

o   1 for China (ICLEI)

o   1 for India (ICLEI)

o   1 for LAC (Brazil, Argentina, Costa Rica) (WRI)

o   1 for Africa (Sierra Leone, Morocco, Rwanda) (C40)

1.1.5   Communications protocols agreed with each Implementing Agency (UNEP/WRI)

1.1.6  24 initial project ISUDAs including quantitative and program framework indicators and gender considerations in their analysis of the city (12 ICLEI, 9
WRI, 3 C40)

1.1.7   24 final project ISUDAs with outcome impact analysis (12 ICLEI, 9 WRI, 3 C40)

1.1.8   Geo-spatial base map methodology (WRI)

1.1.9   24 sets of maps for each SCIP participating city (WRI)

1.1.10 24 city level summary reports with detailed project and program impact analysis based on quantitative and qualitative data collection. This information
will also be used for the final report and evaluation of the project (ICLEI)



 

 

·         Output 1.2 Key urban actors are trained through regional city academies group around identified topics, regions and languages

 

Capacity building is one of the core objectives of the SCIP’s GP, output 1.2 focuses on two key activities and deliverables of the capacity building offer of the
SCIP GP: Regional City Academies and SCIP Forums the program’s flagship event, that will combine multiple forums, meetings and activities.

 

City Academy Regional Trainings: The City Academy is a learning course, comprised by a set of eight interconnected modules of content, that are key aspects
to achieve successful integrated planning at the local level. City Academy modules will be delivered in two formats: thematic trainings and SCIP Labs
(workshop-style trainings) [see output 2.2 for a detailed description of City Academy content]. Access to the content will be offered in all the project regions
[Latina America and Caribbean (LAC), Asia and Africa], with an emphasis on participants coming from the region where the training will take place.

 

Each of the 9 City Academies will provide simultaneous tracks of trainings of 2 topics, based on the 8 modules of content that will be developed by GP. Each of
the 9 City Academy trainings will be organized in one of the 9 SCIP participating countries. Moreover, 3 of the City Academies will coincide with Regional
Forums [see output 1.6]. The City Academies will be the most comprehensive learning event organized by the GP and all SCIP cities will be invited to attend,
with a focus on the cities where the training is provided.

 

Each of the trainings will last 2 to 3 days, will have a practical, active and participatory approach, combining: presentations by technical experts and city peers;
demonstration on the use of relevant frameworks and tools; sharing of best practices and lessons learned; case studies highlighting innovative urban
sustainability approaches; opportunities for cities to share their specific issues and challenges; interactive exercises and icebreakers to encourage dialogue
and collaboration; preparation by cities of key actions and takeaways. The GP will ensure that the engaged experts will be varied and balanced. Gender and
geographical mix will be considered. Experts will also be considered from within and external to the SCIP team.

 

Attending cities will have the opportunity to interact with other cities. Regional trainings will be combined with peer learning from the host city. Because of
their regional scope, they will require simultaneous translations. The GP will also invite leading non-SCIP cities, GEF-6 cities and LDC cities from the region
where the Academy will be hosted. A limited amount of funding will be available to invite non-SCIP cities, with priority for LDC cities. Here the GP will set aside
some funding to sponsor these LDC’s cities attendance to the Academies. Host Academy Countries can expect to have more of their non-SCIP cities attending
the Academy than other countries in the region.

 



SCIP Forums: The GP will organize three SCIP Forums in Latin America, Africa, and Asia throughout the lifetime of the project. These events will be dedicated
to senior political and technical representatives of the SCIP cities, as well as senior national government representatives of their countries with a focus on
sustainable urban development in the region, with a selected main theme.

 

The SCIP Forums will allow participants to share information on challenges and how these were dealt with, identifying good practice and replicable
approaches, and explore opportunities for support from the GP. Other cities from the region will be invited to exchange experiences with SCIP cities, especially
those identified as leading cities in the region, GEF-6 cities and LDCs. A limited amount of funding will be available to invite non-SCIP cities, with priority for
LDC cities. Where possible or relevant, the SCIP Forums will take place in conjunction with other regional events to gain maximum visibility and to benefit from
high level representatives in attendance.

 

The SCIP Regional Forums, which will have a thematic focus based on interest and relevance for the region, will be a week-long program, with multiple events,
designed around the following key activities:

 

·      Regional City Academies: Selection of topics presented at the Forum will respond to demand identified through the Needs Assessment (see output
2.2).

·      Regional advocacy: These SCIP Forums will have an advocacy element to address sustainable urban development in the region. The advocacy event
will include a high-level ministerial session, potentially as a closed-door roundtable between mayors and ministers on urban policy discussions. Also,
the high-level opening plenary of the Forum would serve to present the SCIP and present cities’ climate commitments. The sessions will be followed
by a press conference, where possible. This element of the SCIP Forum is linked to the local climate ambition and the global advocacy components of
the GP (see outputs 3.1 and 3.2).

·      High-level investment roundtables: The SCIP Forums will host the high-level investment roundtables, aiming at connecting cities with the finance
sector and presenting innovative solutions to scale up sustainable urban investments at the local level (see output 1.5).

·      City-Business Marketplaces: As part of the SCIP Forum, the GP will create a marketplace for cities and businesses to connect around key sectors and
sector integration opportunities (e.g. transport, buildings, water, waste, etc) during the 2-3 days of the Forum. This will be an opportunity to encourage
city and business collaboration, aggregate demand around common needs and solutions and explore scaling up activities. Businesses will showcase
innovative solutions, products and services. Also, cities can present successful case studies of collaboration with private sector to encourage peer to
peer learning with other participating cities (see output 3.3).

·      Peer exchanges: The SCIP Forum city will act as a host and provide content of an area in which they have expertise to participant cities (see output
1.4).



 

Partners and participants to be considered as speakers or co-organizers include UN agencies, national representatives from the region, donors, finance sector,
regional development banks, international organizations with presence in the region, think-tanks, academic and research institutions.

 

The organization of the SCIP Forums will be divided among the CBOs: Latin America (WRI), Africa (C40), and Asia (ICLEI). To ease exchange the predominant
regional language will be used, with simultaneous translation organized as needed for the sessions and workshops (Chinese and English; English and French,
Portuguese and Spanish). Number of participants expected is 200 per SCIP Forum.

 

Deliverables:

1.2.1    Plan for the organization and deployment of the 3 SCIP Forums, including a detailed roadmap on how to select the structure (WRI, ICLEI, C40)

1.2.2    3 SCIP Forums (WRI will lead in Latin America, C40 in Africa and ICLEI in Asia)

1.2.3    Plan for the organization and deployment of the 9 City Academies regional trainings, including a detailed roadmap on how to select the content for
each City Academy as well as to identify additional cities to join the training, and link the peer-to-peer exchanges (3 WRI (LAC), 3 ICLEI (Asia), 3 C40 (Africa))

1.2.4    9 City Academies (one in each SCIP participating country) with 50% of women as panelists and presenters, with 3 City Academies held back-to-back
with the 3 SCIP Forums (3 WRI (LAC), 3 ICLEI (Asia), 3 C40 (Africa))



1.2.5    Survey methodology to capture how capacity building activities from the SCIP global platform have been applied and improved sustainable integrated
planning (WRI)

 

·         Output 1.3: Technical assistance is provided on integrated urban solutions

 

SCIP Labs: WRI will run 9 SCIP labs on strategic planning and data, offering 1 workshop per country where the project is implemented. Participating cities will
be selected based on interest (interest will be assessed through the Light-touch Needs Assessment and follow up conversations led by the Regional
Coordinators), and the identification of a concrete planning problem that can be addressed at the Lab, and a commitment from the city to allow participation
of staff from different relevant departments. The workshop will be structured around a specific planning challenge/problem [scale could vary from master
plans, to neighborhood level projects]. The training provided will be localized and the specific problem discussion will be agreed with the participating city, to
provide an opportunity to discuss a real planning issue that the city is facing. Both the planning and data SCIP Labs will constitute a hands-on, practical
opportunity to illustrate the use of integrated planning and data for decision making (two of the main pillars of the SCIP), and to invite multiple stakeholders
from different city departments to illustrate cross-sectoral collaboration. Spatial information collected and produced for the baseline will be utilized as an
input for the SCIP Labs. Other cities within the country will also be invited where they face similar challenges and can benefit from the problem-solving
oriented labs. The face to face SCIP Lab trainings will be follow-up with additional support to ensure the application of the content at the local level.

 

Strategic Planning SCIP Lab: The Strategic planning SCIP lab will be focused on how to generate cross-sectoral collaboration in cities. The goal of the lab will
be to advance the city’s ability to work across agencies, jurisdictions, and sectors to solve a central planning challenge. The labs will have a spatial
component, focus on strategic projects or specific geographic areas selected by the city, include multiple stakeholders (public, civil society, private sector) and
multiple government sectors relevant for the project under discussion. They may be organized in charette[5] style.

 

Data SCIP Lab: Cities require data for a variety of activities related to advancing sustainable development. Data informs planning processes, enables
benchmarking and measurement of progress indicators (including those related to SDGs), allows cities to assess alternative development pathways and
design and implement policies and programs. However, collecting, accessing, processing and maintaining data is resource and time intensive and requires
specialized expertise. The political economy of data is also challenging. Data is held by many different public agencies and private actors. What data is
available is often not clear and data may not be shared even when requested. Particularly, in data scarce environments, like developing cities, critical datasets
are often unavailable or inaccessible to be turned into insights. Local data may be held by many different owners, stored in non-digital formats, unaffordable or
not collected at all. Global or private data that is locally relevant (such as from urban sensors, crowdsourcing or remote sensing) may be buried in academic
publications, unaffordable, in an unusable format or require specific technical expertise and analysis tools. Identifying starting points in participating cities, the
Data SCIP Lab will help participant cities to assess their current city data landscape, identify critical multi-use urban datasets and their use cases, and learn
good practices in data governance and collaboration that will help to overcome challenges around data access and sharing. The two primary focus areas will
be:
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·      Data governance: public investments in data; open data; intra-municipal, public-private and regional collaboration; data privacy, etc.

·      Critical urban data layers: assessing and selecting global and local options for foundational datasets (land use, land cover, topography, demographics,
infrastructure, etc.) and organizing and sharing these datasets for use by many stakeholders.

 

Deliverables:

1.3.1    Methodology to run the SCIP Labs and to select participating cities in SCIP countries (WRI)

1.3.2    9 SCIP Labs on integrated planning and data with corresponding follow up activities, one per SCIP country, with focus city (or cities) to be determined
during implementation (WRI)

1.3.3    SCIP Labs lessons learned report as part of the Knowledge Management strategy (WRI)

 

·         Output 1.4: Key urban actors participate in peer exchanges, matching cities by interest, with knowledge providers from City-Based Organizations (CBO’s)
network opportunities and extended partners

 

This output includes the logistics and content organization of the peer-to-peer exchanges, which will be organized based on local interest and need, and will
match participating cities with leaders in the topical area of interest. The team will identify clusters of cities to group topics of interest and invite appropriate
technical level staff to be engaged in these exchanges. Peer exchanges will be open to SCIP and non-SCIP cities, with SCIP cities participating with their own
funding.

 

Deliverables:

 

1.4.1    1 cluster of cities report: Identification of demand (topics) and providers (city hosts) based of needs assessments and request from participating cities
& identification of areas of expertise in the cities participating in the program, to act as hosts (9 WRI, 12 ICLEI, 3 C40)

1.4.2    9 peer exchanges in conjunction with City Academies (3 WRI, 3 ICLEI, 3 C40)

1.4.3    6 additional peer exchanges to showcase innovative and integrated approaches in non-SCIP cities, utilizing network opportunities provided by CBOs
including 1 peer exchange that demonstrates how cities integrate gender in urban planning (2 WRI, 2 ICLEI, 2 C40)

 

·         Output 1.5: Cities receive support to access finance opportunities through existing project preparation facilities, Regional Development Banks (RDB) and
International Financial Institutions (IFIs) cities initiatives, and SCIP Global Platform sponsored matchmaking opportunities



 

Activities led by the SCIP’s Global Platform under output 1.5 will provide participating cities (GEF-6, GEF-7 and others) with a range of opportunities at an early
project preparation stage to increase their understanding and capacity to formulate bankable projects, access finance sources, address barriers, connect to
potential investors and ultimately scale-up infrastructure investments that address sustainable urban development.

 

The GP finance support in early project preparation is organized as a continuum of six activities that build on each other: 1) SCIP finance modules; 2) project
identification; 3) C40 finance academies, 4) light-touch technical assistance, 5) early-stage pipeline screening; and 6) high-level investment roundtables.

 

These activities will complement the SCIP nine child projects activities with respect to exploring innovative financing mechanisms. The GP will identify
projects in early stage from SCIP cities that are aligned with priorities identified in the child projects and cities sustainability long-term plans.

 

Also, through the GP led activities, SCIP cities will have the opportunity to connect and learn from other cities beyond their cohort (GEF-6 and GEF-7) working
on similar sustainable infrastructure investments.

 

  

Finance Modules (part of SCIP City Academy Curriculum): Led by ICLEI, this training module helps and empowers local governments to develop innovative and
bankable projects and access finance for their low carbon and climate resilient development. Participants will learn about the climate finance architecture in
order to have a better understanding on the potential international and national funding sources. Furthermore, it will provide participating cities with a range of



innovative financing solutions, explaining the advantages and disadvantages of each tool. Cities will also be trained on project structuring and project pitching
to increase their chances when connecting to potential investors and funders. The module will be supported by a toolkit and will present a number of funding
schemes available, addressing barriers, running risk assessments, exploring innovative or alternative models, connecting and pitching a project to potential
investors and learning the finance sector language. ICLEI will deliver 3 regional trainings (Asia, Africa and Latin America) (see output 2.2).

 

Project Identification: During the first year of implementation of the SCIP, the GP will engage with participant cities and child projects implementing agencies
to identify a pipeline of promising sustainable infrastructure projects in local governments’ that are looking for funding. The GP will seek projects with a high
potential to deliver global environmental benefits and with strong political leadership backing, to help projects to evolve within the lifetime of the SCIP.

 

In order to identify projects that are potentially bankable, mature and geared towards maximum environmental impact, the GP will develop guidelines for
project identification and selection of cities (GEF-7, GEF-6 and others). The project identification guidelines will provide a set of quality standards, while
allowing flexibility so cities can identify and put forward projects that best meet local demands. The guidelines will consider projects in multiple sectors, e.g.
renewable energy, clean transport, solid waste, nature-based solutions, among others.

 

Potential investment projects eligibility criteria could take into account: (i) level of social and environmental impact; (ii) degree of readiness; (iii) public sector
support; (iv) potential bankability; (v) physical impact (e.g. sustainable urban infrastructure), (iv) scalability and (v) environmental and reputational risks. In
addition, the GP will rely on the ISUDAS assessments to be done in each participating SCIP city as additional sources of information and the direct
engagement of regional coordinators with cities and key stakeholders in their respective region (e.g. child projects implementing agencies and Regional
Development Banks) to identify potential investment projects.

 

C40 Finance Academies: Building on the C40-led Financing Sustainable Cities Initiative (FSCI), the GP will support cities through the Finance Academies. The
C40 Finance Academies will focus on accelerating and scaling up infrastructure investments for urban solutions that deliver global environmental benefits.

 

The C40 Finance Academies will be intensive three-day workshops convened at the regional level, which will bring together city officials, technical experts (in-
house, partners and consultants), private sector and financial institutions to address financing challenges preventing implementation of a particular type of
sustainable infrastructure project.

 

Based on projects identified, the GP will predefine a portfolio of sector-based finance workstreams which the local governments can choose from topics such
as clean transport, climate-ready infrastructure, nature-based solutions and sustainable energy. Participating cities (GEF-7, GEF-6 and others, particularly in the
region) will be clustered around sectors according to pre-identified local projects.

 



The C40 Finance Academies content will vary depending on which cities will participate, with core content around key finance barriers and challenges facing
cities. These include fundamental project economics, understanding different technical solutions that may affect commercial viability and long-term
sustainability, business models and institutional arrangements with public and/or private operators, policy and regulatory constraints, accessibility to funding
sources, blended finance, financing structures and landscape, procurement options, project preparation cycle and key pre-investment actions cities need to
take to prepare the city to scale up successful sustainable infrastructure projects.

 

The GP will actively seek the participation of international financial institutions and private sector representatives as speakers and sessions facilitators in
each Finance Academies which will be tailored to the region and sector of focus for the module. This will guarantee an early alignment and feedback between
cities expectations, business and technology available for sustainable infrastructure and financiers' requirements.

 

Each city that wishes to participate in the Finance Academies will be required to nominate two people: (i) a senior city official with expertise and power to act
in the financing decisions of the city (e.g. Chief Financial Officer or Treasurer), and ii) a senior city official with expertise and power to act in the sector being
discussed (e.g. Transport Secretary).

 

The GP will run a minimum of three Finance Academies per year which may happen in conjunction with SCIP events such as the Regional City Academies and
the SCIP Forum or could be run independently. Finance Academies will have a maximum of 10-12 participating cities (GEF-6, GEF-7 and non-SCIP cities).
Workshop size will be limited to guarantee dynamic interaction and depth of the discussions between city delegates and experts but will also provide
additional opportunities for SCIP cities to learn from peers and leaders beyond the cohort of SCIP cities (eg. cities from the region working on similar
sustainable infrastructure projects).

 

Light-touch Technical Assistance: Sometimes city practitioners require a more bespoke, specialist approach to be able to solve barriers in the project
preparation phase. To support cities in this situation, the SCIP GP will offer cities that participate in the C40 Finance Academies the opportunity to apply for
light-touch technical assistance support. This support will be allocated to help unlock access to finance and accelerate or scale up progress in projects which
SCIP cities are working on, in addition to the current child projects.

 

The main objective of the light-touch technical assistance is to support cities to access financial knowledge and tools to make projects more ambitious (eg.
better integrated across sectors or with higher environmental benefits) and/or develop viable business models and financing mechanisms that will lead to
successful project implementation.

 

The GP will define a small amount (eg. no larger than $20,000) to be granted to selected cities that will be available to finance specific support demanded by
cities. Cities will have the opportunity to apply via an open and competitive call with pre-established requisites. Open calls will be rolled out in year 2 and year 3
of the SCIP GP timeline. The GP will define an objective methodology to review applications (e.g. impact, feasibility, cost, timeframe) and allocate support



accordingly.

 

The light-touch Technical Assistance (TA) won’t provide cash to the cities. Rather, the GP will work in close collaboration with the selected cities to develop a
clear scope, procedures and goals of the task resulting from the TA costs. In addition, the GP will support cities to ensure that any relevant local context data
is collected, local stakeholders are engaged, and that development of the final product is in line with both the expectations and requirements of the city. The
goal of the TA is to support cities to access financial knowledge and tools to develop viable business models and financing mechanisms for successful
investment projects.

 

Examples of light-touch technical assistance support could include:

 

·      Pre-feasibility/ Strategy – High-level research: roadmap to deploy electric buses

·      Feasibility – Studies to address technical / financial challenges: financial analysis and payback period for Solar Photovoltaic (PV)

·      Access to finance: evaluation of value capture opportunities

·      Explore business models on how to establish a Public-Private-Partnerships (PPP) or a community power project

·      Stakeholder identification and communication plan for stakeholder engagement

 

 

Early-stage pipeline screening: ICLEI’s TAP: SCIP cities seeking finance for sustainable infrastructure projects will have the option to submit their projects to
ICLEI’s Transformative Actions Program (TAP) project pipeline and get these projects screened for basic quality. ICLEI checks the project’s consistency and
transformative potential; coherence with approved national/subnational sector plans and strategies, connection with the Sustainable Development Goals and
global environmental benefits, the project’s adaptation/resilience and mitigation aspects and level of ambition, as well as inclusion indicators (gender and
vulnerable groups) and other co-benefits. Recommendations will be made for improvement of the concept, as needed. The GP will have an annual call for
projects, using the TAP project pipeline, supported by a communications campaign to increase the number of applications.

 

The ‘TAP Seal’ of approval will be awarded to projects that have improved the substance, and these are then connected to TAP partners for specialized
support, Project Preparation Facilities (PPFs), international financial institutions and/or private sector investors specialized in sustainable urban infrastructure
projects. Also, projects with ‘TAP Seal’ can receive additional technical support from ICLEI’s pool of finance specialists.

 

An annual TAP report will be compiled, including the results of SCIP cities projects. This report will serve as a critical input to prepare future C40 Finance
Academies (eg. projects that require more work) and high-level investment roundtables (eg. TAP seal projects).



 

In addition, the GP will support SCIP cities with timely finance-related information (newsletters) and online training (webinars, courses) directly or through
SCIP extended partners on how to access opportunities available from specialized urban finance facilities

 

High-level Investment Roundtables: In order to advance project development process from project definition to pre-feasibility, the GP will roll out High-Level
Investment Roundtables for projects that have met a certain level of maturity in their conceptualization defined by the GP (eg. TAP Seal projects, projects that
have received Light Touch Technical Assistance).

 

Leveraging the convening power of the SCIP GP and additional partners such as the Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance[6] (CCFLA), the High-Level
(HL) Investment Roundtables will be arranged in conjunction with the SCIP Forum and/or other high-level regional investment forums (eg. Africa Investment
Forum organized by the AfDB). The HL Investment Roundtables will bring high-level representatives from cities, private sector, financial institutions and
multilateral development banks and  will provide an opportunity for the cities to present their projects to a curated audience and pitch these to investors and
lenders in a facilitated space.

 

The GP in coordination with the CCFLA and the multilateral development banks community will identify a community of investors interested in integrated and
urban planning infrastructure in global south cities. This community of investors will be invited to design the HL investment roundtables in coordination with
the SCIP. Such investors can include but are not limited to the following actors who are leading on urban finance: EBRD’s Green Cities Program, ADB’s Cities
Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA) and Urban Financing Partnership Facility (UFPF), European Investment Bank (EIB)’s Financing Energy for Low-carbon
Investment – Cities Advisory Facility (FELICITY), AfDB’s Urban and Municipal Development Fund for Africa, IADB’s Capital Market Solutions for Sustainable
Urban Infrastructure, the WB’s City Resilience Program, City Climate Finance Gap Fund, Asia- Pacific Project Preparation Facility (AP3F), US- India Clean Energy
Finance Facility (USICEF), Dutch Fund for Climate and Development, among others.

 

The GP will prepare selected cities to participate at the roundtables and guarantee that projects are presented in a targeted and structured way. Investors and
lenders will also be briefed beforehand on the portfolio of projects to be presented in order to align expectations, and ensure the right participants are
engaged. The GP will prepare an “investment brief profile” for the selected cities participating at the roundtables and ensure that city representatives have a
solid understanding on the work area and focus of the potential partners. The format of the HL Investment Roundtables will be small to guarantee the proper
environment for an honest and open conversation between cities and financiers.

 

HL Investment Roundtables will be conceived as convening spaces to improve understanding between both groups (cities and investors) on the current
project status and needs. HL Investment Roundtables will connect selected local projects to be assessed by financial institutions on their bankability potential
and risk sharing protocols, as a primary goal. Potential question to be asked to projects can include but not limited to cash flows on the project’s long-term
debt service, investment returns, possible tax incentives, diligence in legal, technical and economic matters, among others.
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Given the complexity of financing projects in cities, HL Investment Roundtables can also serve as an opportunity to get technical and specific feedback from
the investor and lender community, as guidance to cities for further work to make projects bankable. The GP will guarantee periodic follow up with
participating cities and the investors community to check on commitments, actions and next steps.

 

Projects that receive positive appraisal in the HL Investment Roundtables will be supported by the GP to access specialized urban project preparation facilities
(eg. C40 City Finance Facility and EIB’s FELICITY) and investors interested in providing further support to make projects bankable and investment ready.

 

 

Deliverables:

1.5.1    3 Finance Modules (ICLEI)

1.5.2    Identification of 18 integrated investment projects (C40 with support from WRI and ICLEI’s regional coordinators)

1.5.3    9 Finance Academies (C40)

1.5.4    2 open calls for proposals light-touch technical assistance (C40)

1.5.5    9 project proposals have received light touch technical assistance support via open calls (C40)

1.5.6    3 investments profile briefs for financial institutions to be presented at investment roundtables (C40)

1.5.7    3 High-level Investor Roundtables (C40)

1.5.8    4 annual TAP calls to collect projects seeking finance from SCIP cities (ICLEI)

1.5.9    24 TAP projects screened and recommendations for improvement (ICLEI)

1.5.10  4 annual reports that include results from SCIP cities projects submitted via TAP (ICLEI)

1.5.11  4 annual finance newsletters on upcoming opportunities for cities to access PPF and urban finance opportunities (ICLEI)

1.5.12  3 TAP approved project received technical support from ICLEI’s finance specialists (ICLEI) 

1.5.13  12 TAP projects presented to Project Preparation Facilities, TAP partners providing further services and/or to potential investors (public and private)
(ICLEI)

 

·         Output 1.6: National governments and cities receive support to take policy and political leadership to unlock action on sustainable and integrated urban
planning

 



The GP will support national governments, regions, and cities to take policy and political leadership to unlock action on sustainable and integrated urban
planning through the organization of National Dialogues.

 

National Dialogues: ICLEI will organize two high-level National Dialogues in each of the nine SCIP countries (18 dialogues in total) to stimulate dialogue and
enhance coordination between different levels of government and across relevant departments. The focus is on multilevel governance and exploring the
relevance of the urban context (sustainable cities with impact) in national efforts to tackle climate change and sustainable development. The dialogues will
focus on ways to enhance national and local capacities for effective implementation and enhanced impact; how to facilitate the access to finance for local
implementation projects; and present policy guidance and good practice on enabling sustainable and integrated urban development. The specific format and
participation will be decided according to national conditions, but one central aspect will be to provide the opportunity for vertical coordination (Minister-
Mayor Dialogues). Dialogues might also include other key stakeholders, such as the Child Project Implementing Agency (IA), local government associations,
technical experts, or community-based organizations and private sector representatives. SCIP cities will be invited as a priority to the Dialogues and non-SCIP
cities will be also invited. A limited amount of funding will be available to invite non-SCIP cities, with priority for LDC cities. When appropriate, representatives
from other countries will be invited to share experiences of similar reforms.

 

For the Dialogues to be successful, they require the co-ownership of national governments, and specific line ministries. The GP will invite appropriate
representatives from ministries responsible for internal government, urban and territorial development, the environment and natural resources, finance,
agriculture, and social development, as appropriate. At the local level, mayors and metropolitan representatives will be invited, as well as the responsible
parties for planning, finance, and the environment. The National Dialogues will address the specific country challenges and needs, including, for example:

 

·         Integration of urban issues on sustainable development at the national level

·         Improved multi-level collaboration and sectoral coordination

·         Integrated sustainable metropolitan or regional planning approaches

·         Scaled up innovative finance models for sustainable infrastructure

 

The National Dialogues will utilize a specific methodology, such as the Talanoa Dialogue approach - a proven good practice for sensitive in-country climate
change discussions. UNEP and the relevant country project Implementing Agencies will help to engage the highest national political representation possible.
ICLEI will facilitate the participation of senior city representatives (ideally mayors) and the local government association of the respective country, inviting the
support of the Regional Coordinators.

 

For higher impact, National Dialogues will be co-organized with national governments and mainly conducted in the national language (simultaneous
translation English- local language may be organized as needed should international experts be invited). Terms of Reference will be provided to outline the
intent and approach. The GP will provide experts for facilitation.



 

National Dialogues may take place within the framework of or in parallel to global or regional event happening in the country or may be hosted independently.
The number of participants expected is 50-100 per National Dialogue. The first Dialogue in each country will take place in the 1  year or early in the 2  year of
the project. This dialogue will be an intensive one-day event, which will combine:

 

·         Setting the scene: Introduction to the objectives, scope and main stakeholders of the SCIP (global and country projects) and the benefits SCIP
GP and the integrated sustainable development approach. This part of the Dialogue will also provide the picture of the national urban policy and
problems identified for sustainable urban planning and financing, as well as the opportunities and multiple benefits of city sustainability
initiatives. The GP will create knowledge products to this end, such as country fact-sheets, city case studies, infographics, or policy reviews. This
information, as well as the SCIP City Needs Assessments will be shared with the national governments beforehand to have a baseline for the
Dialogues.

·         Minister-Mayor dialogue: A facilitated round-table discussion with representatives from different levels of government (Ministries and city
mayors) and other relevant stakeholders on sustainable urban development to: a) enable a collaborative national-local environment by removing
the barriers at the national level that prevent local action; b) elevate sustainable urban development as a high priority in the political agenda; and
c) influence policy reforms to promote local sustainable development with global environmental benefits.

 

The expected outcomes of the first Dialogue are:

a)    A recommended 5-year roadmap outlining an approach for communication between ministers, mayors, and the regional coordinators over the course
of the project, including regular meetings or calls, to ensure that the multilevel governance approach is discussed. This roadmap may serve as a basis
for multi-level collaboration beyond the SCIP.

b)   A commitment of each SCIP national government to enable sustainable urban development in the country and consider recommendations for policy
reform;

c)    Information on capacity building needs that can be addressed by the Global Platform.

 

The second National Dialogue will take place in the 4  or 5  year of the project with a similar format to the first one, but with the aim to assess progress made
on the above-mentioned issues. The dialogue could potentially address new capacity development needs identified in the course of the project to add them to
the GP training offer or for future consideration by the national and local governments. The outcomes of these dialogues will include 1) documented progress
on the roadmaps, 2) national commitments and capacity building, and 3) adaptations or revisions to the roadmaps.

 

A report on lessons learned on multi-level collaboration for integrated sustainable urban development will be compiled at the end of the project, based on the
outcomes of the National Dialogues.
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Deliverables:

1.6.1    9 preparatory plans for each National Dialogue in agreement with the relevant Implementing Agency for each child project with a clear outline of the
National Dialogue structure, agenda, participants and expected outcomes (ICLEI)

1.6.2    9 country fact-sheets on national urban policy (ICLEI)

1.6.3    9 recommended roadmaps for multi-level government collaboration (plus updated roadmaps) (ICLEI)

1.6.4    At least 4 national commitments to sustainable urban development (ICLEI)

1.6.5    18 National Dialogues of which 6 include attendance and participation from women’s organizations, NGOs, or child project gender focal points, female
urban decisionmakers (ICLEI)

1.6.6    1 report on lessons learned on multi-level collaboration (ICLEI)

 

Component 2: Global Platform for knowledge management, exchange and program coordination

 

Component 2 of the SCIP GP will build a state-of-the-art library of knowledge for the program and create innovative and practical curricula, the City Academy,
to provide cities with a unique learning opportunity on integrated planning. Component activities will include: the design, construction and maintenance of a
website with a library of best practices, solutions and tools on key topics related to sustainable cities; the mapping of existing knowledge and creation of new
knowledge where there are gaps; the development of the curriculum and content for the City Academy, comprised of eight applied knowledge ‘toolkits’
(modules of technical content, videos, case studies, tools, templates and practical exercises) in key integrated planning topics. It will also include translations
of key knowledge packages.

 

Outcome 2:  Key urban actors and experts, in addition to those targeted in outcome 1, are using cutting edge knowledge and best practices on sustainable
integrated urban planning and investments from a global sustainable cities platform

 

Outputs:

·                 Output 2.1: Existing knowledge is curated, and a menu of sustainable urban development and integrated planning solutions is available to key urban
actors and experts

 



The knowledge management component of the GP will produce/systematize and organize the content required for capacity building activities and learning
focusing on integrated planning and innovative sustainable solutions for cities and selected thematic areas identified from local demand and emerging and
innovative topics in the field of sustainable cities.

 

Library of Knowledge: The SCIP team will curate state of the art information on the different topics that fall under the topics selected for the program. The
team will select, organize, and sometimes adapt existing information [frameworks, methodologies, reports, working papers], and share that information
through the SCIP website. The technical knowledge library will be organized around program thematic areas (which will include the main topics offered
through the City Academy and other ones). The team will select content and provide access to extensive library of resources already available under each
organization.

 

The technical library will be hosted in the SCIP’s website and will be based on existing knowledge and ongoing efforts to expand knowledge and will be utilized
as the basis to feed into city academies, peer to-peer exchanges and learning activities. It will connect with knowledge on CityFixLearn (WRI’s knowledge hub);
C40 Knowledge Hub; ICLEI’s Solutions Gateway, ICLEI’s virtual library and UN Environment Program’s Resources Library.

 

Webinar Series: The GP will organize and coordinate 20 webinars on innovative urban solutions. Webinars will be used to provide insights and share
experience on a particular strategy, solution, approach or tool and will include examples of best practices and lessons learned from other cities. Webinars will
be delivered in different languages, depending on content, and different time zones to respond to city’s needs. The topics to be included on webinars will come
from the extended resources from the organizers and invite SCIP cities and project partners to share ideas and approaches. Content will be pre-announced in
newsletters to allow for planning and will be used also for follow up of the learning events (City Academies, peer exchanges).

 

Each of the 4 partners will organize 1 webinar yearly for the duration of the 5-year project (20 webinars). Reach out and promotion will be led by the
communications lead for the project and supported by the other organization to broaden the audience. The organization of the webinar series will be part of
the responsibilities of the communications lead, and WRI will provide the platform, with partners organizing and providing the content.

 

Deliverables:

2.1.1    Library of Knowledge on the GP website with innovative solutions organised by the 8 themes of the city academies and others including 1 section
focused on gender and urban sustainability (see Output 2.2) (WRI organizes and leads, with inputs from ICLEI, C40 and UNEP Cities)

2.1.2    20 webinars (4 per year) (WRI leads and provides the platform, 5 webinars each for WRI, ICLEI, C40 and UNEP Cities)

 

·         Output 2.2: New knowledge is generated and made available to key urban actors and experts responding to local demands and identified gaps, including
case studies, training materials, reports, training modules

https://thecityfixlearn.org/
https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/?language=en_US
http://www.solutions-gateway.org/
http://e-lib.iclei.org/
https://www.unenvironment.org/resources?vkk=3ohw4kqrf4vwhby5xzyim


 

The City Academy constitutes the main learning and capacity building opportunity organized by the GP (Output 1.2). The City Academy curriculum will be
structured around a set of eight pre-defined modules of content that have been developed to respond to city demands and needs and recognizing emerging
topics of interest in the space of sustainable urban planning[7]. Innovative approaches and case studies will be central in each of the modules of content. The
set of modules will be presented to the cities as a package of interdependent and coherent content, from which cities will select the topics of interest to
attend the trainings when responding to the Light-touch Needs Assessment. Face to face trainings will be combined with opportunities to interact virtually
through follow up webinars, peer discussions and assignments for action. The program will create a cohort of participants to foster continuity, buy-in and
practical use of the knowledge.

 

The City Academy target audience will be high-level local technical staff identified by the local focal point. As Cities chose the topics they are interested in, and
in the cases in which they are also working on local climate commitments [output 3.1], learning could be linked to content area of the commitment (for
example: bus electrification).

 

City Academy Curriculum: The City Academy content will be presented face to face in two different formats: SCIP Labs [workshops run at the local level] and
regional thematic trainings. Once trainings are piloted and tested, they will be posted online on the SCIP’s website to ensure additional reach. The selection of
the topics comes from a review and identification of prevalent topics in the child projects, and a consultation with experts in implementing organizations, to
pick topics that are both innovative and address different aspects of integrated planning. The topics are prevalent in the child project proposals and central to
the integrated approach of the program. During implementation, if demand for alternative topics is identified, the team will adjust the offer. SCIP will explore
potential work with leading universities and research institutes globally when developing the training modules.

 

SCIP Labs are workshops run in the local language in each country (with a selection of cities) and designed to be hands-on opportunities to resolve local,
concrete cross-sectoral problems that require multiple stakeholder coordination. Multiple technical staff from the invited cities will work on a clinic-style,
collaborative and intersectoral planning problem. Strategic planning and data governance workshops are at the core of SCIP approach, bringing to the front, in
a practical manner, the implementation of integrated approaches for sustainability at the local level. As such, all SCIP countries will have the opportunity to
participate in workshops on these subjects and receive tailored, context-specific solutions to problems using integrated approaches to strategic planning and
data governance (a workshop might combine multiple cities from the same country, working on different problems, this will be decided during
implementation).

 

The project was under development during the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, the project has introduced set of risk management measures
(risk section) in case travel remains restricted after the project has started implementation. There are many emerging lessons learned on the impact of the
pandemic on urban spaces and how cities will operate in the aftermath. This wealth of information which is still evolving will be captured in the modules of the
City Academy Curriculum. However, we recognize that more robust responses and clear guidance will only be developed over time. It is therefore the aim of
this project to track the evolution of this thinking and build it into the training materials the project develops. These early ideas and areas have been described
in annex Q.

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn7


 

 

 

 

City Academy Curriculum[8]

Overview of the proposed content

SCIP Labs Content description

Module 1: Strategic Planning worksh
op

 

Urban strategic planning is a management instrument which encou
rages cross-collaboration between departments and cities (when pr
ojects are metropolitan) and citizen participation in local policy dec
isions. During the stages of a strategic plan (Diagnosis, Planning, St
rategic Management, Monitoring and Evaluation) social and politica
l actors and various city departments work together using a specifi
c methodology.

 

The Module will have an introduction to the topic [that will be used i
n all workshops and posted online], explaining the process and key
tools to be used in a strategic planning exercise, and then work on
an specific planning problem identified with the cities, such as resili
ence to  identified risks and vulnerabilities, increasing green spaces
and public spaces, or how to promote densification in an area of a
city.

 

The workshop will advance the city’s ability to work across agencie
s, jurisdictions, and sectors to solve a key planning challenge. It will
have a specific spatial approach, focusing on strategic projects pre
viously selected by the city with GP support, with a multi-stakehold
er, cross-sectoral, charette style.

 

For example: a city is investing on a metropolitan light rail transit pr
oject. The workshop can focus on how to identify land areas aroun
d the corridor for densification (TOD-type projects) and other areas

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn8


for conservation. Key stakeholders will be invited to participate (diff
erent city departments, citizens, private sector, land and transport d
epartments from metro area cities).

 

Information produced through the spatial baseline will be used in th
e workshops.

Modules 2: Data Governance worksh
op

 

Cities require data for a variety of activities related to advancing su
stainable development. Data informs planning processes, enables
benchmarking and measurement of progress indicators, allows citi
es to assess alternative development pathways and design and im
plement policies and programs. However, collecting, accessing, pro
cessing and maintaining data is resource and time intensive and re
quires specialized expertise. The political-economy of data is also c
hallenging. Data is held by many different public agencies and priva
te actors.  What data is available is often not clear and data may no
t be shared even when requested. Particularly in data scarce enviro
nments, like developing cities, critical datasets are often unavailabl
e or inaccessible to be turned into insights. Local data may be held
by many different owners, stored in non-digital formats, unaffordabl
e or not collected at all. Global or private data that is locally relevan
t (such as from urban sensors, crowdsourcing or remote sensing)
may be buried in academic publications, unaffordable, in an unusab
le format or require specific technical expertise and analysis tools.  

 

Module 2 will be structured in two parts, an introductory part focus
ed on content [which will be posted on the SCIP website], and a sec
ond workshop style part, focusing on connecting information from
specific local, public sector data sets, with the goal of creating a sp
ace for coordination between different departments.

 

This workshop will help participant cities to assess their current cit
y data landscape, identify critical multi-use urban datasets and their
use cases, and learn good practices in data governance and collab
oration that will help to overcome challenges around data access a
nd sharing. 



 

The two primary focus areas will be:

1.             Data governance – public investments in data; open data;
intra-municipal, public-private and regional collaboration; data priva
cy; etc.

2.             Critical urban data layers – Assessing and selecting globa
l and local options for foundational datasets (land use, land cover, t
opography, demographics, infrastructure, etc.) and organizing and s
haring these datasets for use by many stakeholders.

Thematic trainings Content description

Module 3: Nature-based solutions an
d urban resilience

The training will introduce nature-based solutions to enhance urban
resilience as a response to a variety of urban challenges including
water management (flooding and drought), heat island effect, prote
ction of drinking water, and loss of biodiversity and ecosystems. N
BS offers a multi-functional approach that can restore ecosystem s
ervices and improve human well-being, making cities more livable p
laces for all. But it requires a new way of thinking about a city’s gre
en and blue infrastructure. The training holistically addresses the di
fferent elements of integrating nature-based solutions into a city’s p
lans, policies, projects and budgeting to build social, economic, and
environmental resilience.

Policy and planning for nature-based solutions (NBS): Describes ho
w to acknowledge risks, set targets and incorporate NBS into polici
es and plans at all city and metropolitan scales, to restore, protect a
nd manage green and blue infrastructure ensuring that policies are
complimentary and not in conflict with a city’s NBS goals.

Design and implementation of nature-based solutions: Defines desi
gn and implementation best practices for NBS projects that are incl
usive and resilient.

The benefits of investing in NBS and preserving urban and peri-urba
n biodiversity: Cities can address the complexity of urban resilience
through sustainable and integrated approaches and improve a cit
y’s capacity to respond to disasters and shocks

Financing nature-based solutions as a mechanism for urban resilie
nce: Explores different financing and funding options that cities aro
und the world are using to implement nature-based solutions[9].

Module 4: Circular economy Looking beyond the current take-make-waste extractive industrial
model, a circular economy aims to redefine growth, focusing on po
sitive society-wide benefits. It entails gradually decoupling economi
c activity from the consumption of finite resources and designing w
aste out of the system. Underpinned by a transition to renewable en

th i l d l b ild i t l d i
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ergy sources, the circular model builds economic, natural, and soci
al capital.

 

The circular economy training will provide participating cities with a
n enhanced understanding of opportunities, and capacity to collabo
ratively define multi-stakeholder roadmaps on this topic, considerin
g local resources: people, place, materials and innovation. Some of
the topics to be included:

Concept of circular development and how to define tailor-made app
roaches to regional and local singularities to become part of a circu
lar loop of resource consumption and re-use.

Focus on the sustainable use of limited resources, effective waste
management and optimization of waste resources, while addressin
g social equity and local job creation in this context.

Collaborative governance model for circular economy roadmap pla
nning.

Module 5: Finance This module aims at helping and empowering local governments to
develop innovative and bankable projects and access finance for th
eir low carbon and climate resilient development. Participants will l
earn about the climate finance architecture in order to have a better
understanding on the potential international and national funding s
ources. Furthermore, it will provide participating cities with a range
of innovative financing solutions, explaining the advantages and dis
advantages of each tool. Cities will be also trained on project struct
uring and project pitching to increase their chances when connecti
ng to potential investors and funders. The module will be supported
by a toolkit and will cover the following topics:

·      Understanding the finance sector language (climate financ
e glossary)

·      Types and sources of international finance options includin
g project preparation facilities

·      Types and sources of national finance options

·      Innovative financial instruments, practicality and feasibility

· Project preparation: How to develop a robust project conce



·      Project preparation: How to develop a robust project conce
pt that is bankable

·      Project structuring

·      Procurement

·      How to pitch the project to potential investors

Module 6: Integrated approach at nei
ghborhood scale

This module tackles integration of key technologies and approache
s at the neighborhood scale, specifically maximizing the co-benefit
s of sustainable buildings, energy, and mobility through integration,
while at the same time considering nature-based approaches, resili
ence and resource efficiency as overarching layers and strategies i
n urban design. 

 

With the aim of rapid replication and dissemination of bottom-up st
rategies, UNEP researched and curated successful community leve
l approaches. This is now documented in a forthcoming publicatio
n entitled, “Neighborhood Design Guidelines”. The module will inclu
de:

·      An urban design workshop on the integration of sustainabl
e buildings/ construction; sustainable energy and mobility

·      Integrative technology examples (e.g. passive heating/cool
ing design, nature-based solutions, district energy, mobility
e-mobility and integrated transport, biodiversity corridors)

·      Low emission zones

·      Conceptual foundations of institutions, policies, and financi
ng frameworks that support a successful neighbourhood d
esign

·      Vertical integration: Examples and training on how to better
design sustainable communities that would integrate com
munity plans with city and national priorities

·      Harnessing communities as agents of change (identifying
effective entry points and effective connections) and traini
ng on good governance and power of strong social networ
ks to strengthen urban resilience



Module 7: Integrated Climate Action
Planning

 

This module will help cities to understand and develop local climat
e action plans in alignment with the Paris Agreement. The module
will be focused on the integrated aspects of climate action decision
s at the local level where mitigation, adaptation and inclusivity shou
ld be addressed simultaneously. The module will provide a step by
step methodology for cities to follow from setting a city vision and
commitment, establish a baseline, prioritize actions, setting targets,
to alignment to national policies and international frameworks. Als
o, the module will access to resources on how to build and update
GHGs inventories, develop a risk assessment and analyze multiple
co-benefits of climate action.

Module 8: Managing Urban Growth i
n Global South cities

This module will provide evidence-based policy recommendations
and tested approaches on how global south cities can deal effectiv
ely with their unprecedented and unavoidable urban expansion. The
main objective of the module is to guide local governments on how
to ensure a supply of developable land that is ample enough to kee
p housing affordable for the urban poor, while reducing the cost of
providing new public infrastructure, minimizing future GHGs emissi
ons associated with laissez-faire sprawl dynamics, protecting key n
atural assets and surrounding biodiversity, and enhancing urban res
ilience. This module will be particularly well suited to rapidly growin
g cities in the Global South, with a significant share located in Least
Developed Countries. In addition to the work in LDCs such as Sierra
Leone and Rwanda, the Global Platform will seek to enable peer to
peer exchanges with other LDC rapidly growing cities in places like
Ethiopia, Tanzania and Senegal.

 

Each lead partner per module is responsible for delivering translation into all project languages, namely, English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Chinese and
Indonesian Bahasa.

 

The proposed City Academy Curriculum below represents an example of how the City Academies will be organized but the details regarding when and where
each module will take place will vary during project execution.



  

Gender will be considered in all knowledge packages. Modules will introduce gender-responsive participatory planning tools and methodologies to consult
and engage all stakeholders in urban planning processes and ensure that women and vulnerable groups express themselves and have their voices heard to
promote inclusiveness and equitability.

 

Deliverables:

2.2.1    Methodology, process and quality review for designing and developing each module (WRI)

2.2.2    8 modules of content [6 thematic + 2 labs] to be used in City Academy face-to-face trainings and on the website in English and translated to Spanish,
French, Portuguese, Chinese, and Indonesian Bahasa

·         Module 1 Strategic Planning workshop (WRI) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa

·         Modules 2: Data Governance workshop (WRI) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa

·         Module 3: Nature-based solutions and urban resilience (WRI) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa

·         Module 4: Circular economy (ICLEI) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa



·         Module 5: Finance (ICLEI) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa

·         Module 6: Integrated approach at neighbourhood scale (UNEP) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa

·         Module 7: Integrated Climate Action Planning (C40) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa

·         Module 8: Managing Urban Growth in Global South cities (C40) in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese and Indonesian Bahasa

 

·         Output 2.3: Global convening space with website is created and made available for cities to exchange knowledge

 

One of the key objectives of the SCIP is to build a global movement around integrated urban planning approaches to more sustainable, resilient, inclusive and
gender-sensitive cities. SCIP will create a website and communications strategy to foment this movement.

 

The website is a key component of the communications strategy. It will house a library of knowledge on integrated solutions to promote sustainable cities,
include the City Academy Curriculum, and showcase best practices and lessons learned from cities. The SCIP website will act as the landing page for SCIP, its
partners and its city network. Additionally, the SCIP website will link to partner sites (WRI, ICLEI, C40 and UNEP Cities) and national child project sites such as
those in Brazil, India, and China to enable knowledge sharing beyond the GP itself, increase its visibility, and ensure that the legacy of this project will remain
accessible after its completion. Lastly, SCIP will create a new brand and website to promote its events and learning materials and will link to the GPSC website
to ensure continuity between GEF SC-IAP and SCIP.

 

The planned SCIP website will have the following functionalities:

·      Act as the central landing page for SCIP that showcases its mission, content and partners

·      House a library knowledge organized around key thematic areas, highlighting innovative approaches for urban sustainability and integration

·      House blogs, news stories and other mediums to share success stories, lessons learned, and help scale innovative approaches to integrated planning

·      Display city profiles with related content (blogs, news stories, etc.) including spatial information gathered through the spatial baseline and the ISUDAs

·      House 8 City Academy Curriculum modules in different languages, namely Spanish, French, Portuguese, Chinese, and Bahasa, and allow users to
organize content by language

·      Collect the recordings of all previous webinars provided by the webinar series

·      Connect to social media

·      Display a SCIP events and webinars calendar

·      Interactive section to collect child project baseline, indicators and progress against the GP monitoring framework



 

Deliverables:

2.3.1    1 fully functioning SCIP website with regularly updated content, and features listed above (WRI)

2.3.2    Website maintenance (WRI)

2.3.3    Website exit strategy for continuity and sustainability (WRI)

 

Component 3: Advocacy, Awareness Raising and Partnerships

 

Component 3 activities will include engaging in actions to build a global movement around sustainable cities and integrated planning and increase climate
commitments at the local level. In order to do that, the GP will organize events or different types of convenings, and participate in high level meetings,
including UN Secretary-General's summits, Conferences of the Parties of major Multilateral Environmental Agreements, the UNEP Assembly and city network
Conferences as well as the High Level Political Forum, and the periodic reviews of progress towards the SDGs, to elevate the role of subnational governments
to the sustainable development discourse and generate partnerships.

 

The global advocacy action will be complemented by groundwork to increase climate commitments at the local level. Finally, an important element of this
component is the development of a cohesive and consistent communications strategy to elevate the impact of the program.

 

Outcome 3: Policy makers and key urban actors promote sustainable integrated urban planning and investments

 

Outputs:

 

·         Output 3.1: Mayors or equivalent in participating and new cities receive support to set science-based targets and prepare climate action plans

 

For cities that want to raise their climate ambition and be recognized as global climate leaders, the GP will advise and support them on how to commit to
international targets (e.g. Global Covenant of Mayors – GCoM or C40’s Deadline 2020) and declarations (e.g. sectoral commitments to 2030) as well as to
connect to further opportunities that can help cities to achieve their climate action targets. To increase climate action in cities, the GP will lead the activities
below:

 



Background and context mapping for local climate action: Through the work of SCIP regional coordinators and other relevant sources of information such as
ISUDAs, the GP will assess the following aspects to identify cities with promising climate leadership within the SCIP cohort:

·                  City political context

·                  City vision on climate and sustainable development

·                  Existing climate and sustainability targets

·                  Mayor/Council’s likelihood to commit publicly (if not yet done or if the level of ambition needs to be raised)

·                  Key sector areas where the city can commit and act (i.e. where it has a mandate in place already)

·                  Main barriers to climate action that the city is facing

·                  Possible alignment to existing national and international commitments for cities

 

Selection of potential climate leader cities: Based on the information gathered, regional coordinators and the GP partners will recommend the selected cities
to the SCIP Core Global Team (every six months~) to become a Climate leader and further the engagement on climate action ambition. This selection will
target SCIP GEF 7 and GEF 6 cities as a priority and also include additional non-SCIP cities that show an interest in climate action leadership and in making
commitments in GP events, these cities will be selected by the GP and will be drawn from C40, ICLEI and WRI networks. Once a city becomes a climate leader,
the GP can offer the city additional opportunities to show their leadership in the region and in global events, such as:

·                  Host a SCIP Forum, a Regional City Academy or a Peer to Peer Exchange

·                  Invite the city’s Mayor (or equivalent) to participate at a high-level session at the SCIP Forum and/or a SCIP hosted global side event (not
necessarily to make a public commitment)

·                  Feature actions the city is taking in knowledge products and peer to peer events, blogs and communications pieces.

·                  In addition, climate leaders will be encouraged to take on climate action commitments, science-based targets and participate at events where they
can join make public commitments as described below.

 

Climate action commitments: Given the concentration of GHGs emissions in urban agglomerations, it is key that more cities – especially large and fast-
growing – commit and develop long term plans to peaking emissions, in aggregate halving emissions by 2030 (or similar) and reaching net-zero emissions by
2050, in line with the 1.5ºC objective of the Paris Agreement. With the adequate support and political leadership, a good number of cities in the Global South
are well positioned to take on that challenge.

 

To that end, the SCIP GP will give specific advice to the selected cities on how to conceptualize and develop local climate action commitments and plans. As a
starting point, cities will be mobilized to join international commitments on climate action such as the Global Covenant of Mayors – GCoM, C40’s Deadline
2020, WWF One Planet City Challenge or similar to reduce GHGs emissions in alignment with the Paris Agreement targets.



 

This activity will be complemented with learning opportunities provided at SCIP Regional City Academies (Output 2.2), which will include a dedicated module
on local climate action planning and the attendance to other trainings such as webinars and peer exchanges on climate action planning for any interested
cities.

 

During the consultation phase with GEF-7 child projects it is really important to assess the possibility and encourage the integration of some of the core
activities on climate action planning such as GHGs inventories and climate risk assessments as part of the work to be delivered through child projects.

 

C40’s Science-based targets: Instead of having a city-wide climate commitment, selected cities will also have the option to join any of the C40 science-based
targets also known as sectoral declarations on global climate leadership to halve emissions by 2030. There are currently five C40 science-based declarations
that SCIP cities could join:

·         Net Zero Carbon Buildings Declaration

·         Advancing Towards Zero Waste

·         Green and Healthy Streets Declaration

·         The Good Food Cities Declaration

·         The Clean Air Cities Declaration

 

Through the C40 declarations, selected cities can join a global network of cities working on similar challenges and committed to achieve the highest impact.
Each declaration has its own targets with specific goals to be achieved 2030. Reporting of progress is monitored at annual basis. Each declaration has a
curated library of knowledge resources, best practices and provides learning opportunities via webinars or workshops. Also, selected cities that join
declarations will have access to networking opportunities via C40 events that will bring Mayors and business leaders committed to deliver on the sectoral
declarations.

 

ICLEI’s climate neutrality targets: ICLEI is calling local and regional governments to achieve climate neutrality in government operations and community wide
before mid-century. Through this initiative, selected cities will be invited to commit to accelerate climate and sustainable energy action, through greater
ambition, defining and implementing a set of steps towards climate neutrality, addressing climate change mitigation, adaptation and resilience, while
stimulating the local economy. This could include achieving 100 percent renewable energy to serve community energy needs, divesting from fossil fuels,
investing in resilient low carbon infrastructure, and offsetting GHG emissions that are difficult to reduce.

 

https://www.c40.org/other/city-commitments


Additional targets: The SCIP-GP will work with the Global Commons Alliance / Science Based Targets Network to define and pilot science-based target for
both climate and nature in cities.

 

SCIP GP can also set additional science-based targets in areas of common interest, building on the work done through the Science-based Targets partnership.
A good example is the work done by the World Bank with the “Sao Paulo Statement on Urban Sustainability” as part of the GEF-6 IAP phase.

 

Public Commitment events: The SCIP GP will seek to get public commitments from Mayors at key global events (e.g. United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Conference of Parties (COPs), ICLEI’s World Congress and C40 World Mayors Summit). This will require a dedicated deep dive
into the selected cities choosing those showing the highest potential (based on previous assessments, conversations and engagement) in order to build up
the public declaration to be given by a Mayor (s). This work will be supported by the respective SCIP regional coordinator and guided by the Global Project
Team. In addition, CBOs regional offices can offer further support engaging with cities climate lead teams. Public commitments will probably come after year
2 of the SCIP timeline given the necessary preparatory work that needs to be done in advance.

 

Announcement at SCIP Forum and public communication: In connection to the climate action commitments, described above, the SCIP Forum will have a
high-level section on Day 1 in the Plenary where Mayors will announce the commitments. This will be the kickoff of the SCIP Forum. Commitments need to be
backed with the proper communication coverage making sure the message is amplified via web and social media, including the SCIP, UNEP and CBOs outlets,
and cities’ relevant channels. In addition, part of the communication plan to be developed by the GP can include compelling short videos promoting key
messages that echo the vision of SCIP’s climate action vision.

 

Monitoring of commitments: The GP will use the existing CDP-ICLEI unified reporting system  which captures climate (strategic, thematic and sectoral)
targets and commitments in various formats, where the GP can track progress against these targets. Via this platform participating cities will have the
opportunity to be measure against other cities across the globe taking action on climate and ultimately being identified as part of the “Cities A-list” that CDP
releases on a yearly basis.

 

Further, the GP will set up regular calls with committed cities and explore further opportunities for cities to engage and access resources that can pave the
way to implementation.

 

Deliverables:

3.1.1 9 climate leader cities (assumption 3 per region) (C40 leads with support from WRI and ICLEI regional coordinators)

3.1.2 9 resolutions, declarations and/or commitments to increase climate action targets/science-based targets signed at high-level SCIP hosted events
(assumption 1 commitment per country, 3 cities per region) (C40)
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3.1.3  6 cities working towards a climate action plan aligned with Paris Agreement targets and are gender-sensitive (assumption 2 per region) (C40)

3.1.4  1 communication and engagement package on climate action and science-based targets (C40)

3.1.5  At least 15 new cities reporting on the CDP-ICLEI unified reporting system to track climate action activities performed by them (ICLEI)

3.1.6  3 online training sessions (1 per region) to selected cities on how to use the CDP-ICLEI unified reporting system (ICLEI)

 

·         Output 3.2: Awareness of policy makers and key urban actors is raised, and action is promoted at a global level on the importance of cities in the
achievement of MEA goals

 

This output will ensure that awareness is raised globally, beyond the SCIP-participating cities and countries, and action is promoted at a global level
commensurate with the importance of cities in the achievement of goals of key multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs). Conversely, the activities are
designed to ensure that the climate and environment agendas are present in important meetings that focus on cities and urban development.

 

The strategy is not to develop stand-alone global or regional events but rather to embed SCIP messages and experiences in existing events at the global and
regional levels. Events will be chosen based on relevance, particularly to reach the Parties (national governments) to the Climate and Biodiversity Conventions
as well as the environment and the city / urban development communities, with the goal to:

 

·      Localize environmental agreements - bring global environmental agreements into the cities’ conversation and the cities conversation into global
agreements, also helping to further the localisation of the SDGs

·      Leverage partnerships – build momentum and partnerships towards political commitments and resolutions in global fora, e.g. Cities Summits held
now regularly at the Climate and Biodiversity COPs and at the UN Environment Assembly (UNEA)

·      Increase leadership – support and raise the collective level of ambition of countries and cities for sustainable urban development by reflecting project
results in global processes/ discourse.

 

To achieve the outcome, the first step will be the development of a 5-year advocacy plan to be incorporated into the GP’s events and communications strategy,
both to be reviewed annually. The advocacy plan will select the list of relevant events where advocacy will take place.

 

UNEP will engage in

·      Content development (creating and curating work from SCIP agencies and partners, development of videos, working closely with key speakers),



·      Ensure a substantial and balanced panel at events: Liaising with SCIP agencies in putting a balanced panel (in terms of gender, geographical scope,
area of expertise)

·      Identification of appropriate opportunities: Working closely with partners including those not involved in SCIP such as UN-Habitat to ensure maximum
visibility for the project and its key advocacy partners at events identified in the advocacy plan

 

Five high level events will be conducted within the project lifetime: High-level global events refer to prominent events held at conferences either on
environmental or climate issues such as the UN Environment Assembly (UNEA), UN Habitat Assembly, and the Climate COPs, or city-focused events such as
the C40 Mayors’ Forum and the ICLEI World Congresses in 2021 and 2024. For example, a whole day Cities Summit will be held during UNEA 5 in 2021, UNEA
6 in 2023 and UNEA 7 in 2025 or UNHA 2 in 2023, bringing into the discussion environment/climate/urbanization ministers and leaders of SCIP cities and
other mayors to discuss the issue of sustainable urban development and climate action. Similarly, at the C40 Mayors Summits or ICLEI World Congresses, a 2-
3-hour panel of high-level champions on sustainable urban development will focus on integrated approaches.

 

In these events, the purpose is (1) raising the awareness of the importance of local action to meeting global agendas; (2) demonstrating contributions made
through integrated approaches at local level; and (3) sharing tools, experiences and achievements made under the SCIP. Events such as UNEA and UNHA
provide the opportunity for Resolutions and events at COPs provide the opportunity to demonstrate how local action helps achieve national commitments.

 

Organize 10 side events, short advocacy opportunities (typically 90-minute panel discussions with technical level experts) and training workshops (typically 2-
hour expert guidance) held within bigger conferences such as the World Urban Forum. UNEP will organize these events around the topic of integrated
planning.

 

Ensure SCIP presence in at least 1 regional event annually, including, for example, regional climate weeks and similar events organized by regional bodies
such as the UN Regional commissions. The Commissions also hold city focused events such as the Asia Pacific Urban Forum. This would allow SCIP
presence in at least one of these regional events per year thus strengthening the vertical integration, as well as outreach to non SCIP countries and cities.

 

Deliverables:

3.2.1       A 5-year advocacy plan (UNEP Cities)

3.2.2       5 detailed workplans for each GP year with the planned events presented in the EMT meetings (UNEP Cities)

3.2.3       5 high level events within the project lifetime including 30% of presentations by female urban decisionmakers (UNEP Cities)

3.2.4       10 side events including 30% of presentations by female urban decisionmakers (UNEP Cities)

3.2.5       5 regional events including 30% of presentations by female urban decisionmakers (UNEP Cities)



 

·         Output 3.3: Private sector networks and cities are mobilized to forge city-business partnerships

 

Activities led by the SCIP GP on private sector engagement will provide participating cities opportunities to engage with private sector stakeholders,
participate in learning and capacity building sessions and access dedicated supporting activities to accelerate cities and business collaboration.

 

By engaging leading key private sector actors, the GP will seek to:

·      Match business solutions with city challenges

·      Co-create policies and plans to accelerate urban transformation

·      Build capacity and share knowledge on partnership building, business models and tendering

 

The GP’s approach to private sector engagement will be divided between activities performed at global level and at the child project level.

 

At the global level, the GP will develop the following activities:

 

City-Business Marketplaces: As part of the SCIP Forum, the GP will create a dedicated space – a marketplace – for cities and businesses to connect around
key sectors and sector integration opportunities (e.g. transport, buildings, water, waste, etc.) during the 2-3 days of the Forum. This will be an opportunity to
encourage city and business collaboration, aggregate demand around common needs and solutions and explore scaling up activities. Businesses will
showcase innovative solutions, products and services. Also, cities can present successful case studies of collaboration with private sector to encourage peer
to peer learning with other participating cities. Marketplace sessions will be an integral part of the SCIP forum.

 

The GP will seek to invite private sector companies working globally, regionally or nationally, that have a strong record as industry leaders integrating
sustainability measures and targets in their products and services. The SCIP will leverage business networks such as:

 

·      The City-Business Climate Alliance (CBCA) - a joint initiative of C40 Cities, Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) to accelerate climate action through city-business collaboration

·      UNEP’s District Energy in Cities Initiative

·      UNEP’s Integrated Urban Systems Partnership



 

Also, in collaboration with host country and city, marketplaces should have a representation of regional or national private sector companies.

 

Private Sector Participation at City Academies and Webinars: Based on the assumption that training provided to cities will evolve according to cities’ needs,
the GP will seek to engage private sector representatives from key sectors to join the City Academies and/or webinars to present case studies and technical
solutions that will help cities to understand the private sector perspective on the sector/challenge they are working on. For example, private sector
participation can be tagged to the training modules on selected topics such as transport, waste, resilience, etc.

 

This will require a constant outreach from the GP to key private sector institutions. Part of the engagement can be facilitated through business network
organizations and global alliances such as the City-Business Climate Alliance[11] (CBCA).

 

Knowledge sharing: In collaboration with respected private sector institutions and/or business networks (eg. WBCSD) the GP will conduct relevant research
and document case-studies on successful collaboration between private sector and cities on integrated planning approaches. In addition, the GP will cultivate
a core group of private sector partners engaged in integrated approaches in city planning and management. This core group will be a “sounding board” to test
the relevance/review select materials (publications, reports and case studies) on private sector collaboration and cities that will be developed by child projects
and by the global platform.

 

At the child project level (country and city level), the GP will develop the following activities:

 

Private Sector Participation at SCIP National dialogues: As part of the SCIP national dialogues, the GP will encourage the participation of key private sector
representatives. Private sector participation at the national dialogues can have a number of benefits:

·      Making sure that policy dialogues integrate private sector perspectives, opportunities and challenges.

·      Getting policy feedback from private sector companies on barriers for collaboration and scale up sustainable business models

·      Create a space for future collaboration and partnership.

·      Establish action plans between cities, national governments and private sector stakeholders

 

Part of this engagement will be facilitated through the CiBiX (City-Business collaboration acceleration) workshops[12]. To support effective early-engagement
between the public and private sector on integrated sustainable urban development, ICLEI will organize 3 CiBiX workshops connected to 3 identified National
Dialogues (output 1.6) and the 3 SCIP regions. Each workshop will work together with the SCIP cities in the selected countries to create an opportunity for
open and collaborative dialogue on the current barriers and future partnership needs linked to the key topics identified by the GP.

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn11
https://cibix.iclei.org/
https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn12


 

City-Business Climate Alliance (CBCA) pilots in SCIP cities: The CBCA provides direct support to cohorts of cities, helping them set up local, strategic and
long-term city-business partnerships aimed at aligning targets and developing joint climate projects. Support for cohort cities includes mapping out private
sector stakeholders locally and providing cities with business engagement, governance, financing and M&E models to set up CBCA city-business partnerships.
CBCA will create a global network of cities and businesses.

 

During the PPG phase and first year of operation, the GP, in collaboration with child project agencies, will assess the interest from participating cities and city-
business collaboration potential in SCIP cities. The GP will seek to engage a sample of SCIP GEF 7 and GEF 6 cities (2-4 cities) to participate in the newly
launched City-Business Climate Alliance initiative (CBCA), a joint effort of WBSCD, CDP and C40. From 2021, SCIP cities will be able to apply to join one of the
annual CBCA cohorts coordinated by the GP. In order to participate in the CBCA, SCIP cities and implementing agencies must agree to set aside financial
resources to fund the associated activities that are required for the CBCA (e.g. responsible local staff)[13]. As founding members, the participation of
business networks such as WBCSD and CDP will be key to engage local private actors and create a collaboration atmosphere with cities.

 

In addition to this, the GP will invite an additional set of SCIP cities (number and criteria to be determined) to join the CBCA network as ‘Associate Cities’ -
which will allow them to attend webinars and events to learn from their peers without receiving direct support.

 

Deliverables:

3.3.1   3 City-Business Marketplaces in collaboration with the CBCA partners (WBCSD and CDP) (C40)

3.3.2   1 publication on private sector and cities collaboration that considers gender issues (best practices case study) (C40)   

3.3.3   6 applications from SCIP cities to join the CBCA (C40)

3.3.4   3 CiBiX workshops (ICLEI)

 

·                 Output 3.4: The SCIP Global Platform partnership vision on integrated sustainable urban planning is communicated to policy makers and key urban
actors

 

Since the SCIP endeavors to create a movement around integrated planning and sustainable cities, the communications and branding of SCIP will be integral
to the GP. A strong communication strategy will be developed to increase the visibility of the SCIP and make it a strong player in the space. The
communications and branding strategy for SCIP will include the design, construction and maintenance of a website [output 2.3] with a knowledge library,
solutions and tools on key topics related to sustainable cities [output 2.1]. The website will also include substantive updates from SCIP projects and
promotion of SCIP activities, such as its role in global advocacy and discourse, multi-level collaboration, city climate and other commitments, and learning
events such as City Academies. The communications strategy will entail consistent updates to broaden its reach and sustain a sustainable cities movement.

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn13


 

The communications component of the SCIP will entail a full-time communications lead to manage the website, communications material and strategy. The
communications lead will be based at WRI and will manage the Core Communications team for SCIP, (see the figure below), which includes communications
support from C40, ICLEI, WRI, and UNEP Cities’ communications teams. The Core Comms of the SCIP team will engage with the GEF communications teams,
other Implementing Agency (IA) communications teams, SCIP participating cities communications teams, external partners such as global organizations
focusing on urban sustainability initiatives, business associations, and multilateral development banks.

 

The GP will develop a clear, coherent gender-sensitive communication strategy (both social media and website strategy) to increase the visibility of the SCIP
and make it a strong player in the space, which will be updated annually. In order to achieve greater impact and coordination with partners, the
communications lead will develop a communications protocol and process to liaise with GEF, UNEP, C40, ICLEI and rest of key partners.

 

Core Communications team for SCIP

 

The communications output for the SCIP GP includes the following activities:

 

Ongoing promotional communications efforts, including:



A branding package with guidelines for SCIP
·      Communications and promotion of learning events (6 peer exchanges and 9 regional city academies, and 9 SCIP Labs), city climate commitments,

and political events (3 SCIP Regional Forums,18 national dialogues and 20 global/regional events)

·      Showcase successful case studies/lessons learned on integrated planning approaches, local climate action, and new knowledge products

·      Showcase a blog linking to partner content and producing original content on cutting-edge urban sustainability topics related to SCIP

·      Manage SCIP’s social media and web presence

·      Brand and promote City Academy Curriculum modules

·      Track communications engagement to inform the communications strategy

·      Engage with key partners to promote SCIP’s movement around integrated urban planning approaches including external partners and SCIP national
knowledge platforms 

 

Specific communications promotional materials, including:

A quarterly newsletter to inform key actors of the SCIP’s work
Annual reports to promote and document the progress of the SCIP including cities’ progress toward integrated sustainable urban planning
SCIP promotional material including brochures, graphic design and infographics to support SCIP work as required
Short videos to promote SCIP
 

Deliverables:

3.4.1       1 SCIP gender-sensitive communications and social media strategy updated as needed (WRI)

3.4.2       1 branding package for trainings, events and activities (WRI)

3.4.3       1 Media strategy for each SCIP event [SCIP Forum, Regional City Academies, Peer Exchanges] (WRI)

3.4.4       15 blogs on lessons learned/best practices from SCIP and other cities related to integrated urban planning (WRI)

3.4.5       3 videos for SCIP forums (WRI)

3.4.6       16 quarterly newsletters starting in Year 2 (WRI)

3.4.7       5 external-facing annual reports (WRI)

 

Component 4: Governance, monitoring and evaluation

 



Component 4 includes the internal and external communication and coordination for the project, and the development of projects reports utilizing program
M&E frameworks plus the organization of program strategic and steering committee meetings.

 

Outcome 4: The Global Platform is kept on track and coordinated at program and project level in all countries

·         Output 4.1: Monitoring and evaluation systems and project coordination are applied by the project teams and governance bodies

 

SCIP monitoring arrangements and annual reporting

 

Each country child project team has been asked to choose an indicator from each of the program monitoring framework outcomes (see below). The child
project indicator does not have to use the exact wording of the program monitoring framework, but it should be able to contribute to the program monitoring
outcome indicator.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SCIP Global Program Monitoring framework

 

 

The GP project team has arranged to travel during child project development to help each country set their baseline and design their monitoring plan, which
will include support from the GP Regional/ Country Coordinators. This will contribute to the overall Country Child projects and maybe drawn from the individual
city ISUDAs developed in output 1.1.

 

During the first year of global child project implementation the GP team will develop a template and reporting interface between the global child project and
country child projects for annual program reporting and share these reporting tools with them to use after their first year of implementation. The same year,
the GP will publish an annual report setting out the baselines, indicators and targets of all child projects in the program. Thereafter the annual report will
include a summary of activities and deliverables from each child project to show progress towards targets. UNEP, with support from the GP Regional/ Country



Coordinators, will request the Implementing Agencies to share their Annual Project Implementation Report (PIR), as a source of information to draft the annual
program reports. In the final year or project implementation each city ISUDA will be updated to reflect progress in each city over the full life of the child project
(again see output 1.1 for more details).

 

Annual GEF Reporting Network. The members of the network will be the Task Managers, Regional Technical Advisor, and Task Team Leaders of each of the
child projects, representatives of WRI, C40, UNEP and ICLEI, and the global child project regional/country focal points. The role of the group will be to discuss
the content and prepare the annual program report to the GEF. The group will meet virtually during the reporting time to coordinate.

 

SCIP Steering Committee (SC): Members of the SC will be representatives of United Nations Development Program (UNDP), the World Bank, UNEP, ADB, the
GEF Secretariat, WRI, C40, and ICLEI, including the global child project regional/country focal points and one city focal point (or the country focal points) for
each country, and other participating partners or experts by invitation. WRI will serve as the Secretariat of the meetings and UNEP will chair the meetings as
the SCIP Program Lead Agency.  The role of the SC members will be to review project implementation progress and progress towards project  objectives;
review and agree on the annual project work plan and budget; and  to discuss ways of improving effectiveness and efficiency of cooperation and support
between the global and country child projects. The Committee will also promote coordination between Program projects. The SC will meet every year, or more
frequently by request of one of the steering committee members. Meetings will be virtual or face to face and where possible in conjunction with other
meetings to manage costs. The GP will draft TORs for the SC and present them during the first meeting.

 Annual Executive Management Team (EMT): The members of the EMT will be the operational leads from: UNEP, WRI, ICLEI, and C40. WRI will serve as the
Secretariat to the EMT and UNEP will chair the meetings. The role of the EMT will be to prepare and revise the annual project work plan and budget according
to agreements made by the SC; and process related project revisions. The EMT will also ensure a smooth coordination amongst the 4 executing partners and
consistency in the delivery of project activities. The EMT will meet at least twice per year around the SCIP SC meetings and more frequently at the request of
any member. The EMT meetings can be held virtually or face to face.

 

Partnership Engagement Group (PEG). The PEG is the external coordination mechanism of the SCIP GP. The PEG will be a high-level, strategic group, with
participation of key global actors, initiatives, alliances and networks in the urban development space, that will provide inputs to the program about key trends,
thematic areas and approaches shaping implementation of the program. The PEG aims to establish a multi-stakeholder coalition of key urban actors, urban
initiatives, alliances and networks driving the integrated urban planning agenda related to global environmental benefits. Attendance at the PEG will be by
invitation. The CBO leading the organization of the SCIP Forum will serve as the Secretariat of the meetings and UNEP will chair the meetings as the SCIP
Lead Agency. The SCIP GP will produce a report for each PEG meeting, develop and implement workplans on identified joint activities and post all these
documents on the SCIP website for consultation.

 

 

Deliverables

4.1.1  Template and guide for collecting all child project annual progress in subsequent years for contributing to the GP annual monitoring report (WRI)



4.1.2   10 monitoring plans, coming from each child project results frameworks (4 WRI, 3 ICLEI, 3 C40)

4.1.3  Interactive section on the GP website for hosting the template and collecting child project indicators, baselines, targets and progress (WRI)

4.1.4   5 annual monitoring reports, 2 printed reports (year one and year five) to be folded in the GP annual report (WRI with UNEP)

4.1.5   3 face-to-face SC meetings back-to-back with the SCIP Forums and associated meeting reports (WRI with UNEP)

4.1.6    2 virtual meetings of SC and associated meeting reports (WRI with UNEP)

4.1.7    5 Executive Management Team meetings and associated meeting reports (WRI)

4.1.8  4 Partnership Engagement Group (PEG) meetings and associated meeting reports (WRI with UNEP)

4.1.9    2 gender action plan reports (mid-terminal and terminal) (WRI)

4.1.10 Tracking system to address recommendations from Steering Committee (WRI)

 

 

4) Alignment with GEF Focal Area and/or Impact Program strategies

 

Integrated urban planning for sustainability lies at the core of the design of the SCIP. The two tracks of the Impact Program (IP) reinforce the notion that
through a more holistic, systems-based approach, cities can tackle the challenges and harness the opportunities of urban development while achieving
multiple global environmental benefits from decarbonization, improving biodiversity conservation and reducing land degradation. Therefore, the work of SCIP
Global Platform deliverables will be aligned with the following GEF Impact Program strategy for sustainable cities and for the other focal areas:

 

Climate Change Mitigation: CCM-2-5: Demonstrate mitigation options with systemic impacts for sustainable cities impact program.

 

Biodiversity: BD-1-1: Mainstream biodiversity across sectors as well as landscapes and seascapes through biodiversity mainstreaming in priority sectors.

 

In addition, the SCIP GP is aligned with the Agenda 2030 vision to consider the social, environment and economic dimensions integrated and indivisible. This
is even more evident in urban spaces where concentration of human populations presents both higher challenges and opportunities. In particular, the SCIP is
aligned with the SDG 11 to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.

 



Furthermore, the SCIP GP draws on the principles of the New Urban Agenda that highlight that the way cities are planned, financed, developed and governed
will help to end poverty and hunger, reduce inequalities, promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, achieve gender equality and the
empowerment of women and girls, improve human health and wellbeing, foster resilience, and protect the environment.

 

5) Incremental/additional cost reasoning and expected contributions from the baseline, the GEFTF, LDCF, SCCF, and co-financing

 

While many cities are stepping up, much more needs to be done to create a wave that brings all cities along on the journey of urban transformation. This will
require concerted action across levels of government, since many of the levers of urban transformation lie beyond the direct authority of cities. Cities need to
lead a shift in what roles they play, from ‘takers’ to ‘shapers’ of national policies and regulations on climate. Working together, they need to break down
traditional silos and foster integrated approaches and multi-level, multi-sectoral, multi-stakeholder coalitions, through new kinds of partnerships in the joint
pursuit of ambitious sustainability and climate goals.

 

But, even though there is a clear commitment and leadership coming from cities, in many cases, they lack adequate capacity to make the necessary changes
required for transformation. To transition towards a more sustainable and integrated pathway, city leaders must be able to overcome entrenched political and
bureaucratic obstacles, rally support, identify and implement the most strategic and impactful actions to bring needed change more effectively, efficiently and
timely. Yet, many cite a major barrier to accomplishing urban transformation: local governments’ lack of necessary capacity. Lack of technical information
often steers municipalities to only address familiar or less complex issues. Furthermore, these actors require support in changing course from business-as-
usual, but, given the myriad constraints, often function in response to crisis and do not act proactively to mitigate risks. These short-sighted decisions lock in
unsustainable development over the medium-and long-term, placing cities behind the curve and further away from their climate and urban commitments.

 

In this context, done correctly, integrated urban planning and investment can reduce costs for cities while also capturing global and local environmental
benefits and move cities towards urban transformation path. This project is therefore considered to be a barrier removal project to create examples, build
experiences and accumulate capacity in these areas. The benefits of having a program, over individual projects, allows the SCIP GP: (i) to create more cost
effective training and capacity building programs in integrated planning and investments for the partner countries and additional cities; (ii) to collect a critical
body of experiences, lessons and best practices; (iii) to use this body of knowledge to be a credible advocate for integrated planning and investment to expand
the program partnership; (iv) to grow support, involvement and experience with these integrated approaches beyond the immediate project partners through
an expansion of this partnership. Moreover, the SCIP GP’s approach to catalyzing change in cities centers on three interacting components: knowledge
generation and sharing, influencing local and national policy; shaping global agendas.

 

Co-financing contributions:

WRI has identified the following contributions as co-finance: (i) development of complementary knowledge products and publications covering topics such as
nature-based solutions, electric-mobility, green infrastructure, and energy efficiency; (ii) participation of SCIP urban actors in webinars, workshops, trainings
and events not funded by SCIP and (iii) involvement of technical staff, funded through projects (E.g., Africa Urban Water Resilience, Cities4Forests, E-Mobility,



Health and Road Safety) in the development of workshops and training materials, events, and webinars.
 

ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) has identified the following contributions as co-finance: (i) development of complementary knowledge
products on topics such as local climate action, resilient development, nature-based solutions, sustainable mobility, and people-centered development; (ii)
involvement of technical staff, funded through other projects (e.g., Urban-Low Emission Development Strategies (LEDS) II (in the development of workshops
and training materials, events and webinars; (iii) use of ICLEI tools and platforms by the SCIP and non-SCIP cities, such as the Solutions Gateway, reporting
platforms and Transformative Actions Program (TAP) project pipeline; and finally (iv) high level consultations with the GEF and SCIP team leadership.

 

C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (C40) has identified the following contributions as co-finance: (i) global climate action leadership and engagement with
SCIP cities through Deadline2020, C40's sectoral declarations and C40's Mayors Summit. Engagement and support to SCIP cities via C40's Financing
Sustainable Cities Initiative and City-Business Climate Alliance; (ii) development of complementary knowledge products on local climate action planning; (iii)
Inclusion and promotion of SCIP cities work in C40's Knowledge Hub as well as city access to features non-funded by SCIP such as forums, webinars and
curated resources; (iv) participation of SCIP cities in non-funded by SCIP workshops and events on climate action leadership, finance and business
engagement and (v) technical feedback from C40 sector based experts on SCIP knowledge products and publications.

 

Co-financing by Component Amount ($)

Component 1: Support to sustainable integrated urban planning, policy reform, investments; and innovative financi
ng and scaling-up

8,257,261

Component 2: Global Platform for knowledge management, exchange and program coordination 10,830,001

Component 3: Advocacy, Awareness Raising and Partnerships 3,638,703

Component 4: Governance, monitoring and evaluation 579,822

PMC 983,717

Total 24,320,834

 

 

6) Global environmental benefits (GEFTF) and/or adaptation benefits (LDCF/SCCF)

 

In addition to the national contributions, the Global Child project will lead to an additional 4,400,000 tCO2 of emission reductions by making SCIP materials
and training available to the most capable cities in the child project countries. The methodology to calculate emission reductions assumes that the most
capable cities in the child project countries will be aware of the SCIP and have the capabilities to absorb and implement recommendations coming from the



SCIP.

 

The Global Child project aims to involve additional cities to child project cities in integrated urban planning and investment by raising awareness and making
materials and training available to these cities. The methodology assumes that the most capable cities in the child project countries will be aware of the SCIP
and have the capabilities to absorb and implement recommendations of the SCIP. The methodology assumes these cities will improve their management
practices in 4,000 hectares of landscapes to benefit biodiversity, examples include green corridors, green belts and urban parks.  

Beneficiaries from the global project: 1.3M citizens.

 

  Women Men Total

Global Project 654,000 654,000 1,308,000

 

 

7) Innovativeness, sustainability and potential for scaling up

 

Innovativeness:

 

Innovation is a design feature underlying the entire SCIP GP concept and is explicit in different project outputs, from approaches to integrated planning and
solutions, multi-level and community-based governance based on co-creation features, innovative finance and business models to choices of cutting-edge
themes for capacity-building. More specifically, innovative approaches will be integrated across all aspects of the SCIP’s GP activities:

 

·         Increasing the use of data and map digitization is an emerging field that the GP will promote to further digital integration for sustainable urban planning.
Cities typically take an ad hoc approach to digitization, using digitization to address specific issues as they arise. The GP will use geospatial data to increase
capacity of urban actors and in effort to improve data governance more broadly. The GP will compile a spatial baseline for all SCIP cities, utilizing open source
data to increase the feasibility of replicating this for additional cities and training urban practitioners on how to utilize the information for decision-making.
Oftentimes, urban actors lack capacity in terms of accessing data. Additionally, the spatial baseline will act as an input for the SCIP strategic urban planning
and data governance labs where urban practitioners will be trained on how to use geospatial data to tackle a specific urban challenge.

 

·         Creating a new global standard of knowledge on integrated urban planning. The SCIP GP is poised to deliver a cutting-edge set of curated
knowledge products on integrated urban planning. Building on the existing wealth of technical expertise brought together by the CBOs and UNEP,
the SCIP GP will create a go-to library on integrated urban planning that brings top notch knowledge products,  house guidelines, cases studies,



tools and resources from across the SCIP GP organizations and partners. GP tools will be positioned as a global standard on integrated urban
planning by concentrating information in one single website in a user-friendly and intuitive manner, expanding accessibility in other languages
relevant to Global South countries. The content developed for the City Academy will also be housed on the SCIP’s website and translated to all
project languages.

·

·         Leveraging the collective influence of established international cities networks. Through city networks, city practitioners from around the world
can advise and learn from one another about the successes and challenges of implementing low carbon and sustainability solutions. Network
interactions provide a platform for cities to showcase their solutions and inspire their city peers. City networks also help cities engage with
technical experts and undertake collective actions that demonstrate the power of cities working together and influence national and international
policy agendas and drive the market by leveraging the collective voice of cities. By bringing together the networks from WRI, C40 and ICLEI, the
SCIP GP is creating a supra-network on urban policy making which in turn will maximize the opportunity for participating cities worldwide to
access the latest resources and thinking behind the work of existing leading networks of cities.

 

·         Innovative approaches and topics for learning. The City Academy also has an innovate approach, both because of the topics that have been selected to
be covered, but also because of the pedagogical approach that will be used to structure the learning experience. It is also innovative in the sense that all
topics that have been pre-selected represent examples of integrated planning approaches. The trainings will be active, workshop style, with ample
opportunities for direct interaction between cities – an opportunity that is not common for most cities around the world. Modules (translated to all SCIP
languages) will posted on the SCIP website and also utilized in face-to-face Regional City Academies. For a complete list of the topics included in the
Academy (that might be modified based on the response from cities needs assessments) refer to output 2.2. Some of them include:

 

o   Nature based solutions. Nature-based solutions to urban problems are not new. However, they are gaining attention in cities because of their positive
impacts on resilience to climate change, cost effectiveness and multiple co-benefits. With this growing recognition, nature-based solutions are becoming an
integral part of cities’ plans, rather than an afterthought. There is also some space to generate finances for this type of work, by monetizing the benefits that
residents, visitors and other stakeholders experience from nature-based solutions; such as savings in water treatment; avoided costs of flood control; in
addition to the recreational value of green spaces.

 

o   Circular economy approaches can be an effective integration framework, ensuring that co-benefits of a single action are captured in the context of the
wider economy. The impact of local action on the global economy is however challenging to track and good examples of effective circular economy at city
level are still scarce. The module on circular economy will look beyond the current take-make-waste extractive industrial model. It will based on the idea that a
circular economy aims to redefine growth, focusing on positive society-wide benefits, and gradually decoupling economic activity from the consumption of
finite resources, and designing waste out of the system (Ellen MacArthur Foundation). Underpinned by a transition to renewable energy sources, the circular
model builds economic, natural, and social capital. The City Academy will provide learning opportunities to cities to explore the idea and how it can be applied
to their local context. The trainings will also incorporate innovations surrounding circular economy approaches and will also explore the utility of blockchain
technology for cities.[14].

https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-economy/concept
https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn14


 

·         Finance and Private Sector activities of the SCIP GP will offer a range of innovative opportunities for cities to connect, learn, get support and feedback
from financial institutions and private sector representatives. Three aspects define the innovative approach the SCIP GP is bringing in the finance and private
sector domains. First, the SCIP GP is building on successful and proven initiatives to offer jump ahead of the learning curve. Initiatives where the SCIP GP will
be building on vast set of lessons learned and experiences are C40 FSCI Finance Academies, ICLEI Transformative Action Programme. ICLEI CiBiX and UNEP’s
network of private sector partners. Second, the SCIP GP will bring new multi-stakeholder partnerships in the finance and private sector space. Only through
multi-stakeholder collaboration cities can enact the transformational changes required to build sustainable cities. Partnerships such as Cities Climate Finance
Leadership Alliance and the City-Business Climate Alliance are new and ambitious initiatives that aligned with the SCIP objectives and therefore the impact of
the SCIP could be amplify through such networks. And third, the SCIP GP finance and private sector activities are aimed to cater a specific market failure in
financing sustainable infrastructure. Projects often failed to access finance because early stage preparation activities disregard key elements that will
ultimately impact the chances for projects to become bankable such proper diligence on latest business models, procurement alternatives, early engagement
with technology providers, and accessing early feedback from financial institutions. Finance and private sector activities are targeted to solve such
bottlenecks in project preparation where often funding is lacking and this is in turn one of key aspect of the SCIP GP support to cities.

 

·         Multi-level governance through National Dialogues: In most countries there is no regular consultation process between all levels of government to
address urban sustainable development and its enabling environment. The SCIP National Dialogues present an innovative approach to create a space for
national and local governments on climate multi-level governance discussions utilizing the Cities & Regions Talanoa Dialogues methodology (frank and
constructive facilitated conversations on challenges and solutions, that include all levels of governments). The proposed meetings will also include the
national local government association and representatives of groups of cities / local governments beyond SCIP cities.

 

Sustainability:

 

The SCIP GP aims at contributing to long-term sustainability beyond Child Projects, by strengthening global partnerships, creating a standing knowledge
platform, and building transferrable capacity of decision-makers. The SCIP GP will also create an environment for future investments on sustainable urban
development by supporting policy and governance reforms. The economic, environment and social integration approach of the SCIP will draw stronger
engagement at multiple government, private sector and community levels to shape innovative and strong partnerships to build long term sustainability [see
national dialogues and city-business marketplaces]. By facilitating a higher level of integration of what otherwise may stay sectoral projects, the SCIP will
create global sustainability benefits that are more than the sum of the parts.

 

To do so, the SCIP will involve strategic stakeholders in the course of its development, to promote the involvement of those who will be directly impacted by
the project’s outcomes. This involvement will trigger new dialogues, bringing actors and constituencies together that would not typically talk to each other nor
work together. By influencing the SCIP will also look at the dimension of governance, analyzing the wider societal context in terms of the effects on social
cohesion and inclusion, gender equity, and women empowerment.



 

At the local level, the SCIP GP will help advance urban sustainability by identifying best practices and solutions coming from the Child Project cities and
others, for documentation and replication. By working closely with local governments and mayors, it will strive to increase climate ambition at the local level
and connect city efforts with national ones through multi-level collaboration around NDCs. At the national level, the SCIP will engage with national
governments and ministerial departments in regional dialogues, therefore creating the conditions for replication of the best solutions, policies and programs
both nationally and globally. By supporting policy and governance reforms, the GP will influence national governments to modify policies, frameworks and
financing for sustainable cities, which will have an impact beyond the duration of project implementation. At the global level, the SCIP GP will bring together
coalitions and partner organizations based on their expertise and the value added to the program, especially trying to connect the program with financing
institutions that can help bridge the infrastructure funding gap at the local level.

 

Through the SCIP GP, UNEP and the CBOs (WRI, C40, ICLEI) are forging a long-term partnership on urban sustainability policymaking beyond the time frame of
the current GEF funding cycle (GEF-7). By positioning the SCIP as a global point of reference on integrated urban planning, the cooperation between UNEP and
the CBOs will create a critical mass of interested urban leaders, practitioners and international experts that will continue to demand knowledge and capacity
building services beyond project closure. Moreover, upon completion of the Program, UNEP in coordination with the CBOs and Implementing Agencies, will
conduct an evaluation of the GP to gather evidence on the achievements, lessons learned and opportunities to improve it. The evaluation will be a key element
to assess the potential of a new phase of the SCIP that builds on evidence an experience.

 

In order to maintain the vision of the SCIP, UNEP and the CBOs will aim to seek additional funding and forge new partnerships that could continue and expand
the work of the Global Platform based on the evaluation recommendations. At the same time, all four organizations have in their strategic business plans a
clear objective to work within and outside their existing networks to accelerate climate action and sustainability at the city level which could pave the way to
mainstream some of the work done through the Global Platform within the core activities of the SCIP partners. This will allow SCIP cities to have additional
opportunities to join trainings, forums and other capacity building events beyond the duration of the Program.

 

The knowledge products, resources, case studies and other relevant documentation that will be produced as a result of the SCIP will be safely stored online so
participating cities, practitioners and civil society could continue to access and learn from it. UNEP will sustain the platform’s website after project completion
and will continue to report on program progress until the last child project is concluded.

The GEF-6 Global Platform for Sustainable Cities (GPSC) has been under implementation for sometime and has generated a wealth of data, knowledge and
experience. The GEF-7 SCIP project has already included emerging lessons from the GPSC in its design. These include:

·         the need to cultivate relations and communicate directly with city teams on operational issues to speed up implementation of in-country work;

·         improved coordination between the SCIP and its client cities.

·         place cities and leaders at the center of identifying training needs for the SCIP;

·         more emphasis on peer exchange with non-SCIP cities; and



·         stronger financial and private sector engagement activities.

 

The SCIP will continue to collaborate and work with the GPSC going forward as well, in the following areas:

·         coordinating with the GPSC on planned trainings and events to avoid duplication and seek synergies for wider cities participation (for example, back-to-
back meetings)

·         bringing the resources and lessons learned developed by the GPSC to the materials being compiled and developed by the SCIP

·         inviting GEF-6 cities to SCIP Regional Academies and SCIP Forum, webinars and other relevant activities and

·         linking the new SCIP website to the GPSC website based on an agreed strategy.

 

The GPSC has another few years of implementation, and to develop the ideas above into operational agreements the UNEP will initiate a series of meetings
with the World Bank to flesh out these issues above into working agreements.

 

Potential for scaling-up:

 

Through the interaction between the Global Platform and the country Child Projects, the GP will offer at least four different avenues for scaling up actions on
sustainability and low carbon urban development: 1) successful knowledge exchange of best practices identified during the implementation of the country
Child Projects to be replicated in other countries and cities; 2) connecting cities to financing opportunities through private sector funders and/or national /
regional / international financial institutions in order to scale up tested solutions; and 3) influencing national policies on urban development that could adopt
integrated approaches tested in country Child Projects and expand them as a nation-wide effort; 4) reaching out to additional, non-SCIP cities.

 

At the same time, it is expected that as a result of the cooperation between UNEP and the CBOs, the SCIP partnership will be expanded through global
alliances with similar objectives. Considering the weight of cities in the global efforts to tackle climate change, multiple international institutions and think
tanks have develop initiatives geared toward advancing action and investments for low carbon development in urban agglomerations. It is then a key objective
for the SCIP to scale up its potential to influence urban policy making trough additional partnerships that strengthen the vision and outreach of the SCIP. These
added partnerships can develop specific products, engage additional actors, bring additional resources or link cities at a regional or national level around
common objectives and/or themes. These expanded partnerships will also aim to develop long-term engagement plans so they can outlive the duration of the
SCIP funding and take on their objectives independently.

 



Reach out strategy for non-SCIP cities. The GP is an open platform in which all resources will be accessible for interested cities and urban actors. But in order
to have a higher impact, the Platform will actively target additional cities in participating countries for some learning activities. Because the intention is to have
a light-touch interaction with the non-SCIP cities, the SCIP will actively target large cities within project countries, with the assumption that they have capacity
to absorb and use the content, and the topic is relevant to the city.

All country projects will actively participate in the Global Platform sharing and accessing lessons learnt and innovative solutions. This will allow cities to
replicate best practices and apply the shared knowledge beyond the project scope. If possible, the GP will also connect the SCIP website with national
platforms.

 

[1] Urban sprawl as the uncontrolled and excessive expansion of urban development beyond what is optimal. It is characterized by low density, segregated
land use and insufficient infrastructure provision. Although cities must grow spatially to accommodate an expanding population, too much spatial growth
often occurs beyond which is economically efficient or optimal (NCE, 2014)

[2] Integrated approaches involve spatial, temporal and information coordination and integration of diverse policy areas and planning resources to achieve
defined goals using specified financial instruments. Comprehensive and early involvement of all governmental, administrative and non-governmental players
relevant to urban development is crucial. This includes local residents, and players from the business world (BMVBS, 2007).

[3] Participating cities refers to both child project cities and non-child project cities.

[4] The SCIP Regional/ Country Coordinators will establish contact and maintain relations with the GEF 7 cities in the countries they are responsible for. They
will act as a communication conduit between the Global Child project and the cities as per an agreed communications protocol with each Implementing
Agency. Each SCIP Regional Coordinator will also have additional functions, including setting the city monitoring baselines and conduct ISUDAs, helping to
generate city climate ambitions, help identify participants for the SCIP events and reach out to other in-country stakeholder groups in their geographic region
as needed by the SCIP. These functions are defined exhaustively in the ToR for Regional Coordinators in Annex K.

[5] A charrette is an intensive planning session where citizens, designers and government collaborate on a vision for development. It provides a forum for
ideas and offers the unique advantage of giving immediate feedback to the designers/project leads. More importantly, it allows everyone who participates to
be a mutual author of the plan.

[6] Launched at the United Nations Secretary-General’s Climate Summit in September 2014, the Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance (CCFLA) gathers
over forty leading organizations actively working to mobilize investment into low-carbon and climate-resilient infrastructure in cities and urban areas
internationally. CCFLA mission is to catalyze and accelerate additional capital flows to cities, maximize investment in climate smart infrastructure, and close
the investment gap in urban areas over the next fifteen years. The Alliance brings together a diverse group of public and private institutions that do not usually
work together. It facilitates collaboration that reinforces and expands the impact of members’ own activities to achieve macro-scale solutions for mobilizing
investment in low-carbon, climate resilient urban infrastructure.

[7] The selection of the topics comes from a review and identification of prevalent topics in the child projects, and a consultation with experts in implementing
organizations, to select topics that are both innovative and address different aspects of integrated planning. During implementation, if demand for alternative
topics is identified, the team will adjust the offer.
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[8] All modules will mainstream resilience and will include emerging lessons learnt from the current COVID-19 situation. The description of the modules has
already been updated to include resilience aspects.

[9] This module will be especially relevant to least developed countries including, Rwanda and Sierra Leone that face growing challenges with accessing water,
providing green urban spaces, and adapting to climate risks.

[10] The CDP-ICLEI unified reporting system is a global climate action reporting platform that serves cities and local governments. They are encouraged to
deal with voluntary reporting, or respond to membership requirements, such as C40 requiring reporting to the system. This reporting system is the formal
GCoM reporting platform. Data collected includes: targets and commitments (communitywide, sectoral, and thematic), greenhouse gas inventories, risk and
vulnerability assessments, climate action plans, actions, and financing.

[11] The City-Business Climate Alliance (CBCA), launched in October 2019 at the Cities & Business Forum in Copenhagen, will provide a blueprint for how city
government and businesses across the world can break down barriers to cooperation and collaboration. The CBCA will ensure city mayors and business CEOs
can translate their global climate commitments into practical actions that work in cities. The CBCA is a joint initiative designed with the expertise of C40
Cities, CDP and WBCSD.

 

[12] The ICLEI CiBiX (City-Business Ideator) helps to accelerate public-private dialogue on low emission and resilient development through a facilitated
approach, including city challenge definition, stakeholder activation, open dialogue, and knowledge for action.

[13] Among the SCIP cities participating in the program, the cities of Buenos Aires and Free Town have already shown interest to participate in the CBCA.

[14] Blockchain technology is, “type of database that is replicated over a peer-to-peer network and allows multiple users in the network to access, share,
maintain, and update the content of the database, in real-time, safely and securely, based on an agreed consensus mechanism, and without a need for a
trusted central authority.” Some examples of blockchain technology that focuses on the circular economy approaches includes: Plastic Banks, Circulize,
Bundles pay-per-use washing machine, LaZooz, and Tradelens (STAP, 2019)
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1b. Project Map and Coordinates

Please provide geo-referenced information and map where the project interventions will take place.

 
Cities / Subnational jurisdictions Latitude Longitude

Argentina, Mendoza -32.8895 -68.8458

Argentina, Salta -24.7821 -65.4232

Argentina, Mar del Plata -38.0055 -57.5426

Argentina, Ushuaia -54.8019 -68.303

Argentina, Buenos Aires -34.6037 -58.3816

Brazil, Belem -1.4557 -48.4902

Brazil, Teresina -5.092 -42.8038

Brazil, Florianopolis -27.5949 -48.5482

China, Chongqing 29.4316 106.9123

China, Chengdu 30.5728 104.0668

China, Ningbo 29.8683 121.544

Costa Rica, San Jose 9.9281 -84.0907

India, Chennai 13.0827 80.2707

India, Guwahati 26.1445 91.7362

India, Pune 18.5204 73.8567

India, Surat 21.1702 72.8311

Indonesia, Jakarta -6.2088 106.8456

Indonesia, Surabaya -7.2575 112.7521

Indonesia, Semarang -7.0051 110.4381

Indonesia Balikpapan -1 2379 116 8529



Indonesia, Balikpapan -1.2379 116.8529

Indonesia, Medan 3.5952 98.6722

Indonesia, Tarakan 3.3274 117.5785

Indonesia, Bitung 1.4404 125.1217

Morocco, Marrakech 31.6295 -7.9811

Rwanda, Kigali -1.9706 30.1044

Sierra Leone, Freetown 8.4606 11.7799





1c. Child Project?

If this is a child project under a program, describe how the components contribute to the overall program impact.

 

The Sustainable Cities Impact Program has a two-pronged approach, that brings together investments for more integrated sustainable cities (Child Projects),
with a knowledge sharing and learning platform (the SCIP Global Platform, under this discussion in this document), to build momentum, raise ambitions,
secure commitments and implement integrated solutions on the ground that require new behaviors by all actors. Through these two tracks, a virtuous and
reinforcing circle emerges, where capacity development informs the implementation of more innovative, inclusive, gender sensitive, sustainable and integrated
projects, which in turn set an example for replication within the city, country and beyond, serving as an inspiration for others, an outlet for knowledge and
further building capacity in its wake.

 

The SCIP Monitoring Framework below identifies how the child project will contribute to the SCIP in a quantifiable way. GP will be contributing to:

-          indicators 1, 2 and 5 under outcome 1;

-          indicators 9 and 11 through outcome 2; and

-          indicator 8 and 10, through outcome 3.



 

 

 

The first part of the program, SCIP’s national child projects, targets urban innovative interventions with significant climate change mitigation potential to help
cities shift towards low-emission and resilient urban development in an integrated manner.

 



The second complementary part, the SCIP Global Platform (SCIP GP), brings cities and global expertise together through a space where they can tap into best
practices and innovations for sustainable urban planning, and share their experience with others. The SCIP GP helps cities better capture opportunities to
increase the productivity of existing urban infrastructure, and incorporate innovations with the potential to revamp how they are developed and operate across
a range of areas, including evidence-based spatial planning, decarbonization of urban infrastructure, building resilience, financing solutions for urban
sustainability, green infrastructure and nature-based solutions, and conservation of globally important biodiversity in urban landscapes.

 

The longer-term vision of the SCIP GP is to create a platform to curate, document, share and scale the cutting-edge knowledge and promote good practices of
sustainable urban development, to give cities a single-entry point of access to a network of experienced city organizations and peers, and to assist potential
GEF’s clients (and other sources of financing eventually linked to the platform) in the preparation of their sustainability programs. The SCIP GP also aims to
provide a global convening space and serve as a clearing house mechanism on issues, resources, and expertise that will help promote the transformation of
urban systems and scale up the generation of global environmental and development benefits.

 

 

 



2. Stakeholders
Select the stakeholders that have participated in consultations during the project identification phase:

Civil Society Organizations Yes

Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities

Private Sector Entities Yes

If none of the above,please explain why:

Please provide the Stakeholder Engagement Plan or equivalent assessment.

Stakeholder engagement of the GP aims to build on existing global initiatives, knowledge, expertise and activities from diverse range of potential partners to
strengthen the work of the GP; to build operational partnerships around common areas of geographical and thematic work; and expand the outreach and
capabilities of the SCIP through these partnerships with additional cities and city practitioners. Moreover, by providing a platform for high-level strategic
exchange with other key urban actors, the program also aims to create an agenda-setting space for external coordination of all partners involved. MoUs and
other agreements will be explored as mechanisms to coordinate agendas and actions between organizations. Global level stakeholders will contribute to
program’s strategic guidance, with knowledge production and management, joint advocacy, capacity building, and tailored technical assistance. National and
local stakeholders will be selected to ensure an integrated approach at the local level and to promote continuity of activities post project.

 

Global engagement. The SCIP Global Platform will be a convener at the global level to drive forward the integration agenda in urban development as a means
to achieve global environmental benefits. In order to build on existing efforts and maximize its outreach, the SCIP GP will engage with other key urban actors
and multi-stakeholder initiatives (see stakeholder mapping) embedded and driven by UN agencies, multilateral development banks, private sector networks,
academia and leading international NGOs and leverage existing initiatives within the executing partners of the program..

 

SCIP GP will partner with relevant UN agencies, in line with the UN-systemwide strategy for sustainable urban development, in order to influence the MEAs in
Output 3.2. In addition to the MEA focal points like the UNFCCC, UNCCD and UNCBD, the program will also engage with UN Economic Commissions, UN-
Habitat, as well as with the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), custodian of the Sendai Framework.

 

Critical to the global engagement strategy of SCIP is to use existing events where stakeholders of sustainable urban development already convene and
connect. Upcoming global events were mapped for the project lifetime and a preliminary list saved online. The list includes the World Economic Forum and
links to events of the UN Economic Commissions. The idea is to keep a live document, to be continually updated and reviewed by the SCIP GP Team. It is the
intention of the SCIP team to prioritize not only environment events but also to participate in critical economic fora (as appropriate) to network with people
who invest in city infrastructure. These events will serve as spaces for meaningful engagement with a broad range of stakeholders through joint events,
bilateral meetings, and focus group discussions. A preliminary listing of events can be found here: https://bit.ly/SCIPGlobalEvents.

 

https://bit.ly/SCIPGlobalEvents


The GP will also connect to leading universities and research institutes globally to explore potential influence of the SCIP in their curricula, training offers, and
research lines, as well as to give them an opportunity to provide input into the development of the SCIP training modules. The GP’s knowledge management
and capacity building offer will be nurtured by cutting-edge knowledge from globally recognized research institutions and universities specialized in
sustainable and urban development and city planning. The GP will build on existing CBO’s partnerships with universities and will expand the outreach to new
global and regional-level institutions with the objective of potentially influencing their curricula and also feeding the training modules targeted to key urban
actors.

 

The SCIP GP sees a critical role for multilateral development banks (MDBs) to increase investment to support cities in their efforts to become more
sustainable. The SCIP GP will strengthen and deepen engagement with the development banks community to ensure that activities of the GP will complement
and/or influence existing and planned investments in their portfolios. Most notably, the GP will seek to engage with MDB’s urban finance facilities to link up
existing efforts on unlocking finance and project preparation support to cities (Output 1.5).

 

A critical element for unlocking integrated sustainable approaches is the engagement of private sector. At the global level, the SCIP GP will partner up with
private sector networks that work globally. The promotion of Public-Private-Partnerships (PPPs) between cities and businesses is at the core of the SCIP
strategy. To this end, the Global Platform will engage with private sector groups through existing business networks (e.g. WBCSD, Confederation of Danish
Industries, the European Business Council for Africa) and innovative global consulting firms in urbanism (such as ARUP, WSP, Ramboll, COWI, AECOM,
CARDNO) directly or via business networks leading on integrated and sustainable urban planning solutions. More details on private sector engagement are
explained in Output 3.3.

 

In addition, the SCIP GP will congregate existing initiatives from international organizations (Science-Based Targets Initiative, WWF’s One Planet City
Challenge, IUCN’s Urban Nature Alliance) to collaborate, expand its global advocacy efforts and influence additional stakeholders and cities.

 

The GP team will work with international expert groups, think tanks and consulting groups to complement the in-house capacity of UNEP, WRI, ICLEI, and C40
(see stakeholder table). These think tanks will also support the team in on the development of innovative business models. The CBOs and UNEP will also link
the SCIP and provide opportunities for collaboration (and co-finance) with other initiatives that are under implementation in the respective organizations and
that can bring value to the program, for example: C40’s Financing Sustainable Cities Initiative, City-Business Climate Alliance, Deadline 2020, Knowledge Hub;
WRI and C40’s Coalition for Urban Transitions; WRI’s Africa Urban Water Resilience Program, Cities4Forests, E-Mobility, Health and Road Safety Initiatives;
ICLEI’s Transformative Actions Program (TAP), Urban-Low Emission Development Strategies (LEDS) II, and Solutions Gateway, UNEP’ Global Initiative for
Resource Efficient Cities (GI-REC), Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction (GlobalABC) and the District Energy for Cities Initiative. As the project
implements, new opportunities to coordinate with additional projects and initiatives lead by the CBOs and UNEP will be explored. The mechanisms for
engagement with each of the initiatives will vary according to the activities and are detailed in each of the outputs (alternative scenario section).

 



Engagement in-country. In-country engagement will be done in close consultation with the Child Project’s respective executing and implementing agencies.
For national and in-country activities, the GP will work with a diverse range of stakeholders such as local government actors, in-country city networks, civil
society organizations, and private sector groups in coordination with national child projects and partners. The GP will not create parallel activities in
participating countries or child projects. At the national level, the GP will support the countries to enhance multi-level government coordination by providing
opportunities for national and local governments to interact with (National Dialogues in Output 1.6). Horizontal integration or the effective interaction of
different sector specific local offices will also be key to a successful integrated approach and will be particularly tackled through the SCIP Labs. Again, this is
to avoid overlap or duplicating existing activities. This is something that the GP will evaluate closely when choosing stakeholders at city level. By working with
community-based organizations, women leaders and leaders of marginalized groups (including indigenous groups), the SCIP team will also ensure that
development towards a low-carbon, resilient, resource efficient city does not adversely affect those that are socio-economically disadvantaged.

 

The GP will engage with the stakeholders in multiple instances (globally and in-country), utilizing the following approach:

·      Organization of annual meetings of the Partnership Engagement Group [see institutional structure]. This will be a high-level, strategic meeting, with
participation of key networks, initiatives and actors in the urban development space, to provide inputs to the program about key trends, thematic areas
and approaches that should shape implementation of the SCIP.

·      Output or thematic level meetings with partners for implementation: for each of the activities/outputs requiring coordination and support for
implementation with external partners, the lead for these activities will organize coordination meetings as needed to [see table with detailed
description of stakeholders by output]. Additional partners will be identified during implementation.

 

Partnership opportunities for engagement and action to support cities



 

An initial mapping of the strategic stakeholder groups of the SCIP GP is shown in the table below. All the groups of key stakeholders listed below are central
actors that will contribute to the urban transformation that the SCIP strives to bring about:

·      National level governments, by changing regulatory frameworks and policies that can contribute or hinder urban transformation;

·      Business associations, private sector and financial initiatives, by creating and providing new business models and technologies that can bring about
transformative change at the local level and proving financing for local level sustainable and integrated investment projects;

·      Academia and research institutes, by bringing in cutting edge knowledge, approaches and tools to influence science-based decision making in cities
and create curricula with innovative and cutting-edge solutions.



·      Multilateral development banks, by providing know how and lines of financing to local and national governments working on urban transformation;

·      UN Organizations, by providing opportunities for high-level coordination, discussion and agreements, to advance the urban sustainability and
integration agenda;

·      City networks and initiatives, by bringing in access to a vast network of cities, knowledge and insight about urban innovations, that can be brought to
cities, and helping to create a cohort of cities to work together towards sustainability, increased ambition in climate action and urban integration

·      International NGOs, by bringing in expertise, know-how and on the ground experience, working on a vast number of topics (from nature-based
solutions, to science targets, protected areas, biodiversity);

·      Organizations focusing on gender issues, by providing concrete examples and actions to help mainstream gender into all SCIP activities;

 

All of these groups are potential partners for exchange (including peer-to-peer exchanges of the cities they work in), capacity building, and joint advocacy. This
is not, however, an exhaustive list and may have overlaps with those in the Child Project documents.

 

During project execution, stakeholders will be informed of SCIP GP efforts through the SCIP GP’s quarterly newsletters. Stakeholders will be included on the
GP e-mail list to inform stakeholders of any new knowledge products and upcoming learning and/or advocacy events.

Type of stakeholder Organization[1] Organization description and ex
isting activities with potential t

o be leveraged

Synergies and contribution
s to the project

How stakeholder activities r
elate to SCIP GP

Government Relevant ministri
es at national lev
el, sectoral office
s at local level, el
ected officials, ur
ban planners, an
d relevant city de
partments for all
SCIP countries a
nd cities

Description: Argentina, Brazil, C
hina, Costa Rica, India, Indonesi
a, Morocco, Rwanda, Sierra Leo
ne and corresponding SCIP citi
es.

 

Other countries and cities that
can contribute to the Project (t
o be consulted).

The SCIP GP will work with
the national governments
and city governments to ad
vance urban sustainability
through capacity building
workshops, peer to peer ex
changes and facilitated dia
logues. Local and national
governments are the prima
ry project stakeholders and
beneficiaries.

All components and outputs
cater to local, provincial and
national governments.

Global North citie
s (initiatives and
networks)

EU Green Capital Award, a polic
y tool of the European Commis
sion, which recognizes and rew
ards local efforts to improve th

This initiative could serve t
o share lessons learned be
tween SCIP cities and leadi
ng Global North cities in su

 

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn1


 

(to be consulted)
e environment, the economy an
d the quality of life in cities.

stainable urban developme
nt, through peer exchanges
facilitated by the CBO’s net
works. For instance, SCIP c
ities could exchange with E
uropean cities through the
EU Green Capital Award.

Academia Asian Institute of
Technology, Thail
and

 

International Inst
itute for Environ
mental Develop
ment, UK

 

BLOXHUB Summ
er School on Urb
an Resilience – U
niversity of South
ern Denmark

 

Sciences Po Urb
an School

 

UN Institute for E
nvironment and
Human Security
(UNU-EHS)

 

Urban Climate C
hange Research
Network (UCCR

Activities and partnerships to b
e leveraged:

 

ICLEI-C40 collaboration with th
e Asian Institute of Technology
in the IPCC Scientific Steering
Committee

International Institute for Enviro
nmental Development’s involve
ment in ICLEI’s Resilient Cities
Congress Program Committee
and collaboration in the IPCC S
cientific Steering Committee

·      The BLOXHUB Summer
School on Urban Resili
ence The summer sch
ool will bring together r
esearchers, practitione
rs, and policymakers in
urban resilience and ad
aptation. Existing colla
boration with ICLEI on t
his area.

·      ICLEI and Sciences Po
Urban School previous
research collaboration
on the Urban Nexus pr
oject.

The GP will connect to lea
ding universities and resea
rch institutes where the CB
Os have existing contact, t
o explore how to use their
existing curricula material
and training offers (as and
where available) to the SCI
P, and in turn, provide them
with an opportunity to prov
ide input into the developm
ent of the training module
s. Synergies could be creat
ed e.g. with Summer Scho
ols and online training offe
rs.

Components 2 & 3:

 

Output 2.1: Existing knowle
dge is curated, and a menu
of sustainable urban develo
pment and integrated planni
ng solutions is available to k
ey urban actors and experts

 

Output 2.2: New knowledge
is generated and made avail
able to key urban actors and
experts responding to local
demands and identified gap
s, including case studies, tra
ining materials, reports, trai
ning modules

 

Output 2.3: Global convenin
g space with website is crea
ted and made available for c
ities to exchange knowledge

 

Output 3.2 Awareness of pol
icy makers and key urban ac
tors is raised, and action is
promoted at a global level o



N)

 

International Soc
iety of City and R
egional Planners
(ISOCARP)

 

Additional region
al-level universiti
es and research i
nstitutes

 

GPSC (GEF-6) wo
rking group with
LSE Cities, Yale U
niversity, Ian L. M
cHarg Center for
Urbanism and Ec
ology, University
of Pennsylvania,
among others.

 

(all to be consult
ed)

·      UNU-EHS – ICLEI existi
ng MoU on joint resear
ch in urban planning, di
saster risk reduction, h
uman security, climate,
adaptation.

·      UCCRN – ICLEI previou
s collaboration in capa
city building workshop
s on urban resilience a
nd adaptation.

·      ISOCARP is a non-gove
rnmental global associ
ation of experienced pr
ofessional planners. Pr
evious MoU and collab
oration in urban resilie
nce with ICLEI.

·      The GP will build on the
GEF-6 partnerships wit
h universities to ensure
that knowledge and sy
nergies created around
sustainable urban deve
lopment are connected
to the SCIP.

n the importance of cities in
the achievement of MEA go
als

 

Output 3.4 The SCIP Global
Platform partnership vision
on integrated sustainable ur
ban planning is communicat
ed to policy makers and key
urban actors

Business associations, private sector a
nd financial initiatives

World Business
Council for Susta
inable Developm
ent (WBSCD)

 

(consulted)

 

 

Description: WBCSD is a global,
CEO-led organization of over 20
0 leading businesses working t
ogether to accelerate the transi
tion to a sustainable world. WB
CSD helps make their member
companies more successful an
d sustainable by focusing on th
e maximum positive impact for
shareholders, the environment

The SCIP GP plans to work
with the WBCSD via the CB
CA are:

 

At the local level, CBCA will
work with cohorts of cities
to implement an adaptable
blueprint and create local c
ity-business partnerships d

Components 2 & 3

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies tra

https://www.wbcsd.org/


and societies.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

City-Business Climate Alliance
(CBCA): The City-Business Clim
ate Alliance is a joint initiative o
f the World Business Council fo
r Sustainable Development (WB
CSD), Carbon Disclosure Projec
t (CDP) and C40 to accelerate c
limate action through city-busin
ess collaboration.

eveloping joint, transforma
tive climate projects.

 

At the global level, CBCA w
ill connect new and existin
g local partnerships to a ne
twork providing peer-to-pe
er support and opportuniti
es to collaborate with clim
ate-engaged global busine
sses for joint advocacy an
d scaled-up action.

 

Create a city-business mar
ketplace and public inform
ation on best case studies
on successful city-busines
s collaboration.

ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es

·      Output 3.3: Private s
ector networks and
cities are mobilized
to forge city-busine
ss partnerships

Urban Planning c
onsultancy firms

 

(to be consulted)

Description: There are importan
t number of global consulting fi
rms such as ARUP, WSP, Ramb
oll, COWI, AECOM and CARDNO
that deliver cutting-edge solutio
ns in cities. Such consultancies
have long understood that sust
ainability, climate and biodivers
ity results are also important m
arket signals because more an
d more cities are demanding thi
s as part of tender process. Th
eir role as trend-setters will be
key for the SCIP to maintain an
updated view on the business o
pportunities that arise with sust
ainable urbanization solutions.

 

The SCIP GP will seek to e
ngage with global consulti
ng firms directly or via busi
ness networks to obtain lat
est insights from cutting e
dge solutions on sustainab
ility in cities.

 

The SCIP GP will also invit
e global consultancy firms
to key events such as SCIP
Forums and SCIP Regional
City Academies.

Component 3

·      Output 3.3: Private sect
or networks and cities are m
obilized to forge city-busine
ss partnerships



Activities to be leveraged: Lates
t research, publications, busine
ss forums led by global consult
ing firms.

 

Cities Climate Fi
nance Leadershi
p Alliance (CCFL
A)

 

(consulted)

Description: CCFLA is a multi-le
vel and multi-stakeholder coalit
ion aimed at closing the invest
ment gap for urban subnational
climate projects and infrastruct
ure.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

Considering the large network
of members of the CCFLA, the
SCIP will build on this communi
ty to create a curated network o
f investors specialized on integr
ated planning approaches

The GP will collaborate wit
h CCFLA to produce new k
nowledge products about
access to finance for integ
rated urban infrastructure

 

The GP will co-design high-
level investment roundtabl
es with CCFLA

Components 2 & 3

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es

·      Output 3.3: Private s
ector networks and
cities are mobilized
to forge city-busine
ss partnerships

The Confederatio
n of Danish Indus
try (DI)

 

(to be consulted)

Description: The Confederation
of Danish Industry – DI – is Den
mark’s largest, most representa
tive and most influential busine
ss and employers’ organization,
covering manufacturing as well
as service industries across se
ctors such as transport, energy,
IT, health, trade and profession
al services.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

The SCIP GP will seek to c
ollaborate with business n
etworks that have a strong
mandate to promote sustai
nability, tackle climate cha
nge, create jobs and increa
se business opportunities i
n developing countries. Th
e Confederation of Danish
Industry has a 2030 plan al
ign with such goals.

Component 3

·      Output 3.3: Private sect
or networks and cities are m
obilized to forge city-busine
ss partnerships

https://www.citiesclimatefinance.org/


Activities to be leveraged:

Danish Cleanteach Hub China

Confederation of Danish Indust
ry India

DI Latin America Mayors Forum

The European Bu
siness Council fo
r Africa (EBCAM)

 

(to be consulted)

 

 

Description: EBCAM brings tog
ether European investors and o
ther operators engaged in econ
omic activity on the African con
tinent and it works for a close c
ooperation between the Europe
an private sector and African c
ountries, in particular the Africa
n private sector.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

EU/Africa Business Forum

ESBC - EU/Southern Africa Busi
ness Council

The SCIP GP will seek to c
ollaborate with business n
etworks that have a strong
mandate to promote sustai
nability, tackle climate cha
nge, create jobs and increa
se business opportunities i
n developing countries. Th
e EBCAM can be a key part
ner for the SCIP activities i
n the Africa region

Component 3

·      Output 3.3: Private sect
or networks and cities are m
obilized to forge city-busine
ss partnerships

  Carbon Disclosur
e Project (CDP)

 

(consulted as par
tner of the CBCA)

Description: CDP’s mission is to
create a sustainable economy f
or people and the planet. CDP p
artners with investors, cities an
d companies to realize this mis
sion.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      CDP is a founding mem
ber of the City-Busines
s Climate Alliance (CB
CA)

·      CDP-ICLEI unified repor
ting system

The GP will engage with C
DP via the City-Business Cl
imate Alliance to create co
nvening spaces and share
knowledge on how cities a
nd business can collaborat
e to achieve mutually bene
ficial climate targets

 

 

The GP will use the existin
g CDP-ICLEI unified reporti
ng system which captures
climate (strategic, themati

Component 3

·      Output 3.1: Mayors
or equivalent in part
icipating and new ci
ties receive support
to set science-base
d targets and prepa
re climate action pl
ans

·      Output 3.3: Private s
ector networks and
cities are mobilized
to forge city-busine
ss partnerships

https://www.cdp.net/en/info/about-us


ting system

·      CDP’s “Cities A-list”
c and sectoral) targets and
commitments in various fo
rmats, where the GP can tr
ack progress against these
targets.

  Private sector en
gagement throug
h Integrated Urba
n Systems Partn
ership and Distric
t Energy in Cities
Initiative (UNEP)

Description: Continuous and in-
depth cooperation with a large
consortium of private sector pa
rtners for co-creation of policie
s and business models, informi
ng tendering processes and fac
ilitating matchmaking and scal
e up.

 

Successfully applied in UNEP’s
district energy in cities (DES) ini
tiative, in the lead up to the Citi
es Summit held during the 4  U
N Environment Assembly, privat
e sector partners - including Da
nfoss, E.ON, Veolia, SIEMENS, E
NGIE, Huawei, ENEL and Johns
on Controls – got together to br
oaden their engagement with U
NEP to integrated urban syste
ms, critical for integrated appro
aches to city planning and man
agement.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      Existing consortium of priv
ate sector partners to provide t
echnical expertise (technical st
aff, tools) to cities interested in
piloting integrated approaches

Involve the Integrated Urba
n Systems Partnership, in
a synergistic approach wit
h the WBCSD

 / C40 private sector partn
ership to drive integrated p
lanning and management
at city and community (nei
ghborhood) scale

Component 3:

·      Output 3.3: Private sect
or networks and cities are m
obilized to forge city-busine
ss partnerships

th

http://www.districtenergyinitiative.org/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/urbandevelopment


Multilateral development banks World Bank Description: The World Bank fin
ances almost US$6 billion in ur
ban development and resilience
annually. Its urban developmen
t strategy focuses on three mai
n priorities: financing the New
Urban Agenda, promoting territ
orial development, and enhanci
ng urban resilience to climate c
hange and disaster risks.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

The World Bank Group’s City Re
silience Program (CRP) empow
ers cities to pursue investment
s that build greater resilience to
climate and disaster risks, and
to access the financing necess
ary to ensure those investment
s come to fruition.

 

The approach used by the CRP
represents a fundamental shift
in how cities can be supported
to tackle their most pressing de
velopment challenges – from o
ne focused on sectoral prioritie
s to one focused on integrated
and spatially informed prioritie
s, which capture the interplay b
etween the natural and built en
vironment.

As a leading global financi
al institution, the GP will co
llaborate with the World Ba
nk to be part of the high-le
vel investment roundtable
s. The WB will be introduce
d to cities projects that hav
e high-potential to become
bankable and have a stron
g resilience focus.

 

WB will be involved in the fi
nance components of the
GP by participating in traini
ngs and providing their ow
n pre-investment tools and
support consistent with th
eir own needs.

 

Urban finance experts will
be invited as speakers and
facilitators to the Finance
modules at the Regional Ci
ty Academies.

 

WB case studies, and kno
wledge products will be us
ed in capacity building acti
vities and library of knowle
dge.

 

 

Components 1&2

·      Output 1.5: Cities re
ceive support to ac
cess finance opport
unities through exis
ting project prepara
tion facilities, Regio
nal Development Ba
nks (RDB) and Inter
national Financial In
stitutions (IFIs) citie
s initiatives, and SCI
P Global Platform s
ponsored matchma
king opportunities

·      Output 1.2: Key urba
n actors are trained
through regional cit
y academies group
around identified to
pics, regions and la
nguages

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es

EBRD Activities to be leveraged:

Green Cities program identifies

As a leading regional finan
cial institution, the GP will

ll b t ith th EBRD t

Components 1 & 2

·      Output 1.5: Cities re

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/urbandevelopment
https://www.ebrd.com/home


p g
and connects cities’ environme
ntal challenges with sustainabl
e infrastructure investments an
d policy measures. With over
€1 billion in EBRD committed fu
nds, the program is operational
in more than 20 cities, and has
mobilized over €250 million inv
estments to date.

collaborate with the EBRD t
o be part of the high-level i
nvestment roundtables. Pa
rticularly, the EBRD will be i
ntroduced to cities project
s from Africa (Morocco) th
at have high-potential to be
come bankable.

 

EBRD will be involved in th
e finance components of t
he GP by participating in tr
ainings and providing their
own pre-investment tools a
nd support consistent with
their own needs.

 

Urban finance experts will
be invited as speakers and
facilitators to the Finance
modules at the Regional Ci
ty Academies.

 

EBRD case studies, and kn
owledge products will be u
sed in capacity building act
ivities and library of knowle
dge.

p
ceive support to ac
cess finance opport
unities through exis
ting project prepara
tion facilities, Regio
nal Development Ba
nks (RDB) and Inter
national Financial In
stitutions (IFIs) citie
s initiatives, and SCI
P Global Platform s
ponsored matchma
king opportunities

·      Output 1.2: Key urba
n actors are trained
through regional cit
y academies group
around identified to
pics, regions and la
nguages

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es.

IDB Activities to be leveraged:

City Laboratories catalyzes pos
itive urban change and promote
s an environment of innovation
and design thinking throughout

As a leading regional finan
cial institution, the GP will
collaborate with the IDB to
be part of the high-level inv
estment roundtables.

Components 1 & 2

·      Output 1.5: Cities re
ceive support to ac
cess finance opport
unities through exis

https://www.iadb.org/en/urban-development-and-housing/housing-and-urban-development


and design thinking throughout
the cities in Latin America

Capital Market Solutions for Su
stainable Urban Infrastructure a
ims to drive critical investment
to climate resilience infrastruct
ure in cities in the region throug
h a bond mechanism that pools
small cities and municipalities t
o finance climate resilient proje
cts, strengthens urban resilienc
e planning and diversifies their i
nvestor base.

 

IDB will be involved in the fi
nance components of the
GP by participating in traini
ngs and providing their ow
n pre-investment tools and
support consistent with th
eir own needs.

 

Urban finance experts will
be invited as speakers and
facilitators to the Finance
modules at the Regional Ci
ty Academies.

 

IDB case studies, and kno
wledge products will be us
ed in capacity building acti
vities and library of knowle
dge.

unities through exis
ting project prepara
tion facilities, Regio
nal Development Ba
nks (RDB) and Inter
national Financial In
stitutions (IFIs) citie
s initiatives, and SCI
P Global Platform s
ponsored matchma
king opportunities

·      Output 1.2: Key urba
n actors are trained
through regional cit
y academies group
around identified to
pics, regions and la
nguages

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es

AfDB Activities to be leveraged:

The Urban and Municipal Devel
opment Fund (UMDF) is a multi
-donor trust fund to scale up int
erventions in urban developme
nt and drive sustainable growth
in cities across the African cont
i t Th UMDF i d i d t

As a leading regional finan
cial institution, the GP will
collaborate with the AfDB t
o be part of the high-level i
nvestment roundtables.

 

AfDB will be involved in the

Components 1 & 2

·      Output 1.5: Cities re
ceive support to ac
cess finance opport
unities through exis
ting project prepara
tion facilities, Regio

l D l t B

https://www.afdb.org/en/documents/category/infrastructure-and-urban-development


inent. The UMDF is designed to
improve resilience and better m
anage urban growth, by means
of tailored technical assistance
to municipalities and urban enti
ties in the areas of urban planni
ng and mobility, project prepara
tion, and municipal governance
and finance.

finance components of the
GP by participating in traini
ngs and providing their ow
n pre-investment tools and
support consistent with th
eir own needs.

 

Urban finance experts will
be invited as speakers and
facilitators to the Finance
modules at the Regional Ci
ty Academies.

 

AfDB case studies, and kn
owledge products will be u
sed in capacity building act
ivities and library of knowle
dge.

nal Development Ba
nks (RDB) and Inter
national Financial In
stitutions (IFIs) citie
s initiatives, and SCI
P Global Platform s
ponsored matchma
king opportunities.

·      Output 1.2: Key urba
n actors are trained
through regional cit
y academies group
around identified to
pics, regions and la
nguages

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es.

ADB Description: ADB’s operational
priorities is to support technical
approaches and knowledge ma
nagement for “blue’ and “green”
infrastructure development.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

Cities Development Initiative fo
r Asia: A trust fund that works c

As a leading regional finan
cial institution, the GP will
collaborate with the ADB t
o be part of the high-level i
nvestment roundtables.

 

ADB will be involved in the
finance components of the
GP by participating in traini
ngs and providing their ow

Components 1 & 2

·      Output 1.5: Cities re
ceive support to ac
cess finance opport
unities through exis
ting project prepara
tion facilities, Regio
nal Development Ba
nks (RDB) and Inter
national Financial In

https://www.adb.org/themes/urban-development/main


losely with medium-sized cities
in Asia and the Pacific to addre
ss gaps in infrastructure develo
pment and financing. It uses a
demand-driven approach to su
pport infrastructure projects th
at emphasize poverty reductio
n, environmental improvement,
climate change mitigation or ad
aptation, and good governance.

Urban Financing Partnership Fa
cility (UFPF): The aim of the fac
ility is to raise and utilize develo
pment partner funds for invest
ment co-financing in urban envi
ronmental infrastructure projec
ts and support a wide range of
technical assistance to help lay
the groundwork for such projec
ts.               

ngs and providing their ow
n pre-investment tools and
support consistent with th
eir own needs.

 

Urban finance experts will
be invited as speakers and
facilitators to the Finance
modules at the Regional Ci
ty Academies.

 

ADB case studies, and kno
wledge products will be us
ed in capacity building acti
vities and library of knowle
dge.

stitutions (IFIs) citie
s initiatives, and SCI
P Global Platform s
ponsored matchma
king opportunities

·      Output 1.2: Key urba
n actors are trained
through regional cit
y academies group
around identified to
pics, regions and la
nguages

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es

UN Organizations UN-Habitat Description: “UN-Habitat promo
tes transformative change in cit
ies and human settlements thr
ough knowledge, policy advice,
technical assistance and collab
orative action to leave no one a
nd no place behind.”

 

Activities to be leveraged:

City Prosperity Index: City pros
perity index is a composite inde
x used to measure the overall a

SCIP will leverage UN-Habi
tat regional and country o
ffices to find alignment wit
h existing projects on the g
round

SCIP will include UN-Habit
at products such as the Cit
y Prosperity Index in knowl
edge curation exercise. Po
ssibility of doing joint kno
wledge creation (to be furt
her explored during project
preparation)

Components 1, 2, & 3

·      Output 1.1: Child pr
oject teams receive
strategic support to
design and implem
ent the national proj
ects

·      Output 2.1: Existing
knowledge is curate
d, and a menu of su
stainable urban dev
elopment and integr
ated planning soluti

https://unhabitat.org/


chievements in a city in six dim
ensions of prosperity that are r
elated to how cities are govern
ed or how they create and distri
bute socio-economic benefits o
r prosperity.

Habitat, through its Cities and C
limate Change Initiative (CCCI)
supports local governments to
more readily respond to the cli
matic threats faced by cities an
d their populations (building Cli
mate Resilience). It further aim
s to take steps in reducing citie
s’ climate footprint (Climate Ch
ange Mitigation).

Urban Resilience Hub UN-Habit
at has an extensive network of
partner organizations, institutio
ns, think-tanks, universities and
governments. By hosting the Ur
ban Resilience Hub, UN-Habitat
is providing a space for knowle
dge, best practice and innovati
on to flourish.

Waste Wise Campaign - Initiativ
e to address municipal solid wa
ste. UNEP-led Climate and Clea
n Air Coalition is already workin
g with this campaign

UNEP-UN Habitat Greener Citie
s Partnership– a partnership fo
cusing on sustainable urban de
velopment

Planners for Climate Action (P4
CA) is managed by UN-Habitat,

 

The GP will collaborate wit
h UN Habitat on developm
ent of the World Urban For
um and Habitat Assembly

 

SCIP GP will connect the u
rban resilience hub with th
e SCIP’s library of knowled
ge.

 

ated planning soluti
ons is available to k
ey urban actors and
experts

·      Output 2.3: Global c
onvening space wit
h website is created
and made available
for cities to exchan
ge knowledge

·      Output 3.2: Awaren
ess of policy maker
s and key urban act
ors is raised, and ac
tion is promoted at
a global level on the
importance of cities
in the achievement
of MEA goals



facilitating urban planners to a
ddress issues relevant to urban
planning, such as heritage rege
neration as well as using NBS,
green and blue grids.

UN Framework C
onvention on Cli
mate Change Se
cretariat

Description: The UNFCCC is a U
N entity that organizes the UN’s
global response to the risk of cl
imate change.

Activities to be leveraged:

UN Climate Change Conference
of Parties

The SCIP GP will partner w
ith UNFCCC in terms of ad
vocacy events and raising t
he importance of sustaina
ble urban development at
UNFCCC events

Component 3

·      Output 3.2: Awareness
of policy makers and key ur
ban actors is raised, and act
ion is promoted at a global l
evel on the importance of ci
ties in the achievement of M
EA goals

Food and Agricul
ture Organization
of the United Nat
ions (FAO)

Description: FAO aims “to achie
ve food security for all and mak
e sure that people have regular
access to enough high-quality f
ood to lead active, healthy live
s.” FAO is present in over 130 c
ountries.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

FAO expertise in food as it relat
es to urban sustainability and ci
rcular economy

The SCIP GP will curate exi
sting knowledge from FAO
relevant to SCIP toolkits an
d library of knowledge

 

The SCIP GP will showcas
e FAO knowledge products
by linking FAO to the SCIP
website

 

There is the potential for G
P collaboration with FAO o
n advocacy activities

Components 2 & 3

·      Output 2.1: Existing
knowledge is curate
d, and a menu of su
stainable urban dev
elopment and integr
ated planning soluti
ons is available to k
ey urban actors and
experts

·      Output 2.3: Global c
onvening space wit
h website is created
and made available
for cities to exchan
ge knowledge

·      Output 3.2: Awaren
ess of policy maker
s and key urban act
ors is raised, and ac
tion is promoted at
a global level on the
importance of cities

https://unfccc.int/
http://www.fao.org/home/en/


in the achievement
of MEA goals

City networks and initiatives Global Protocol f
or Community-Sc
ale Greenhouse
Gas Emission Inv
entories (GPC)

Description: World Resources I
nstitute, C40 Cities and ICLEI h
ave partnered to create a GHG
Protocol standard for cities kno
wn as Global Protocol for Com
munity-Scale Greenhouse Gas
Emission Inventories (GPC). Th
e GPC seeks to help cities deve
lop a comprehensive and robus
t greenhouse gas inventory in o
rder to support climate action p
lanning and help cities establis
h a base year emissions invent
ory, set reduction targets, and tr
ack their performance.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

Greenhous Gas Protocol for Co
mmunity-Scale Greenhouse Ga
s Emission Inventories (GPC)

The GP will utilize GPC und
er the climate action planni
ng module and in the librar
y of knowledge

 

Component 2

·      Output 2.1: Existing
knowledge is curate
d, and a menu of su
stainable urban dev
elopment and integr
ated planning soluti
ons is available to k
ey urban actors and
experts

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es

Coalition for Urb
an Transition (CU
T)

Description: Coalition for Urban
Transitions (CUT) an initiative f
ocused on empowering nationa
l governments with the evidenc
e-based rationale and policy to
ols governments need to priorit
ize more compact, connected,
clean urban development. The
CUT fills a critical gap by bringi
ng national government decisio
n-makers into the process. A sp
ecial initiative of the New Clima
te Economy (NCE) the CUT is j

CUT’s expertise will contrib
ute to the SCIP GP’s Nation
al Dialogues activities

 

CUT could potentially lead
the national engagement i
n one of the SCIP Child Pro
ject countries

 

CUT will provide guidance f
or ministries of housing tr

Component 1

·      Output 1.6: National gov
ernments and cities receive
support to take policy and p
olitical leadership to unlock
action on sustainable and in
tegrated urban planning

https://ghgprotocol.org/greenhouse-gas-protocol-accounting-reporting-standard-cities
https://urbantransitions.global/


te Economy (NCE), the CUT is j
ointly managed by C40 Cities Cl
imate Leadership Group and W
orld Resources Institute Ross C
enter for Sustainable Cities.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

Expertise on national policies a
nd institutional arrangements t
o promote integrated sustainab
le urban development

The CUT could help to catalyze
and inform implementation of t
he Sustainable Development G
oals (SDGs), the New Urban Ag
enda, and Nationally Determine
d Contributions (NDCs) to meet
the goals of the Paris Agreeme
nt

or ministries of housing, tr
ansport and land use seeki
ng to boost sustainable de
velopment in cities

 

SCIP GP will utilize CUT pu
blications on housing and t
ransport policy in library of
knowledge

Regions of Clima
te Action R20

Description: Regions of Climate
Action aims to accelerate the i
mplementation of green infrast
ructure projects at the sub-nati
onal level in the field of waste o
ptimization, renewable energy a
nd energy efficiency

Activities to be leveraged:

·      Connects public author
ities, technology partne
rs and financial investo
rs.

·      R20 provides support f
or cities throughout the
entire value chain to cr
eate bankable projects:

j t id tifi ti

The SCIP GP envisages en
gaging with Regions of Cli
mate Action R20 to improv
e the climate action frame
work for cities

Component 3

·         Output 3.1: Mayors or
equivalent in participating a
nd new cities receive suppo
rt to set science-based targ
ets and prepare climate acti
on plans

https://regions20.org/


project identification, p
roject structuring, bank
ability, financing, imple
mentation and Measur
e, Report and Verificati
on (MRV).

Carbon Neutral C
ities Alliance

Description: CNCA is a collabor
ation of leading global cities w
orking to cut greenhouse gas e
missions by 80% or more by 20
50 or sooner (“80x50”) — the m
ost aggressive greenhouse gas
reduction targets undertaken b
y any cities across the globe.

Activities to be leveraged:

·      CNCA funds innovation proj
ects among member cities, fra
ming strategies for long-term d
eep decarbonization, and foster
ing the growth of the next wave
carbon neutral city leaders.

The SCIP GP envisions par
tnering with the CNCA to in
spire SCIP cities and additi
onal cities to improve clim
ate action targets

Component 3

·         Output 3.1: Mayors or
equivalent in participating a
nd new cities receive suppo
rt to set science-based targ
ets and prepare climate acti
on plans

Cities Alliance (C
A) Strategic City
Planning initiativ
e

Description: City Alliance prom
otes urban sustainability throug
h policy frameworks, working at
the national and local governm
ent level

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      City development strat
egies (CDS) that link th
eir economic growth a
nd poverty reduction o
bjectives, often includi
ng citywide slum upgra
ding strategies.

The SCIP GP will partner w
ith the City Alliance to sho
wcase their knowledge pro
ducts

Component 2

·      Output 2.1: Existing kno
wledge is curated, and a me
nu of sustainable urban dev
elopment and integrated pla
nning solutions is available t
o key urban actors and expe
rts

https://carbonneutralcities.org/
https://www.citiesalliance.org/


·      Technical assistance, s
hared learning, advoca
cy and a catalogue of
members’ CDS activitie
s. CA’s regional focus i
s in Africa.

Global Initiative f
or Resource Effic
ient Cities (GI-RE
C)

Description: Led by UNEP, the G
lobal Initiative for Resource Effi
cient Cities (GI-REC) is at the fo
refront of the circular economy
approaches in cities. Working i
n both resource efficiency and
climate, the GI-REC has worked
with various stakeholders to de
velop tools that will measure lo
cal level contribution to circular
economy at national and global
levels.

 

Activities to leveraged:

·      GI-REC case studies an
d open online course o
n urban metabolism fo
r policy makers

·      UNEP developed a Spat
ial microsimulation urb
an metabolism modelli
ng tool that has applic
ations in data manage
ment and city level ass
essments/scenario pla
nning

The SCIP GP will leverage
GI-REC tools and knowledg
e products related to circul
ar economy

Component 2

·      Output 2.1: Existing kno
wledge is curated, and a me
nu of sustainable urban dev
elopment and integrated pla
nning solutions is available t
o key urban actors and expe
rts

Global Covenant
of Mayors (GCo
M)

Description: The world’s largest
alliance of mayors consisting o
f over 10,000 local government
s

The SCIP GP will support c
limate action commitment
s and leverage the GCoM
model for cities and encou

Components 2 & 3

·      Output 2.1: Existing
knowledge is curate

https://resourceefficientcities.org/
https://www.globalcovenantofmayors.org/


s.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      GCoM tools, framewor
ks and knowledge prod
ucts related to raising
climate ambition and t
arget setting

·      Measurement Guidelin
es: Common Reporting
Framework for Climate
Action Planning

·      Guiding Principles for C
ity Climate Action Plan
ning

·      City Action for Urban S
ustainability (CURB)

·      GCoM e-learning Librar
y

model for cities and encou
rage SCIP cities to utilize t
he GCoM framework

d, and a menu of su
stainable urban dev
elopment and integr
ated planning soluti
ons is available to k
ey urban actors and
experts

·      Output 3.1: Mayors
or equivalent in part
icipating and new ci
ties receive support
to set science-base
d targets and prepa
re climate action pl
ans

Deadline 2020 by
C40

Description: Deadline 2020 is a
commitment led by C40 cities b
ut open to non-C40 cities as we
ll, to urgently deliver highly amb
itious and equitable climate act
ion.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      Cities will have the opportu
nity to join the Deadline 2020 c
ommitment. This would imply t
hat they would develop and beg
in implementation of inclusive
climate action plans by the end
of 2020, to deliver on the highe

The SCIP cities will be able
to join the Deadline 2020 a
nd access the resources a
nd tools design to support
cities to have Paris Agree
ment aligned local action p
lans.

 

SCIP cities will also be abl
e to join any of the C40 sci
ence-based targets (sector
al declarations)

 

Component 3

·      Output 3.1: Mayors or e
quivalent in participating an
d new cities receive support
to set science-based targets
and prepare climate action
plans

https://www.c40.org/other/deadline_2020


o  0 0, to de e  o  t e g e
st ambitions of the Paris Agree
ment — to limit global temperat
ure rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius.

  United Cities and
Local Governme
nt (UCLG)

(to be consulted)

Description: UCLG is a global n
etwork of local governments, re
gional governments metropolit
an governments and associatio
ns that organizes and advocate
s for local governments throug
h strengthening the UCLG netw
ork, policy and advocacy, imple
menting their global agenda, le
arning, monitoring and reportin
g.

(to be consulted)

 

The GP will leverage UCL
G’s strong global network
of cities, collaborate on ad
vocacy efforts to promote
the importance of cities, a
nd incorporate UCLG knowl
edge products, related to t
he SCIP GP’s City Academy
Curriculum, on the SCIP GP
website.

 

A strong partner of C40 an
d ICLEI in the Global Coven
ant of Mayors for Climate
& Energy (GCoM), UCLG na
tional chapters will be eng
aged in the national dialog
ues, through the President
s / Chairs. UCLG and its ch
apters can contribute to a
better understanding of th
e relevant national context
s.

Components 2 & 3

·      Output 2.1: Existing
knowledge is curate
d, and a menu of su
stainable urban dev
elopment and integr
ated planning soluti
ons is available to k
ey urban actors and
experts

·      Output 2.2: New kn
owledge is generate
d and made availabl
e to key urban actor
s and experts creat
ed responding to lo
cal demands and id
entified gaps, includ
ing case studies, tra
ining materials, rep
orts, training modul
es

·      Output 3.2: Awaren
ess of policy maker
s and key urban act
ors is raised, and ac
tion is promoted at
a global level on the
importance of cities
in the achievement
of MEA goals

International non-government organizat
ions

World Wildlife Fu
nd (WWF)

Description: WWF’s mission is t
o conserve nature and reduce t

The SCIP GP will collabora
te with the WWF in terms o

Components 1, 2 & 3

Output 1 1: Child pr

https://www.uclg.org/
https://www.worldwildlife.org/


he most pressing threats to the
diversity of life on Earth.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      One Planet City Challen
ge (OPCC) and the Pari
s compliance toolbox

·      Urban nature-based cli
mate solutions and urb
an food systems

·      WWF knowledge sharin
g methods and toolkit

·      WWF Urban Solutions p
latform

·      Alliances for Climate A
ction

·      New Deal for Nature an
d People

·      Dutch Fund for Develop
ment

·      WWF’s Climate Busines
s Hub

·      Climate Saver

·      Science-based Targets
Initiative

f baseline information that
WWF has already collected
to support Output 1.1 and
city needs assessments.

 

The SCIP GP will collabora
te with the WWF’s two initi
atives working at the natio
nal level to promote clearer
national policy messaging
around climate action.

 

The SCIP GP will curate exi
sting knowledge from WW
F such as the Urban Soluti
ons case studies and its vi
rtual knowledge sharing an
d knowledge exchange too
l.

 

The SCIP GP will showcasi
ng WWF’s platform called
Urban Solutions, and dialo
gue methods for knowledg
e sharing among cities (vir
tually or in-person) by linki
ng to this on the SCIP web
site.

 

The SCIP GP will collabora
te with WWF on advocacy.
Their strategy is three-fold:
(1) within global policy, incl
uding UNFCCC, Conventio
n on Biological Diversity (C

·      Output 1.1: Child pr
oject teams receive
strategic support to
design and implem
ent the national proj
ects

·      Output 1.6: National
governments and ci
ties receive support
to take policy and p
olitical leadership t
o unlock action on
sustainable and int
egrated urban plann
ing

·      Output 2.1: Existing
knowledge is curate
d, and a menu of su
stainable urban dev
elopment and integr
ated planning soluti
ons is available to k
ey urban actors and
experts

·      Output 2.3: Global c
onvening space wit
h website is created
and made available
for cities to exchan
ge knowledge

·      Output 3.2: Awaren
ess of policy maker
s and key urban act
ors is raised, and ac
tion is promoted at
a global level on the
importance of cities
i h hi



n on Biological Diversity (C
BD) and throughout 2020 v
ia WWF and partners’ New
Deal for Nature and People
process linking advocacy a
nd communication across
negotiations, (2) at the cou
ntry or regional level, inclu
ding via its Alliances for Cli
mate Action work to build
ambition and collaboration
among non-state actors, a
nd (3)from a community e
ngagement and public part
icipation angle. The latter
which could take advantag
e of this different vantage
point in terms of global ad
vocacy.

 

The SCIP will collaborate w
ith WWF’s efforts to make
corporations Paris-complia
nt and can bring in relevant
private sector actors for S
CIP, additionally WWF can
bring research and partner
ships with the multilaterals
and private sector.

in the achievement
of MEA goals

International Uni
on for Conservati
on of Nature (IUC
N)

Description: IUCN is a democra
tic Union that brings together th
e world’s most influential organ
izations and top experts

in a combined effort to conserv
e nature and accelerate the tran
sition to sustainable developm
ent.”

The GP will consider incor
porating IUCN’s Urban Nat
ure Index or pieces of the
methodology as part of the
baseline city assessment.

 

The GP will curate existing
knowledge from IUCN rele

Components 1, 2 & 3

·         Output 1.1: Child proje
ct teams receive strateg
ic support to design and
implement the national
projects

·         Output 2.1: Existing kn
owledge is curated, and

https://www.iucn.org/


 

Activities to be leveraged:

·         Urban Nature Index: to ad
dress how cities impact nature
at three different scales—urban,
regional, and global—this includ
es a set of indicators

·         Species Threat Abatemen
t Recovery (STAR) metric

·         Restoration Opportunities
and Assessment Methodology
(ROAM)

·         Global Standard for Natur
e-based Solutions

·         PANORAMA Solutions pla
tform

·         Urban Protected Areas: Pr
ofiles and Best Practice Guideli
nes

·         Parks for the Planet

·         Urban Nature Alliance

·         Cities with Nature

·         IUCN World Conservation
Congress

vant to SCIP nature-based
solutions toolkit

 

The GP will consider show
casing IUCN frameworks a
nd tools by linking to these
on the SCIP website

 

The GP will consider sched
uling launch and/or partici
pating in IUCN World Cons
ervation Congress in June
2020 to discuss the import
ance of the urban agenda
with respect to nature and
sustainability Also, will con
sider participating in the P
arks for Planet event

a menu of sustainable u
rban development and i
ntegrated planning solu
tions is available to key
urban actors and expert
s

·         Output 2.3: Global con
vening space with webs
ite is created and made
available for cities to ex
change knowledge

·         Output 3.2: Awareness
of policy makers and ke
y urban actors is raised,
and action is promoted
at a global level on the i
mportance of cities in t
he achievement of MEA
goals

Science Based T
argets Network

Description: Science Based Tar
gets Network (SBTN) is workin
g to create science-based fram
eworks for the private sector an
d cities to set science-based tar
gets related to the climate, biod
iversity, land use and the ocea
n. SBTN promotes best practic
es for science-based target sett

The SCIP GP will work with
the Global Commons Allia
nce/ SBTN on SBTs for bot
h climate and nature for cit
ies.

 

Component 3

·      Output 3.1: Mayors or e
quivalent in participating an
d new cities receive support
to set science-based targets
and prepare climate action
plans

http://sciencebasedtargetsnetwork.org/


es for science-based target sett
ing and works with the private s
ector to assess their targets an
d approve them.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      SBTN’s science-based targ
et framework and climate targe
ts for cities.

Organizations focusing on gender issue
s

Gender Equal Citi
es - URBACT Kno
wledge Hub

Description: This European-fun
ded initiative raises awareness
of gender-based inequalities at
a local level and highlights how
cities can take action.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

·      URBACT brings together th
e knowledge of active women i
n the URBACT community and
beyond. It proposes ten actions
towards gender equality in citie
s and has published the “Gende
r equal cities” report in 2019.

The SCIP GP will incorpora
te knowledge produced by
URBACT in the library of kn
owledge and link to the UR
BACT Knowledge Hub

Component 2

·      Output 2.1: Existing kno
wledge is curated, and a me
nu of sustainable urban dev
elopment and integrated pla
nning solutions is available t
o key urban actors and expe
rts

 

Women4Climate
by C40

Description: Women4Climate is
an initiative led by C40 Cities th
at seeks to empower women to
play a leading role in fighting cli
mate change.

 

Activities to be leveraged:

Women4Climate works to incre
ase women’s leadership in clim
ate action and improve consult
ation by:

The SCIP GP will partner w
ith Women4Climate and in
clude knowledge produced
by Women4Climate on the
SCIP website

Component 2

·      Output 2.1: Existing kno
wledge is curated, and a me
nu of sustainable urban dev
elopment and integrated pla
nning solutions is available t
o key urban actors and expe
rts

https://urbact.eu/gender-equal-cities
https://w4c.org/


ation by:

·      investing in mentoring
programs for women

·      applying the Gender As
sessment Method for
Mitigation and Adaptat
ion (GAMMA) methodo
logy to identify entry p
oints to integrate a gen
der perspective/gender
-informed recommend
ations

·      gender responsive parti
cipatory planning

 

 

 

 

 

[1] The SCIP has consulted with CCFLA, CUT, FAO, IUCN, SBTN, WBCSD, WWF, and UN-Habitat, the GP has scheduled phone calls with the regional
development banks and will schedule calls with the remaining organizations in early April, 2020. 

In addition, provide a summary on how stakeholders will be consulted in project execution, the means and timing of engagement, how information
will be disseminated, and an explanation of any resource requirements throughout the project/program cycle to ensure proper and meaningful
stakeholder engagement.

Partnership Engagement Group (PEG). The PEG is the external coordination mechanism of the SCIP GP. The PEG will be a high-level, strategic group, with
participation of key global actors, initiatives, alliances and networks in the urban development space, that will provide inputs to the program about key trends,
thematic areas and approaches shaping implementation of the program. The PEG aims to establish a multi-stakeholder coalition of key urban actors, urban
initiatives, alliances and networks around common actions and jointly implemented activities on integrated urban planning or investments related to global
environmental benefits.

 

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftnref1


By including alliances and networks, the PEG will provide a new platform and added value to the existing global coordination mechanisms in the urban space
which will in turn maximize their influence and impact. Initiatives invited to the PEG are comprised of several institutions and partners which provide the
opportunity to expand the collaboration across multiple organizations.

 

In addition to IAs, MDBs, UN-Habitat, CCFLA, WBCSD, WWF, IUCN, GEF, UNEP, C40, ICLEI and WRI, the GP will extend invitations to multi-stakeholder initiatives,
alliances and networks, such as: the Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance (CCFLA), the Science-Based Targets Network (SBTN), Urban Nature Alliance,
Global Initiative for Resource Efficient Cities (GI-REC), Coalition for Urban Transitions (CUT), the City-Business Climate Alliance (CBCA), Cities Alliance (CA)
Strategic City Planning initiative, the One Planet City Challenge (OPCC), Gender Equal Cities – URBACT, the Global Covenant of Mayors (GCoM). In addition, the
PEG will also invite urban finance facilities hosted by multilateral development banks such as AFDB’S Urban and Municipal Development Fund (UMDF) and
ADB’s Urban Financing Partnership Facility (UFPF). A more detailed view of potential member of the PEG is laid out in the stakeholder mapping above.

 

Attendance at the PEG will be by invitation. The CBO leading the organization of the SCIP Forum will serve as the Secretariat of the meetings and UNEP will
chair the meetings as the SCIP Lead Agency. The SCIP GP will produce a report for each PEG meeting, develop and implement workplans on identified joint
activities and post all these documents on the SCIP website for consultation.

 

The PEG will have the following goals:

·      Identification of key integrated urban development themes and emerging global trends to enhance the SCIP Global Platform offer.

·      Coordination and alignment with other key urban initiatives, alliances and networks with the SCIP’s vision on integrated urban planning

·      Identification of opportunities for collectively supporting SCIP cities (GEF-6 and GEF-7); and extension of the SCIP GP offer to other cities that are
being supported by partner initiatives.

·      Identification of potential implementation and delivery partners for the GP’s outputs

·      Identification of events and materials for complementarities and coordination

 

The GP will organize an Inception Partnership Meeting during the first year of program implementation, to get feedback on the direction of the SCIP, present a
work plan and identify potential areas of collaboration with specific partners. After that first meeting, the PEG will convene during the SCIP Forum for a
Partnership Consultation event.

Select what role civil society will play in the project:

Consulted only; Yes

Member of Advisory Body; Contractor;

Co-financier;



Member of project steering committee or equivalent decision-making body;

Executor or co-executor;

Other (Please explain)

N/A



3. Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment

Provide the gender analysis or equivalent socio-economic assesment.

Global Gender analysis[1]:

 

This gender analysis considers how gender plays a role in urban planning and design, as it relates to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 5 and 11 “to
achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls” and “to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable,” respectively.
Cultural context will vary depending on the country child projects, however, the global program will work to ensure gender mainstreamed SCIP global program
activities. A review of the literature related to gender and urban planning was conducted in order to understand the potential adverse impacts the SCIP Global
Program could have in reinforcing inequalities between men and women.

 

There are currently limited gender considerations in planning, investment and management in cities. Women tend to benefit less from urbanization and face
more difficulties accessing urban services, participating in political and public life, and benefitting from economic opportunities in cities. Experiences of living,
working and socializing in the same city can vary according to gender. Despite these different realities, gender is rarely considered in the planning and
management of cities. Urban planning is a traditionally male-dominated environment and decision makers, who are often majority male, have difficulties
understanding the unique needs of women, children, elderly, disabled people and other marginalized populations. Even more challenging, disaggregated data
is not always available for decisionmakers to make informed decisions. “Under-representation or exclusion of women, particularly poor women, in urban
decision-making processes across all levels of government has profound implications for women in cities in terms of mobility, safety and access to education
and employment (Cahil, UN Global Compact Cities Program).”

 
Men and women experience cities differently. The built environment of cities, such as where public transport stops are located or how public spaces are
designed, shapges these experiences. Both social and physical infrastructure can reinforce inequalities between men and women or they can reduce these
inequalities. Urban planning of the built environment has the potential to burden women more so than men (World Bank, 2020). Women are also
disproportionately more vulnerable to climate change impacts in cities due to their higher incidence of poverty and often lower socioeconomic status (World
Bank 2020). Inclusive planning, that integrates gender considerations, does not just improve the lives of the women in the city but leads to an improvement in
the overall well-being of the city and its economy. By taking gender and minority groups into account, and generating and maintaining sex-disaggregated data,
policy makers can ensure that policies are better targeted, services and resources are more effectively provisioned, and residents enjoy greater equality. See
the figure below that demonstrates the cascading and reinforcing ways gender-inclusive urban planning and design can positively impact cities.

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn1
https://citiesprogramme.org/focus-area/womens-empowerment-and-gender-equality/
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/363451579616767708/pdf/Handbook-for-Gender-Inclusive-Urban-Planning-and-Design.pdf


 

Source: World Bank, 2020

 

A city’s urban form such as urban sprawl, a common challenge with sustainable urban settlements, and weak public transportation networks expose women
to more risks. Women often pay more and spend more time on public transportation due to their more complex travel patterns. Additionally, economic
opportunity in cities is directly linked to transportation access. As such, land use, sustainable development and public transportation decisions directly impact
women. For instance, men are more likely to make a single destination journey by car, whereas women generally use public transportation to make multiple
journeys in one day, because of their combined employment and care duties. The prevailing cultural norms imply women are expected to take on household
caregiving roles, like taking children to school or caring for an elderly family member. Therefore, a higher burden of unpaid labor falls on women. UN Habitat
(2012) cites a study in Argentina that found that women spend three times the amount of time on unpaid household work than men. The way cities are
traditionally planned, through zoning and separation of industrial, commercial and residential spaces, has profound impacts on women. Traditional zoning
burdens women since it increases their distance traveled for both childcare and economic opportunities (World Bank, 2020). Historically, gender has not been
considered in sustainable urban development investments like pedestrian rights of way, green spaces and sustainable housing—this inherently limits the
effectiveness of such investments. Identifying women’s concerns in the urban planning process and designing systems that address those concerns can
improve women’s livelihoods and have ripple effects on the broader economy and the well-being of urban residents.

 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/363451579616767708/pdf/Handbook-for-Gender-Inclusive-Urban-Planning-and-Design.pdf
https://uni.unhabitat.org/gender-and-urban-planning-issues-and-trends-2012/
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/363451579616767708/pdf/Handbook-for-Gender-Inclusive-Urban-Planning-and-Design.pdf


There is a clear need for improved governance and inclusive integrated planning processes. Digital data and emerging technologies enable cities and
countries to collect disaggregated gender/sex data and analysis to pursue gender-sensitive and evidence-based policies. There are now technologies and
existing data to do this cheaply. Feedback, especially from vulnerable populations, helps to create public policies more responsive to challenges and needs in
an efficient and integrated way, from the perspective of the city inhabitants. These tools allow women to express themselves more confidently on urban
planning and policy issues. Mobile applications, one way to improve participation, are being used to assess citizens habits against disaggregated data by
population categories when establishing a baseline and measuring the results of pilot investments. However, since digital communication can isolate poor
populations and elderly people, other strategies for inclusive engagement should be considered such as using a variety of different methods to engage with
the public—this entails considering the geographic location, language, age, sex, race and income, for example (C40 Inclusive Community Engagement
Playbook, 2019)

 
Public policies could burden disproportionately and impact negatively vulnerable groups such as women, elderly people, children and people with disabilities
(who are generally accompanied by women). Such examples include limiting the use of personal vehicles, regulations on land tenure or turning public lights
off earlier. Almost 40% of economies globally limit women’s ability to land ownership (World Bank, 2020). As such, women’s upward mobility is inherently
restricted if they are unable to own land. Women also tend not to feel as safe in public spaces, despite the fact they often use public spaces more frequently
and in a more varied manner than men (World Bank, 2020). Women will also vary their route to avoid violence or perceived violence, for example women will
alter walking and public transportation routes to ensure their safety. This has profound impacts on women’s mobility in urban environments. Policies and
urban design can limit women’s access to public spaces, this has shown a reduction in the overall well-being of women (World Bank, 2020). It is fundamental
to carefully take into consideration all vulnerable populations and gender dimensions when designing environmental and urban development policies.

Since women and men experience cities differently and women are largely underrepresented in decision making, urban planning and policies should take this
into consideration. The SCIP Global Platform will work to address gender issues in all of its activities to the extent possible and engage with women leaders.
For example, the SCIP Global Platform will collect sex-disaggregated data for all events organized by the Global Platform. Moreover, all new knowledge
products will consider gender and inclusion of vulnerable populations and make recommendations to design more inclusive urban agglomerations. The SCIP
Global Platform will have a gender lead/focal point to ensure implementation of the gender action plan and track SCIP Global Platform’s integration of gender
issues.
 

[1] Each national child project will elaborate its own gender analysis and action plan during the preparation phase focused on the national and/or city context

Gender Action Plan:

 

Potential gender issu
Recommendations for

https://cdn.locomotive.works/sites/5ab410c8a2f42204838f797e/content_entry5ab410fb74c4833febe6c81a/5d93560f8b673e007f889d22/files/Playbook_Inclusive_Community_Engagement.pdf?1570213078
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/363451579616767708/pdf/Handbook-for-Gender-Inclusive-Urban-Planning-and-Design.pdf
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/363451579616767708/pdf/Handbook-for-Gender-Inclusive-Urban-Planning-and-Design.pdf
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/363451579616767708/pdf/Handbook-for-Gender-Inclusive-Urban-Planning-and-Design.pdf
https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftnref1


Outcomes Outputs
Potential gender issu
es and relevance to t

he activity

addressing these issu
es through project acti

vities

Indicator Target Means of Verification  

Outcome 1:

Key urban ac
tors demons
trate improv
ed capacity t
o undertake
sustainable i
ntegrated pl
anning and i
nvestments

1.1 Child project t
eams receive str
ategic support  to
design and imple
ment the national
projects

Gender issues might
not be addressed in
all country child proj
ects.

Provide expertise and
support to Child Projec
ts based on demand, t
o deepen attention to
gender issues in Child
Projects.

% of city assessments
will incorporate gende
r considerations in the
ir analysis of the city

 

# of child projects in
which the GP support
ed integration of gend
er issues

100%

 

 

 

 At least 6

All city assessments will
include questions regardi
ng gender.

1.2 Key urban act
ors are trained th
rough regional cit
y academies gro
up around identifi
ed topics, regions
and languages

Women are less likel
y to have higher educ
ation than men in de
veloping countries, s
omething to consider
would be to ensure t
he technical nature o
f the project is clarifi
ed and taught to enh
ance women’s partici
pation in the SCIP G
P. Women also have
more time constraint
s and caretaking res
ponsibilities and will
have less time to att
end regional city aca
demies. Moreover, ur
ban planning is a mal
e-dominated discipli
ne, therefore it is inte
gral to ensure wome
n’s participation in all
trainings.

Provide training materi
als and opportunities f
or training to Child Proj
ects, to enhance gend
er perspectives in inve
stments.

 

Introduce gender-resp
onsive participatory pl
anning tools and meth
odologies to consult a
nd engage all stakehol
ders in urban planning
processes

 

Facilitate city academi
es in ways to ensure th
at women  are panelist
s and presenters, espe
cially women leaders i
n the urban space.

 

% of city academy par
ticipants that are wo
men (sex-disaggregat
ed data)

 

 

 % of urban practition
ers that used the kno
wledge acquired from
the training or materia
ls from the SCIP GP ar
e women (sex disaggr
egated)

 

 

% of women as paneli
sts and presenters in
city academies

30% [1]

 

 

 

 

30% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50%

All regional city academi
es will have participant li
sts that indicate the sex,
age and education level o
f participant.

 

Final survey will assess u
se of content received thr
ough program, which will
have a question about ge
nder.

 

 

 

Review regional city acad
emy facilitation methodo
logy

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftn1


1.3 City officials r
eceive technical
assistance on int
egrated urban sol
utions

Integrated urban sol
utions should be req
uired to respond to id
entified gender issue
s. While technical as
sistance aims to hel
p a city in a specific
need, this could caus
e reinforcing negativ
e impacts on women
and other vulnerable
populations such as
the elderly, disabled
etc. Therefore, techni
cal assistance provid
ed by the SCIP will b
e responsive to the n
eeds of women and
vulnerable groups.

When possible, work w
ith the Child Projects t
o incorporate the use
of inclusive and gende
r-responsive approach
es to support integrate
d sustainable urban pl
anning: for example, pr
omoting sex-disaggreg
ated data and gender
analysis to direct gend
er-informed urban poli
cy interventions and in
vestments such as in c
ommuting patterns to
account for gender diff
erences in how, where,
when and why men an
d women travel in citie
s.

% of SCIP lab particip
ants that are women
(sex-disaggregated da
ta)

 

 

 

% of SCIP Labs that in
tegrate gender issues
in the content delivere
d

 

 

30%

 

 

 

 

  

100%

All SCIP labs will have pa
rticipant lists that indicat
e sex, age and education
level of participant.

 

 

All SCIP Labs will have c
ontent highlighting key g
ender issues to be addre
ssed.

1.4 Key urban act
ors participate in
peer exchanges,
matching cities b
y interest, with kn
owledge provider
s from City-Base
d Organizations
(CBO’s) network
opportunities an
d extended partn
ers

Women, who are less
likely to be in decisio
nmaker roles or urba
n practitioners, often
do not participate in
trainings such as pee
r exchanges. Gender
issues are not typical
ly nor explicitly consi
dered in trainings

Track sex-disaggregat
ed data of all trainings.

 

 

 

 

Use a peer exchange o
pportunity to learn fro
m cities/national gove
rnments that have effe
ctively mainstreamed
gender (such as Vienn
a, Toronto or other Eur
opean Cities).

% of peer exchange p
articipants that are w
omen (sex-disaggrega
ted data)

 

 

# of peer exchanges t
hat demonstrate how
cities integrate gender
in urban planning to d
emonstrate a city’s eff
orts to provide equal
access to urban servi
ces through effective
gender mainstreamin
g

30%

 

 

 

  

1

All peer exchanges will h
ave participant lists that i
ndicate sex, age and edu
cation level of participan
t.

 

One exemplary city that h
as mainstreamed gender
in urban planning will hos
t one of the six peer exch
anges.



1.5 Cities receive
support to acces
s finance opportu
nities through exi
sting project prep
aration facilities,
Regional Develop
ment Banks (RD
B) and Internatio
nal Financial Insti
tutions (IFIs) citie
s initiatives, and
SCIP Global Platf
orm sponsored
matchmaking op
portunities

Women often have
more barriers to acc
ess financing than m
en, should consider h
ow these activities w
ill impact women an
d vulnerable populati
ons.

Financing institution
s don’t adhere to thei
r own gender policie
s and accountability
mechanisms

Ensure that women ar
e given the opportunity
and access to particip
ate in high level urban
finance roundtables an
d encourage a facilitat
ed dialogue to ensure
women’s voices are he
ard and taken into con
sideration

 

% of city participants i
n high level urban fina
nce roundtables are w
omen (data disaggreg
ated by sex, age and e
ducation level)

 

% of participants in fin
ance workshops are
women (data disaggr
egated by sex, age an
d education level)

 

% of investment proje
cts that SCIP has sup
ported that address g
ender issues

30%

 

 

 

 

 

30% 

  

 

 

 

50%

Participant lists at high-le
vel round tables and fina
nce workshops that indic
ate sex, age and educatio
n level of participant.

1.6 National gove
rnments and citie
s receive support
to take policy and
political leadershi
p to unlock actio
n on sustainable
and integrated ur
ban planning

Gender plays a role i
n enabling condition
s, in SCIP that might
mean how it will play
a role in National dial
ogues, advocacy, etc.
gender mainstreami
ng "is preemptive not
reactive." Therefore,
SCIP will embed this
in its policy and advo
cacy work.

Ensure gender mainstr
eaming is part of the n
ational dialogue discu
ssions, including the b
enefits of gender main
streaming in urban poli
cy to create more sust
ainable cities.

Ensure that national di
alogues are designed t
o meaningfully engage
women’s organizations

Ensure accountability
mechanisms/commit
ments in place to incor
porate perspectives of
women’s organizations
into policy and plannin

# of national dialogue
s that invite women’s
organizations or NGO
s to represent women
in national dialogue di
scussions

 

# of women’s organiz
ations, NGOs, or child
project gender focal p
oints, female urban de
cisionmakers that att
end and participate in
the national dialogues

 

# of national policies
adopted, influenced b

18

 

 

 

 

  6

 

 

 

 

 

 

 3

Invitations for national di
alogues.

 

Participant lists from the
national dialogues with d
etails about organization.

 

 

 

 

Review of policies

 

 



g design y SCIP, that are respon
sive to the needs of w
omen and vulnerable
groups

 

Outcome 2:

 Key urban a
ctors and ex
perts, in addi
tion to those
targeted in o
utcome 1, ar
e using cutti
ng edge kno
wledge and
best practice
s on sustain
able integrat
ed urban pla
nning and in
vestments fr
om a global
sustainable
cities platfor
m

2.1 Existing know
ledge is curated,
and a menu of su
stainable urban d
evelopment and i
ntegrated plannin
g solutions is ava
ilable to key urba
n actors and exp
erts

  Create a section on th
e SCIP website in the li
brary of knowledge on
gender and sustainabl
e urban planning.

 

 

Identify and prioritize t
he inclusion of technic
al materials that integr
ate gender issues.

 

# of sections on SCIP
GP website focusing
on gender and urban
sustainability

 

 

 

# of existing technical
documents showcase
d in the library of kno
wledge that integrate
gender issues

1

 

 

 

 

 

 5

Communications lead wil
l track engagement with
gender and urban sustain
ability section and all blo
gs etc. related to gender.

 

The gender lead will iden
tify technical documents
related to gender issues
and urban sustainability
and review the SCIP web
site to ensure they are sh
owcased in the library of
knowledge.

2.2 New knowled
ge is generated a
nd made availabl
e to key urban ac
tors and experts r
esponding to loc
al demands and i
dentified gaps, in
cluding case stud
ies, training mate
rials, reports, trai
ning modules

Women often have a
more challenging tim
e accessing knowled
ge products, becaus
e women in the Glob
al South often have d
isproportionately lac
k education opportu
nities leading to lowe
r literacy rates. Wom
en also bear heavier
workloads and more
domestic responsibil
ities and often lack a
dditional time to utili
ze knowledge produc
ts. Additionally, inclu

Develop gender-sensiti
ve case studies, report
s and training material
s, with a focus on gend
er sensitive and inclusi
ve urban planning appr
oaches.

% of new knowledge p
roducts that consider
gender issues

100% A review to verify gender
is integrated in all new kn
owledge products, will be
mandatory and included i
n the knowledge product
methodology.



sion of how knowled
ge products impact
women and vulnerab
le populations are no
t always accounted f
or.

2.3 Global conve
ning space with
website is create
d and made avail
able for cities to
exchange knowle
dge

Women often receive
less higher educatio
n opportunities than
men, it is important t
o consider translatio
ns to local languages
to increase the numb
er of people who can
access this material.

Ensure that the interac
tive City Academy Curr
iculum, posted on the
public SCIP GP websit
e, is offered in all SCIP
languages.

 

 

 

 

Identify, document, an
d promote good exam
ples from Child Project
s and beyond on integr
ation of gender and mi
norities’ needs in urba
n development.

# of languages in whi
ch the City Academy
Curriculum, available
on the SCIP GP websi
te, is translated

 

 

 

 

# of gender-sensitive
urban planning appro
aches documented on
the global platform (1
per year)

5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 

Review of SCIP website

 

 

 

 

 

 

Review of SCIP website

Outcome 3:

Policy maker
s and key ur
ban actors p
romote sust
ainable integ
rated urban
planning and
investment

3.1 Mayors or eq
uivalent in partici
pating and new ci
ties receive supp
ort to set science
-based targets an
d prepare climate
action plans

Women are more vul
nerable to climate ch
ange than men, this
should be accounted
for with all climate a
ction plans and targe
ts taken by SCIP citie
s.

Promote inclusive clim
ate action plans and ta
rgets when working to
increase climate ambit
ion.

 

 

 

 

% of climate action pl
ans influenced by the
SCIP Global Platform
are gender-sensitive

 

 

 

100%

 

 

 

 

 

25%

Review of climate action
plans and climate targets
through regional coordin
ator reports

3.2 Awareness of Women are often exc Ensure that women’s v % of female urban dec 30% Track through participant



3.2 Awareness of
policy makers an
d key urban actor
s is raised, and a
ction is promoted
at a global level o
n the importance
of cities in the ac
hievement of ME
A goals

 

Women are often exc
luded from high-level
meetings and underr
epresented as decisi
onmakers.

Ensure that womens v
oices are heard at glob
al events where aware
ness is raised, and acti
on is promoted.

 

% of female urban dec
isionmakers presentin
g at SCIP-organized hi
gh level global and re
gional advocacy event
s

 

# of participants that
are women (sex-disag
gregated data)

 

# of global events wh
ere gender will be the
explicit focus of the hi
gh-level events

30%

 

 

 

 

 

 

30%

 

 

 

 

 

2

Track through participant
lists that indicate the sex,
age and education level o
f participant, final agenda
s and presentations give
n by women.

 

Documentation of the glo
bal events related to gen
der

 

3.3 Private sector
networks and citi
es are mobilized
to forge city-busi
ness partnership
s

Strategic partnership
s should consider inc
luding women’s grou
ps or non-profit orga
nizations to incorpor
ate a women’s persp
ective in all high-level
dialogues.

These partners likely
have some policy on
gender equity.

Engage directly with pr
ivate sector stakehold
ers or through busines
s networks (e.g. WBCS
D and UNEP’s private s
ector advisory group) t
hat are active, inclusiv
e, gender sensitive.

 

# CiBiX workshops fo
cused on embedding
gender considerations
in public procurement

 

% of the companies re
presented at the CiBiX
workshops that will b
e women-led

 

% of CiBiX participant
s are women

 

% City-Business Mark

 

1 out of 3

 

 

 

 

30%

 

 

 

 

30%

 

CiBiX workshop reports

 

 

 

 

 

CiBiX participant lists tha
t includes sex of busines
s owner

 

CiBiX workshop participa
nt lists



% City-Business Mark
etplaces that have at l
east 1 businesswoma
n participating as a sp
eaker  

 

 

% of city-business coll
aboration best case-st
udies publication that
consider gender issue
s

 

 

 

 

100%

 

 

 

 

100%

 

Speaker lists from City-B
usiness marketplaces

 

 

 

 

City-business collaborati
on best-case studies pub
lication

3.4 The SCIP Glo
bal Platform part
nership vision on
integrated sustai
nable urban plan
ning is communi
cated to policy m
akers and key urb
an actors

The accessibility of t
his material should b
e considered especia
lly with respect to th
ose with limited acce
ss to technology or li
mited literacy levels,
etc. Should consider
less written material,
more graphics, transl
ations, and cellular a
ccessibility.

 

Communications ma
terials often neglect t
o highlight the issues
of gender and vulner
able groups, even wh
en they are incorpora
ted into strategic pla
ns and technical mat
erials; High level plan
s are often not com

Incorporate a gender-s
ensitive communicatio
n strategy for SCIP Glo
bal Platform.

 

Ensure that communic
ations to practitioners
and decision makers a
bout the SCIP vision in
cludes messages abo
ut gender equality and
inclusion.

 

Develop and dissemin
ate materials that conv
ey a gender-responsiv
e SCIP vision to city co
nstituents through me
ans that target the acc
essibility needs of diff
erent people (language
and means of conveya

# of gender-sensitive
communication strate
gy

 

 

1 that will be up
dated annually

Review of communicatio
n strategy



s a e o te  ot co
municated effectivel
y to constituents.

and means of conveya
nce)

 

Outcome 4:
Global Platfo
rm and Child
Projects coo
rdinate and c
omplement
each other

4.1 Monitoring an
d evaluation syst
ems and project
coordination are
applied by the pr
oject teams and
governance bodi
es

  Report on all gender-b
ased indicators of the
project results framew
ork for the annual Proj
ect Implementation Re
port.

 

 

Monitor the gender act
ion plan through report
ing.

% of SCIP PIR reports
undertaken that inclu
de gender-sensitive in
dicators

 

% of women participa
nts in the Partnership
Engagement Group

 

# of gender action pla
n reports

100%

 

 

 

 

30%

 

 

 

2 (mid-terminal
and terminal)

Global Platform annual
Project Implementation
Reports (PIR).

 

 

Attendance lists from P
artnership Engagement
Group meetings

 

Gender action plan repo
rts.

 

 

[1] Women, especially in the Global South, are less likely to hold office or be in decision-making positions. The target for women’s participation in high level
events and trainings has been set with consideration that the global average of female representation in parliaments is 24.5% (Inter-Parliamentary Union,
2019). 30% was chosen as the target for participation since the target audience of SCIP GP activities include urban practitioners, mayors, and decisionmakers.
However, the overarching direct beneficiaries of the Global Platform target 1% of the citizens of capable cities of the countries participating in the program and
in that case the portion of women out of the direct beneficiaries is 50%.

Does the project expect to include any gender-responsive measures to address gender gaps or promote gender equality and women empowerment?

Yes 
Closing gender gaps in access to and control over natural resources;

Improving women's participation and decision making Yes

Generating socio-economic benefits or services or women

Does the project’s results framework or logical framework include gender-sensitive indicators?

https://onewri.sharepoint.com/sites/SCIPGlobalPlatform220/Shared%20Documents/General/CEO%20Endorsement/SCIP%20CEO%20Endorsement/GEF%207%20CEO%20Endorsement%20template_Cities.docx#_ftnref1
http://archive.ipu.org/wmn-e/world.htm


Yes 



4. Private sector engagement

Elaborate on the private sector's engagement in the project, if any.

The SCIP will provide opportunities for private sector engagement, combining actions led by the Global Platform, with initiatives undertaken at the national
Child Project level. The SCIP strategy for private sector engagement will be centered on two axes: (a) private sector engagement as a key element to access
finance; and (b) private sector as partner to co-create sustainable urban solutions. This section will explain the rationale behind the activities proposed under
Component 1, output 1.5 (finance workstream) and Component 3, output 3.3 (private sector workstream).

 

Due to the concentration of people, cities are by nature marketplaces where the supply and demand of goods and services meet. Urban demands for public
goods and services (e.g. transportation infrastructure, energy, clean water, waste management) provide numerous opportunities to run profitable businesses
while increasing citizens welfare. Limited public sector resources could be leveraged by creating the enabling conditions for private sector engagement such
as business friendly regulatory frameworks, tax incentives, de-risking investments, consultations to design tenders, replicating successful businesses models,
forging PPPs and facilitating access to capital markets. In return, specialized and experienced private companies could partner with cities to help provide
innovative solutions, services and technology needed to create thriving and sustainable urban environments while generating profit and jobs.

 

The SCIP will promote a new perspective on how private sector engagements should be conceived, so that businesses are not merely solutions providers that
interact with cities at the procurement stag. Rather businesses and cities should work together in co-creating solutions that benefit urban dwellers’ quality of
life, protect the environment and increase private shareholder value.

 

The Global Platform will build on and expand existing initiatives under way in the CBOs (WRI, C40 and ICLEI), the Lead Agency (UNEP) and SCIP extended
partners to take advantage of learning curves, best practices and established partnerships with private sector actors.

 

The SCIP Global Platform will focus on the following key areas for private sector engagement: (1) early engagement and sectoral matchmaking; (2) SCIP
Forum as a convening space for cities and private sector; (3) cities and businesses partnership creation

 

Early engagement and sectoral matchmaking. To attract the private sector to engage with cities at early stage of project design, the Global Platform will
cluster cities around common sectoral challenges that will mirror private sector expertise. Sectoral challenges will be translated to the Regional City
Academies curriculum modules mentioned in output 2.2 such as nature-based solutions and circular economy approaches, among others. The GP will seek to
invite private sector experts to SCIP training sessions, webinars and provide input to knowledge products developed by GP partners. In addition, the SCIP
Finance modules defined around specific sectoral needs, will bring both private sector solutions providers and financial institutions that will give early project
preparation guidance to cities on how to successfully structure high quality investment projects as described in output 1.5.



 

SCIP Forum as a convening space for cities and private sector. The Global Platform will engage with private sector groups through existing business networks
(e.g. WBCSD, Confederation of Danish Industries, the European Business Council for Africa), innovative global consulting firms in urbanism (such as ARUP,
WSP, Ramboll, COWI, AECOM, Cardno) leading on integrated and sustainable urban planning solutions. Utilizing the convening power of the flagship event
‘SCIP Forum’, the GP will bring together innovative private sector companies and cities to exchange experiential knowledge to bridge the gap between cities
needs and private sector solutions for integrated urban systems. Through the delivery of SCIP city-business marketplaces (output 3.3), local government’s
decisionmakers can effectively connect, learn, get advice, and establish cooperation relationships with top-notch private sector companies to implement
solutions in win-win collaborative frameworks.

 

In addition, the SCIP Forum will also host high-level investment roundtables (output 1.5) where the GP will convene key international financial institutions,
private sector and cities to assess the investment potential of sustainable infrastructure projects. As a prerequisite of participation in the investment
roundtable, the GP will work directly with cities to create the political commitment and willingness to engage with private sector and financial institutions to
work towards common solutions. The GP will also facilitate the creation of groups of interested major private sector companies (solutions providers) to guide
project development topics that range from understanding business and procurement models, technology specifications to market incentives. At the same
time, the investment roundtables will bring in financial institutions that support the development of business models and the creation of a pipeline of
investable projects.

 

Cities and businesses partnership creation: The promotion of Public-Private-Partnerships (PPPs) between cities and businesses is at the core of the SCIP
strategy. PPPs allow governments to attract private-sector engagement, intellectual capital and investments to accelerate the deployment of new
technologies and innovations such as renewable energy, clean mobility and advancements in waste management. Businesses can benefit when cities share
investment risks, ensuring stable legal frameworks and local market expertise. In order to promote PPPs, the GP will provide to SCIP cities training, tools and
resources to support the development of PPPs through the Regional City Academies. Furthermore, through the engagement of key private sector actors and
initiatives (e.g. City-Business Climate Alliance led by WBCSD, CDP and C40, output 3.3), the GP will seek to nurture public-private sector collaboration
initiatives at the global and local level based on concrete demands from SCIP cities.

 

Also, the SCIP will be connected to UNEP’s consortium of private sector partners who are experts in public service delivery looking at more sustainable and
integrated ways to manage resources such as waste, water, and energy. These partners include companies such as Danfoss, Engie, E.ON, Siemens, ENEL,
Huawei, Veolia and Johnson Controls who have been champions in providing integrated services in cities and could provide sound advice in the development
of PPPs and solutions at the local level.



5. Risks to Achieving Project Objectives

Elaborate on indicated risks, including climate change, potential social and environmental risks that might prevent the project objectives from being achieved, and,
if possible, the proposed measures that address these risks at the time of project implementation.(table format acceptable):

 

 

Risk description Main category
Risk level ratin

g
Risk mitigation Strategy and Safeguards

COVID-19 Pandemic slows down p
roject implementation

Environmental Impact: Low

Likelihood: Hig
h

The COVID-19 Pandemic will limit or prohibit tr
avel for some time. During the start-up phase
and before the country child projects start:

•          conduct the light touch cities needs ass
essment remotely via survey, email and vi
deo calls to inform the focus of training p
ackages for cities;

•          focus on the desk-based work of develo
ping training packages at start-up in prep
aration for training events;

•          if necessary, and travel remains restrict
ed longer than expected, the project will d
evelop materials for and conduct some m
eetings and training virtually; and

•          the project will undertake desk research
and conference interview for the ISUDA’s.

Weather related risk, exacerbated
by climate change

Environmental Impact: Low

Likelihood: Lo
w

•          Avoid hazard prone areas and times wh
en planning training venues to minimise w
eather risk

•          Conduct on-line training

•          Locate project staff in weather resilient
locations

There is poor coordination and res
ponsiveness between the global C
hild P j t d th t Child

Institutional Impact: Mediu
m

Each Child Project will assign City Focal Point
s to work with the GP.



hild Projects and the country Child
Projects.

 

Likelihood: Lo
w

The GP will recruit Regional/Country Coordina
tors to work with the City Focal Points in the 2
4 cities to build relations and channel request
s for support

Implementing Agencies slow or hi
nder access to and communicatio
n with country and city stakeholde
rs

Institutional Impact: Mediu
m

Likelihood: Me
dium

The GP engagement at the PPG stage with the
IAs to present the added value of the project a
nd establish communications where necessar
y. The GP may need GEFSEC support in some
cases.

Country Child Projects do not set
aside sufficient funding to particip
ate in or co-sponsor GP events

Financial

 

Impact: High

Likelihood: Lo
w

The GP engagement at the PPG stage with the
IAs to encourage them to set aside sufficient f
unding to participate in the GP activities. The
GP may need GEFSEC support in some cases.
An alternative measure could be to set aside f
unds for country project participation, and red
uce the scope of work of the GP.

Elections trigger leadership chang
es and projects lose their support

 

Political Impact: Mediu
m

Likelihood: Hig
h

Engage with technical levels in each city to all
ow carry-over of plans between political cycle
s.

Put project legal agreements through formal c
ity approval channels.

Child Projects do not institutionali
ze

integrated planning approaches d
ue to competing government priori
ties.

 

Institutional Impact: Mediu
m

Likelihood: Me
dium

Project designs institutionalize integrated plan
ning approach at the city and national level, an
d GP capacity building and advocacy efforts w
ill help cities to make justification and concret
e solutions to institutionalize integrated appro
aches. The GP will engage with city Mayors to
encourage them to make climate action and s
cience-based commitments.

The GP does not have sufficient o
utreach to bring additional partner
s to the program.

Capacity Impact: Mediu
m

Likelihood: Lo
w

The strategy will build on the existing partners
hips of UNEP and the CBOs, and the combine
d communications capabilities of the group. T
his will include investment partners to help citi
es access financing for integrated planning an
d investment approaches.



City officials are not convinced by i
ntegrated planning approach to ch
ange their existing approaches.

Capacity Impact: High

Likelihood: Lo
w

Cities and countries have been selected that h
ave expressed a keen interest in the topic. Inte
grated plans and demonstrations have been s
elected that contribute to city priorities.

The GP will identify clear examples of the ben
efits of integration to make a powerful and per
suasive case for integration.

The GP will provide guidance around the abov
e examples with practical steps on how to ad
opt integrated approaches

Governments do not commit to lo
ng term policy changes

Capacity Impact: High

Likelihood: Me
dium

Most of the activities of the project are design
ed to encourage cities to make greater commi
tments. Capacity building at the technical leve
ls provide the means for greater commitment,
while advocacy actions and dialogues with dif
ferent political levels in the country and cities
are designed to promote political motivation f
or greater commitments.

Time lag of results: the results fro
m the SCIP might not be fully seen
until after the five-year project tim
eframe

Organizational Impact: Mediu
m

Likelihood: Hig
h

The GP will use the start-up phase of the proje
ct to develop advocacy and training materials
and be ready when the country child projects
start implementation. However, as GEF funds
are used up, the GP will move into a lighter ph
ase, where it will continue annual reporting an
d maintaining the website of materials.

 

Please refer to the UNEP Environmental, Social and Economic Review Note in Annex P.



6. Institutional Arrangement and Coordination

Describe the institutional arrangement for project implementation. Elaborate on the planned coordination with other relevant GEF-financed projects and other
initiatives.

 

 

 

The GP has four governance bodies to manage, guide and coordinate its work. The Executive Management Team is the formal body for managing the operations
of the project. The EMT will take guidance from the SCIP Steering Committee, which governs the relationship between the global and child projects, and approves
annual budgets and workplans and reviews progress from the previous years. The global and country child projects share their experience in working with each
other and review and revise their operations to improve how they work together. The High-Level Panel discusses progress and advises the EMT on high-level
program strategy and steers it in new directions. Finally, the SCIP Partnership Engagement Group (PEG) links the global child project to emerging themes in the
city space and key actors and initiatives to help the program remain relevant and extend its reach through partnerships. The PEG is also linked to the project
Steering Committee to provide direct links between potential new partners and country child projects. As needed, the EMT will table discussions between
members of the steering committee and members of the PEG to make introductions between country child projects and potential new partners, as opportunities
arise from PEG meetings. 

 

External coordination and governance

 



Partnership Engagement Group (PEG). The PEG is the external coordination mechanism of the SCIP GP. The PEG will be a high-level, strategic group, with
participation of key global actors, initiatives, alliances and networks in the urban development space, that will provide inputs to the program about key trends,
thematic areas and approaches shaping implementation of the program. The PEG aims to establish a multi-stakeholder coalition of key urban actors, urban
initiatives, alliances and networks around common actions and jointly implemented activities on integrated urban planning or investments related to global
environmental benefits.

 

By including alliances and networks, the PEG will provide a new platform and added value to the existing global coordination mechanisms in the urban space
which will in turn maximize their influence and impact. Initiatives invited to the PEG are comprised of several institutions and partners which provide the
opportunity to expand the collaboration across multiple organizations.

 

In addition to IAs, MDBs, UN-Habitat, CCFLA, WBCSD, WWF, IUCN, GEF, UNEP, C40, ICLEI and WRI, the GP will extend invitations to multi-stakeholder initiatives,
alliances and networks, such as: the Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance (CCFLA), the Science-Based Targets Network (SBTN), Urban Nature Alliance,
Global Initiative for Resource Efficient Cities (GI-REC), Coalition for Urban Transitions (CUT), the City-Business Climate Alliance (CBCA), Cities Alliance (CA)
Strategic City Planning initiative, the One Planet City Challenge (OPCC), Gender Equal Cities – URBACT, the Global Covenant of Mayors (GCoM). In addition, the
PEG will also invite urban finance facilities hosted by multilateral development banks such as AFDB’S Urban and Municipal Development Fund (UMDF) and ADB’s
Urban Financing Partnership Facility (UFPF). A more detailed view of potential member of the PEG is laid out in the stakeholder mapping above.

 

Attendance at the PEG will be by invitation. The CBO leading the organization of the SCIP Forum will serve as the Secretariat of the meetings and UNEP will chair
the meetings as the SCIP Lead Agency. The SCIP GP will produce a report for each PEG meeting, develop and implement workplans on identified joint activities
and post all these documents on the SCIP website for consultation.

 

The PEG will have the following goals:

·      Identification of key integrated urban development themes and emerging global trends to enhance the SCIP Global Platform offer.

·      Coordination and alignment with other key urban initiatives, alliances and networks with the SCIP’s vision on integrated urban planning

·      Identification of opportunities for collectively supporting SCIP cities (GEF-6 and GEF-7); and extension of the SCIP GP offer to other cities that are
being supported by partner initiatives.

·      Identification of potential implementation and delivery partners for the GP’s outputs

·      Identification of events and materials for complementarities and coordination

 



The GP will organize an Inception Partnership Meeting during the first year of program implementation, to get feedback on the direction of the SCIP, present a
work plan and identify potential areas of collaboration with specific partners. After that first meeting, the PEG will convene during the SCIP Forum for a
Partnership Consultation event.

 

Internal coordination and governance

 

Implementation and Execution. UNEP will be the Lead Implementing Agency of the Sustainable Cities Impact Program. UNEP cities unit,[1] WRI, C40 and ICLEI will
be the co-executing agencies of the global child project, with WRI[2] acting as the lead. National Child Projects will be implemented by UNEP, UNDP, ADB and the
World Bank. The project will be implemented in the spirit of partnership and coordination wherein all the executing agencies will contribute to the different project
components, regardless of the lead.

 

High Level Advisory Panel: Members of the High-Level Advisory Panel will meet ad hoc or at the request of a panel member to discuss progress and high-level
program strategy. The panel is made up of the GEF CEO, a pro-bono high-level cities ambassador[3], the principals[4] from the executive management team, and
internationally recognized urban experts on a thematic ad-hoc basis. These meetings can happen face to face in conjunction with global events where the
members will be in attendance, or virtually.

 

The SCIP Steering Committee (SC) is the mechanism for internal oversight of the entire SCIP program. The members of the SC will be representatives of UNDP,
the World Bank, UNEP, ADB, the GEF Secretariat, WRI, C40, and ICLEI, including the global child project regional/country focal points and one city focal point (or
the country focal points) for each country, and other participating partners or experts by invitation. WRI will serve as the Secretariat of the meetings and UNEP will
chair the meetings as the SCIP Program Lead Agency. The role of the SC members will be:   to review project implementation progress and progress towards
project objectives; review and agree on the annual project work plan and budget; and to discuss ways of improving effectiveness and efficiency of cooperation
and support between the global and country child projects. The Committee will also promote coordination between Program projects. The SC will meet every year,
or more frequently by request of one of the steering committee members. Meetings will be virtual or face to face and where possible in conjunction with other
meetings to manage costs. The GP will draft TORs for the SC and present them during the first meeting.

 

The Executive Management Team (EMT) is responsible for oversight of the Global Platform. The members of the EMT will be the operational leads from: UNEP,
WRI, ICLEI, and C40. WRI will serve as the Secretariat to the EMT and UNEP will chair the meetings. The role of the EMT will be to prepare and revise the annual
project work plan and budget according to agreements made by the SC; and process related project revisions. The EMT will also ensure a smooth coordination
amongst the 4 executing partners and consistency in the delivery of project activities. The EMT will meet at least twice per year around the SCIP SC meetings and
more frequently at the request of any member. The EMT meetings can be held virtually or face to face. 
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SCIP Regional/ Country Coordinators: to promote good relationships and coordination between the global child project and the cities of country child projects,
C40, WRI and ICLEI will appoint SCIP Regional or SCIP Country Focal Points, around the follow geographic arrangement:

·      WRI: Argentina, Brazil and Costa Rica (1 Regional Coordinator)

·      C40: Rwanda, Morocco and Sierra Leone (1 Regional Coordinator)

·      ICLEI: Indonesia, India and China (3 Country Focal Points).

 

Full due diligence will be conducted with selected candidates to ensure there are no impediments preventing them from being effective in executing their duties,
including relations with city and national counterparts. The geographical scope of the work for the Regional/ Country Coordinators is primarily with the GEF-7
Cities but can also expand to other cities and actors in the GEF-7 Countries.

 

The SCIP Regional/ Country Coordinators will establish contact and maintain relations with the GEF-7 cities in the countries they are responsible for. They will act
as a communication conduit between the Global Child project and the cities as per an agreed communications protocol with each Implementing Agency. Each
SCIP Regional Coordinator will also have additional functions, including setting the city monitoring baselines and conduct ISUDAs, helping to generate city climate
ambitions, help identify participants for the SCIP events and reach out to other in-country stakeholder groups in their geographic region as needed by the SCIP.
These functions are defined exhaustively in the ToR for Regional Coordinators in Annex K.

 

Country National Child Project (CP) Focal Points. The Lead Agency will agree with each IA a communications protocol between the Global Platform and the
Country Child Projects. The aim will be to streamline operational communications; directing communication between parties that are taking action, while keeping
others informed that need to be keep abreast of project implementation. The expectation is that the IA for each project will appoint a primary project contact for
the Lead Agency and the CBOs of the GP to address the following issues:

·         support steps to formalize commitments from cities to the SCIP GP (for example through an exchange of letters);

·         where appropriate, support a process to review and raise city ambitions;

·         identify appropriate staff to participate in meetings;

·         identify the correct counterparts for the capacity building needs assessment;

·         help to identify opportunities for peer to peer exchanges, and other capacity building events;

·         help to identify trainees for capacity building events;

·         participate in the Steering Committee meetings and other cohort events;

·         identify the right counterpart to help organize national or city training events sponsored by the Global Platform;

·         help with the transfer of lessons learned to the Global Platform;



·         liaise for the preparation of the annual program reporting;

·         support other organizational or coordination issues between the Global Child Project and the country Child Project (CP).

 

The communications protocol will include a list of individuals that should be kept on copy of communications with the Country CP Focal Point, and guidance on
decision making authorities of those involved. Suitable individuals to be assigned as Country CP Focal Points are the Project Director, or the Project Manager,
however, this will be the decision of the IA, which they will communicate to the Lead Agency. See the Regional/Country Coordinator Terms of Reference (TOR) in
Annex K for more details.

 

Country Child Project City Focal Points. Each Country Child Project in combination with the city’s Mayor, will assign City Focal Points to create a city network for
communications between the Country CP and the Global CP. The City Focal Points will support the Child Project to respond to operational requests listed above.
Ideally, mayors should appoint the project city focal points to build trust and ownership of this project. In agreement with the Country CP IA, the Global CP may
communicate directly with the City Focal Points.

 

 

 



Grievance mechanisms: Since this is a global program, there will not be a local grievance mechanism, but the project will use the existing UNEP's Stakeholder
Response Mechanism that fulfills two primary functions (1) a compliance review process to respond to claims by stakeholders alleging that activities
implemented or executed as part of UNEP-funded projects and programs are not in compliance with UNEP's Environmental and Social Sustainability Framework
(ESSF); and (2) a grievance redress process that provides people allegedly affected by activities implemented or executed as part UNEP-funded projects and
programs access to appropriate dispute resolution processes for hearing and addressing project-related disputes. The SRM will receive and address complaints
in a timely and culturally appropriate manner and adhere to UNEP's ESSF requirements[5].

 

Coordination with other initiatives:

 

Elaborate on the planned coordination with other relevant GEF-financed projects and other initiatives. Please identify other relevant ongoing (GEF) projects and
present the possibilities of coordinating with the project. This should include global or regional GEF projects.

 

The project will be linked to the overall integrated sustainable urban development approach of UNEP and its partners which includes both GEF and non-GEF
projects. This approach is anchored to the principles outlined in the New Urban Agenda (NUA) especially the Third Transformative Commitment on
Environmentally Sustainable and Resilient Urban Development. The NUA, jointly with SDG 11 provide guidance toward building environmentally and socially
sustainable and resilient urban areas.

 

Cities will benefit from analyses, summaries, and applications of key global knowledge products developed/co-developed by UNEP such as the International
Resource Panel’s Weight of Cities Report which focuses on the potential impact of cities on global resource use, the UNEP-World Conservation Monitoring
Centre’s various research on nature-based solutions in cities, and the upcoming Global Environment Outlook for Cities which will focus on the nexus of poverty,
biodiversity, and resource efficiency (to be launched at the CBD COP October 2020).

 

Systems approaches to city planning and management advocated by UNEP and CBOs will also be central to the intervention. This includes the District Energy for
Cities which creates synergies between the production and supply of heating, cooling, domestic hot water and electricity, and can be integrated with municipal
systems such as power, sanitation, sewage treatment, transport and waste. The Global Initiative for Resource Efficient Cities explores the implementation of
circular economy at city level, bringing together resource efficiency, climate, and equity through a robust set of open-source decision-making tools (e.g.
microsimulation, scenario-planning) designed for local authorities to integrate resource use in city management. UNEP also has a Share the Road Program which
focuses on systematic investments in walking and cycling road infrastructure. It complements the eco-mobility work stream (funded by the GEF and led by
UNEP), thus ensuring that both technological and non-technological approaches are considered in transport-oriented development. UNEP is also leading the
Global Program to Support Countries with the Shift to Electric Mobility and United for Efficiency (U4E). Many SCIP child projects have prioritized electric mobility
and energy efficiency as part of their sustainable and integrated investments. The SCIP will engage with the leads on the Electric Mobility and UE4E program to
build synergies and provide opportunities for interested SCIP cities access relevant activities and materials. Child Project partners will have the opportunity to
liaise closely with UNEP in-house experts and CBOs in ensuring that lessons learned from various GEF and non-GEF urban initiatives are incorporated into the
work. UNEP Cities Unit is already coordinating existing work and can provide advisory services bespoke to each Child Project.
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UNEP also has a robust buildings program which can help the Child Projects scale up its efforts in the buildings sector. It hosts the Global Alliance for Buildings
and Construction (GlobalABC) which aims to align the sector with Paris Agreement’s goals by working towards zero emission, efficient, and resilient buildings and
construction. Child Project countries will be encouraged to become members of GlobalABC and gain access to a global best practice network, and a host of
useful tools and knowledge products including guidance on NDCs. Members also and participate in regional SBC roadmap development. The annual Global
Status Report for buildings and construction is also coordinated by UNEP under the GlobalABC and can be an avenue for the Child Projects to promote their work.

 

The GP will also coordinate with the Sustainable Energy for All Building Efficiency Accelerator (BEA). The BEA assists sub-national governments in speeding up
the process of adoption of best-practice policies and implementation of building efficiency projects, with the goal of doubling the rate of energy efficiency
improvement in the building sector by 2030. The BEA global partnership is designed to complement existing networks of cities with a venue for engagement with
private sector partners. The program could also develop synergies with the up-coming “Zero Carbon Building for All” initiative. This GEF-funded project (which is
planned to start early 2020) intends to support market transformations that will facilitate decarbonization of the building sector by linking global market
experience, national policy, local action and capacity building.

 

In addition, the work of the UNEP-led Partnership for Action on Green Economy (PAGE), present in 18 countries across the three continents, provides a solid
platform to take forward the sustainable urban development agenda. PAGE works with other GEF implementing agencies (e.g. UNDP, United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO)) and can therefore be a mechanism to co-finance work in-country and consolidate IA efforts. The ongoing work on national
green building policies and the Mongolian Green Credit Fund, that PAGE supported together with other partners, serves as an example and a replicable model to
catalyze private sector investments in addressing pollution in cities while creating green jobs.

 

Naturally, the SCIP GP will also engage with initiatives where the CBOs are leading members such as the Coalition for Urban Transitions (CUT) an initiative
focused on empowering national governments with the evidence-based rationale and policy tools governments need to prioritize more compact, connected, clean
urban development. In this way, the SCIP and the CUT could help to catalyse and inform implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the New
Urban Agenda, and Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement. The CUT fills a critical gap by bringing national
government decision-makers into the process. A special initiative of the New Climate Economy (NCE), the CUT is jointly managed by C40 Cities Climate
Leadership Group and World Resources Institute Ross Center for Sustainable Cities.

 

Also, the SCIP could explore country-level engagements led by the Alliances for Climate Action (ACA), a global network of domestic multi-sector coalitions
committed to supporting the delivery and enhancement of countries’ climate goals. ACA connects cities, states, the private sector, investors, universities and civil
society at the domestic level so that they can work with each other and with their national governments to drive climate action. Currently ACA is working with
Argentina, Mexico, South African and Vietnam and looking to initiate other in-country partnerships.



[1] UNEP’s Cities Unit would co-execute a small portion of the global child project fund coming from the global set aside funding, not from country STAR
allocations. The global child project aims to encourage cities to engage, embrace and own the concept of integrated planning and investment that is the core of
the SCIP. UNEP Cities Unit will use its access and convening power to engage strategic actors, expand partnership of the global platform on cities with important
players and leverage processes for influencing global urban sustainability policies through the United Nations Environment Assembly, the High Level Panel
Political Forum on Sustainable Development, COPs of UNFCCC, CBD and UNCCD and the SDG related forums and negotiations.

[2] UNEP implementation rules require WRI to use their own procedures for project financial management, reporting back regularly to UNEP on the use of those
funds. The WRI financial management procedures must meet minimum international standards for transparency, accountability and value for money, consistent
with minimum criteria laid out by UNEP and GEF. UNEP conducts due diligence on partners to ensure their procedures adhere to these minimum criteria before
entering into partnership.

[3] The City Ambassador should be a person internationally recognised for his or her work on cities, such as a high-profile former Mayor, prepared to be a pro-
bono public face of the program.

[4] The Principals are the heads of the 5 organisations on the Panel, or their designates.

[5] https://www.unenvironment.org/resources/report/uneps-environmental-social-and-economic-sustainability-stakeholder-response
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7. Consistency with National Priorities

Describe the consistency of the project with national strategies and plans or reports and assesments under relevant conventions from below:

NAPAs, NAPs, ASGM NAPs, MIAs, NBSAPs, NCs, TNAs, NCSAs, NIPs, PRSPs, NPFE, BURs, INDCs, etc.

The project aims to support cities pursue integrated urban planning and implementation that delivers impactful development outcomes with global environmental
benefits (GEBs). It will 1) help strengthen local and/or national governments institutions, processes, and capacities to undertake evidence-based sustainable
integrated planning, 2) support cities and national governments to undertake low carbon, resilient and integrated investments, and 3) advance action at local,
regional and national levels through advocacy, knowledge exchange, capacity building, and partnerships. The table below details how the SCIP Global Project
aligns with Sustainable Development Goals. Following the table, SCIP country national priorities related to urban sustainability are discussed. 

 

Goal Target Indicator SCIP GP influence

Goal 11. Make
cities and hu
man settleme
nts inclusive,
safe, resilient
and sustainab
le

11.3 By 2030, enhance inclusive an
d sustainable urbanization and cap
acity for participatory, integrated a
nd sustainable human settlement
planning and management in all co
untries

11.3.2 Proportion of cities with
a direct participation structure o
f civil society in urban planning
and management that operate r
egularly and democratically

The GP does not have the cap
acity to improve participation s
tructures within countries but
can build capacity and support
among urban practitioners

11.b By 2020, substantially increas
e the number of cities and human
settlements adopting and impleme
nting integrated policies and plans
towards inclusion, resource efficie
ncy, mitigation and adaptation to cl
imate change, resilience to disaste
rs, and develop and implement, in li
ne with the Sendai Framework for
Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-203
0, holistic disaster risk manageme
nt at all levels

11.b.2 Proportion of local gover
nments that adopt and impleme
nt local disaster risk reduction s
trategies in line with national dis
aster risk reduction strategies

The GP’s indicator would be pr
oportion of local governments
implementing an integrated pl
anning approaches (Indicator
1.3 # of cities with improved e
vidence based sustainable, inc
lusive, integrated plans and pr
ocesses).

Goal 12. Ensu
re sustainable
consumption
and productio
n patterns

12.a Support developing countries
to strengthen their scientific and te
chnological capacity to move towa
rds more sustainable patterns of c
onsumption and production

12.a.1 Amount of support to dev
eloping countries on research a
nd development for sustainable
consumption and production an
d environmentally sound technol

i

SCIP GP plans to draft a circul
ar economy toolkit and regiona
l city academies around this to
pic.



p p p
ogies

Goal 13. Take
urgent action t
o combat clim
ate change an
d its impacts

13.2 Integrate climate change mea
sures into national policies, strateg
ies and planning

13.2.1 Number of countries that
have communicated the establis
hment or operationalization of a
n integrated policy/strategy/pla
n which increases their ability to
adapt to the adverse impacts of
climate change, and foster clim
ate resilience and low greenhou
se gas emissions development i
n a manner that does not threat
en food production (including a
national adaptation plan, nation
ally determined contribution, nat
ional communication, biennial u
pdate report or other)

SCIP GP plans to host national
dialogues in Argentina, Brazil,
Costa Rica, China, India, Indon
esia, Morocco, Rwanda Sierra
Leone to facilitate integrated p
lanning and climate mainstrea
ming.

13.3 Improve education, awarenes
s-raising and human and institutio
nal capacity on climate change mit
igation, adaptation, impact reducti
on and early warning

13.3.2 Number of countries that
have communicated the strengt
hening of institutional, systemic
and individual capacity-building
to implement adaptation, mitiga
tion and technology transfer, an
d development actions

SCIP GP will offer capacity buil
ding at the local level on climat
e change mitigation and adapt
ation through thematic regiona
l academies.

13.b Promote mechanisms for rais
ing capacity for effective climate c
hange-related planning and manag
ement in least developed countries
and small island developing States,
including focusing on women, yout
h and local and marginalized com
munities

13.b.1 Number of least develope
d countries and small island dev
eloping States that are receiving
specialized support, and amoun
t of support, including finance, t
echnology and capacity-buildin
g, for mechanisms for raising ca
pacities for effective climate ch
ange-related planning and mana
gement, including focusing on w
omen, youth and local and margi
nalized communities

SCIP GP will be targeting capa
city building efforts such as th
e SCIP Labs, Finance Worksho
ps and Regional City Academie
s to nine countries, of which tw
o are considered least develop
ed countries--Rwanda and Sier
ra Leone.

Goal 17. Stren
gthen the mea

SCIP GP will work to provide e



ns of impleme
ntation and re
vitalize the Gl
obal Partners
hip for Sustain
able Develop
ment

17.14 Enhance policy coherence fo
r sustainable development

17.14.1 Number of countries wit
h mechanisms in place to enhan
ce policy coherence of sustaina
ble development

SCIP GP will work to provide e
nabling conditions for sustaina
ble development in local gover
nments through National Dialo
gues and promoting multi-level
governance.

 

The proposed SCIP Global Project aligns and supports national priorities through city-specific Child Projects in each country: Argentina, Brazil, China, Costa Rica,
India, Indonesia, Morocco, Rwanda, and Sierra Leone; as set out under the umbrella of several of the major relevant conventions, agreements, and policy
processes, including the Paris Agreement, the New Urban Agenda, the Sustainable Development Goals, the Convention on Biological Diversity, NDCs, and others.
All participating countries are parties to these and have for the most part translated these into national commitments, strategies, and action plans.



8. Knowledge Management

Elaborate the "Knowledge Management Approach" for the project, including a budget, key deliverables and a timeline, and explain how it will contribute to the
project's overall impact.

 

Knowledge Management (KM) is a central component of SCIP GP, and core to achieve the behavioral changes required to achieve the impacts described in the
Theory of Change: curation and production of right type of learning material and training for local government officials for better strategic planning and cross-
sectoral integration is necessary to achieve the multiple benefits of integrated approaches proposed by the SCIP.

 

With this goal in mind, the GP will develop and curate knowledge on integrated planning and sustainable solutions for urban transformation. One of the main
driving forces of the SCIP is to have continuous dialogue and connection between the two tracks of the program [child projects and GP], and knowledge
management will be at the core of this strategy. The knowledge management strategy will be anchored around the following activities:

 

·         Knowledge compilation, curation and creation of integrated planning and sustainable urban solutions

o     The Global Platform will be responsible for the creation and curation of cutting-edge knowledge on integrated urban planning and sustainable
urban development. It will identify, organize and document solutions for cities particularly on low carbon development pathways, capturing
innovations and successes coming from SCIP participating cities, and broader experiences from lead examples around the world, connecting to
city networks and other partner experiences.

o     Type of knowledge curated will include case studies, tools, methodologies, policies, reports, videos, approaches, which will be organized in a
logical and user-friendly way. Materials will be used in face-to-face trainings and compiled on a website for self-directed learning.

o     The curation exercise combined with the local assessment and demands coming from cities (see below) will provide the opportunity to do a
mapping of solutions, and identify gaps in knowledge, which will be used as the basis to generate additional materials/methodologies/case
studies, as needed.

o     Development of applied knowledge modules/toolkits (packages of technical content, videos, case studies, tools, templates and practical
exercises) in key integrated urban planning topics such as: land use, climate action and infrastructure planning, finance, circular economy, nature-
based solutions, etc. This will include translations of modules to all 5 SCIP languages.

·         Assessment of cities needs

o   Identification of cities’ priorities based on evidence and sustainability plans, conducted through a needs assessment that will start during the PPG
phase.

o   Tailor-made capacity building will be based on assessments and respond to local needs.



o   These needs will be clustered by thematic interests and regions, and then delivered through one of the approaches below (see types of capacity
building and capacity building model below).

·         Capacity Building. Utilizing content created or compiled for the GP, capacity building activities will include: regional city academies focused on topics
prioritized by the city clusters; peer exchanges, labs on planning and data, webinars, and targeted/individual technical assistance, for cities with specific
needs.

·         Lessons learned compilation. The GP will document lessons learned and Child Project approaches that will be then shared with other cities through
trainings and compiled in the web platform. In this way, the program loops back to the Child Projects and creates a circular dynamic in which learning,
innovation and documentation is extended to other cities beyond the program.

·                 Web platform. Design, construction and maintenance of a website with a library of best practices, solutions and tools on key topics related to
sustainable cities. The web platform will provide the opportunity of broader reach for the program, and flexibility to create a living space, updated with
new tools and research, as the SCIP evolves, and a place to accumulate the project's institutional knowledge. The SCIP web platform will attempt to
coordinate efforts and compile information produced by the national platforms developed by the Child Projects (such as Brazil, India, China).

·         Target audience: The knowledge and capacity building component of the project will be focused on three groups. Each group will be targeted in different
ways, with pedagogically appropriate materials for the intended outcome, either advocacy, capacity building or higher-level broader policy discussions.
The three main groups identified are:

• Global community of urban practitioners

• Local government officials:

• National level policy advisors

 

High level budget for knowledge management



Output Activity/Deliverable Budget

2.1: Existing knowledge is curated, and a me
nu of sustainable urban development and int
egrated planning solutions is available to key
urban actors and experts

Library of knowledge 181,274

2.2: New knowledge is generated and made
available to key urban actors and experts res
ponding to local demands and identified gap
s, including case studies, training materials, r
eports, training modules

 City Academy module productio
n [6 modules/toolkits, translated
to all project languages]

1,511,859

Webinar series [20 webinars] 85,000

Private sector case studies 104,678

2.3: Global convening space with website is c
reated and made available for cities to excha
nge knowledge

Website development 460,607



9. Monitoring and Evaluation

Describe the budgeted M and E plan

M&E activities and related costs are presented in the costed M&E Plan (Annex J) and are fully integrated in the overall project budget.

 The project will comply with UNEP standard monitoring, reporting and evaluation procedures. Reporting requirements and templates are an integral part of the
legal instrument to be signed by the Executing Agency and the Implementing Agency.

The project M&E plan is consistent with the GEF Monitoring and Evaluation policy. The Project Results Framework presented in Annex A includes SMART
(specific, measurable, achievable, results-focused, and time-bound) indicators for each expected outcome as well as end-of-project targets. These indicators,
along with the key deliverables included in Annex L, will be the main tools for assessing project implementation progress and whether project results are being
achieved. The means of verification to track the indicators are summarized in Annex A.

The project will be reviewed yearly through the Project Implementation Review (PIR). Its purpose is to assess project performance, to analyze whether the project
is on track, what problems and challenges the project is encountering, and which corrective actions are required so that the project can achieve its intended
outcomes by project completion in the most efficient and sustainable way. It is the responsibility of the UNEP Task Manager to monitor whether the agreed
recommendations are being implemented.

As the lead Agency of the Sustainable Cities GEF Impact Program, UNEP will also prepare yearly Program reports. This global project will support the compilation
of information from all child projects to report against the program monitoring framework (please refer to the description of Output 4.1 under the alternative
scenario section).

A performance assessment will be conducted at the project’s mid-point. The UNEP Evaluation Office will decide whether a Mid-Term Review, commissioned and
managed by the Task Manager, is sufficient or whether a Mid-Term Evaluation is required. This review will include all parameters recommended by the GEF
Evaluation Office for Terminal Evaluations (TE) and will verify information gathered through the GEF tracking tools, as relevant. The review will be carried out using
a participatory approach whereby parties that may benefit or be affected by the project will be consulted. Such parties were identified during the stakeholder
analysis (see previous section 2. Stakeholders). Members of the project Steering Committee or equivalent could be interviewed as part of the MTR process and
the Chief Technical Advisor will develop a management response to the review recommendations along with an implementation plan. Results of the MTR will be
presented to the Project Steering Committee. It is the responsibility of the UNEP Task Manager to monitor whether the agreed recommendations are being
implemented.

In-line with UNEP Evaluation Policy and the GEF’s Monitoring and Evaluation Policy, the project will be subject to a Terminal Evaluation (TE) commissioned by the
Evaluation Office of UNEP (EOU).

The EOU will be responsible for the TE and liaise with the UNEP Task Manager throughout the process. The TE will provide an independent assessment of project
performance (in terms of relevance, effectiveness and efficiency), and determine the likelihood of impact and sustainability. It will have two primary purposes:

                  i.    to provide evidence of results to meet accountability requirements, and

          ii.   to promote learning, feedback, and knowledge sharing through results and lessons learned among UNEP and executing   partners.

 



The direct costs of the evaluation will be charged against the project evaluation budget. The TE will be initiated no earlier than six months prior to the operational
completion of project activities and, if a follow-on phase of the project is envisaged, should be completed prior to completion of the project and the submission of
the follow-on proposal.

The draft TE report will be sent by the EOU to project stakeholders for comments. Formal comments on the report will be shared by the EOU in an open and
transparent manner. The project performance will be assessed against standard evaluation criteria using a six-point rating scheme. The final determination of
project ratings will be made by the Evaluation Office when the report is finalized and further reviewed by the GEF Independent Evaluation Office upon submission.
The evaluation report will be publicly disclosed and may be followed by a recommendation compliance process.

A summary of the planned M&E activities is provided in Annex J. The total GEF contribution for Mid-Term and Terminal Evaluation is US$ 150,000. 

In addition, as this is the global project of the GEF Sustainable cities impact, it has a specific component focused on monitoring activities, where Outcome 4 “The
Global Platform is kept on track and coordinated at program and project level in all countries” includes, additionally to the Evaluations: Annual reports,
Steering Committee meetings, Gender action plan monitoring and Annual Executive Management Teams.



10. Benefits

Describe the socioeconomic benefits to be delivered by the project at the national and local levels, as appropriate. How do these benefits translate in supporting
the achievement of global environment benefits (GEF Trust Fund) or adaptation benefits (LDCF/SCCF)?

The Project aims strengthen integrated urban planning approaches through learning material and opportunities for city officials to improve sustainable, inclusive,
and integrated planning approaches. Integrated planning relates to the transformation of existing practices and processes to enable multi-sector collaboration to
allow cities to take advantage of the co-benefits to operate as systems (transportation, land use, housing, conservation, business, etc.) influencing one another,
and increase efficiencies both in terms of land and resource use, ultimately benefitting biodiversity and ecosystems and the services they provide, climate
mitigation and adaptation as well as pollution and health. Integrated planning for sustainable urban development aims to facilitate and articulate political
decisions and actions to transform cities and neighborhoods. Integrated planning efforts also emphasize participatory approaches, in which women, minorities
and vulnerable groups are part of the dialogues and influence decisions.

 

Cities are natural places for integrated solutions and offer fertile ground to integrate interdependent operations. Traditionally, urban systems have been integrated
with varying degrees of effectiveness through urban governance and land use planning. The integration of human systems and natural systems provides strong
environmental, social and economic benefits. For instance, the development of and management of watershed ecosystems, forests as urban and peri-urban
agriculture as elements of green infrastructure in and around cities, offer compounding benefits for global climate change mitigation and local urban adaptation,
resilience, diminishing air and water pollution, and increasing quality of life.

 

Moreover, in this century, problem solving is co-created, powered by multi-level governments, multi-sector networks and individuals and entities with knowledge
and capacity that cut across disciplines (New localism, 2019). Cities must prioritize work across multiple sectors (e.g. land use, housing, transport, economic
development water, waste, sanitation, public safety, education, and energy) and must align multiple strategies (e.g. planning, budget, staff skills, regulatory
frameworks, civic engagement) to be able to have an enduring impact on the ground. Evidence-based and integrated urban planning provide this opportunity.

 

When cities utilize integrated approaches for planning, the impact of the sectoral actions is higher than the sum of the parts. A study by the International
Resource Panel (IRP) shows how parallel actions in urban spatial restructuring, human-scale sustainable design, resource-efficient urban components, urban
infrastructure planning for cross-sector efficiency and the promotion of sustainable behaviors, leads to improvements in well-being for all, while reducing resource
consumption and GHG emissions. According to the “Weight of cities” by the IRP, cities can achieve some 30-55% reduction of GHG emissions, water and metal
consumption and land use compared to baseline projections, by leveraging connections and resource sharing across urban systems such as green buildings,
district energy systems, bus rapid transport, and transition to renewables combined with strategic densification (IRP, 2018).

 

Utilizing integrated urban planning approaches provides multiple benefits to cities. It allows cities to formulate cross-sectoral goals and to develop monitoring
systems for cross-cutting policy fields. They enable cities to develop strategies and projects that involve the knowledge and perspectives of different disciplines
and actors from civil and private sector. They help cities with limited budgets and capacities to implement their goals more efficiently by joining capacities and
funds, and by reducing trade-offs between sectors and neighboring municipalities (Eisenbeiß, 2016). Integrated sectoral approaches include multiple benefits



generated by looking at the connections between sectors. Examples include low-carbon transit-oriented development; circular economy and resource flow driven
planning. The same thinking, area-based investments (integrated approaches at the neighborhood level) should use approaches to capture multiple
environmental and livability benefits, such as combining green spaces with low emission zones to regulate temperature, air quality and noise for healthier living
and a more sustainable environment.

 

Not only does inclusive, integrated urban planning incorporate gender and vulnerable processes into decision making and participatory processes, the GP aims to
mainstream gender in all its activities to ensure gender is considered robustly in project design and implementation. For instance, the Project will collect sex-
disaggregated data for all events. The Project Team will staff a Gender Lead and will have the support of WRI’s Gender Specialist (as co-finance) through the
duration of the project to advise on the design and implementation of the gender action plan.

 

 

11. Environmental and Social Safeguard (ESS) Risks

Provide information on the identified environmental and social risks and potential impacts associated with the project/program based on your
organization's ESS systems and procedures

Overall Project/Program Risk Classification*

PIF CEO Endorsement/Approval MTR TE

Measures to address identified risks and impacts

Elaborate on the types and risk classifications/ratings of any identified environmental and social risks and impacts (considering the GEF ESS
Minimum Standards) and any measures undertaken as well as planned management measures to address these risks during implementation.



Supporting Documents

Upload available ESS supporting documents.

Title Module Submitted



ANNEX A: PROJECT RESULTS FRAMEWORK (either copy and paste here the framework from the Agency document, or provide
reference to the page in the project document where the framework could be found).

 

Project Objective Objective Level Indicators Baseline
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ar
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et

Means of Verification Risks
UNEP  

MTS reference

Cities pursue integ
rated urban planni
ng and implement
ation and increase
their ambitions, to
deliver 
impactful sustaina
ble development o
utcomes with glob
al environmental b
enefits (GEBs)

Indicator A:  
GHG emissions reduced from ad
ditional commitments from cities
(measured in tCO2e)

Baseline
A:

 

 

 0

M
id
-p
oi
nt
ta
rg
et
A:

 

 
N/
A

E
n
d-
of
-p
ro
je
ct
ta
rg
et
A:

 
4,

 National resolutions. 
 
 Local Climate Action Pla
ns [and other low-carbon
development plans] impl
emented during project p
eriod. 
 
Low-carbon projects app
roved/implemented durin
g project period. 
 
Extrapolate reduction of
GHG emissions by city b

d t f ti

Cities and national govern
ments do not make meani
ngful commitments or tak
e appropriate actions to re
duce GHG emissions. 
 
Unsustainable urbanizatio
n trends, especially in Sub-
Saharan Africa and Asia, o
utweigh GHG emissions re
ductions. 
 
 
 

UNEP MTS 2018-
2021 
 
Climate Change O
bjective: Countrie
s increasingly tran
sition to low-emis
sion economic de
velopment and 
enhance their ada
ptation and resilie
nce to climate ch
ange



4
0
0,
0
0
0
tC
O
2
e

ased on types of action. 
 
This indicator correspon
ds to the GEF Core Indica
tor 6.

 

Indicator B: 
 Sustainable and integrated urban
policies and plans improve mana
gement of areas of landscape th
at benefit  biodiversity and sustai
nable use (measured in Hectare
s)

Baseline
B:

 

 

0

M
id
-p
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nt
ta
rg
et
B:
 

 

N/
A

E
n
d-
of
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ct
ta
rg
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B: 
 

4,
0
0
0
h
e
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es

 

Document policies and pl
ans that explicitly improv
e management of areas
of landscapes to benefit
biodiversity.

Work with city-level practi
tioners to understand the
impact of these policies i
n terms of hectares of la
nd conserved and biodiv
ersity protected. 

This indicator correspon
ds to the GEF Core Indica
tor 4. 

 Policies and plans that es
tablish improved manage
ment to benefit biodiversit
y in areas of landscapes a
re not implemented or effe
ctively enforced.

 

Policies and plans do not
conserve sufficient land to
keep habitat intact or decr
ease biodiversity loss.

 

  

 



 

 

 

Project Outcomes Outcome level Indicators Baseline
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c
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T
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t*

Means of Verification Assumptions & Risks

UNEP M
TS Expe
cted Acc
omplish

ment

Outcome 1: Key urban actors demonstra
te improved capacity to undertake susta
inable integrated planning and investme
nts

 

Output 1.1: Child project teams receive
strategic support to design and implem
ent the national projects.

Output 1.2: Key urban actors are trained
through regional city academies group a
round identified topics, regions and lang
uages.

Output 1.3: City officials receive technic
al assistance on integrated urban soluti
ons

Indicator 1.1: 
 
 # of cities that have und
ertaken sustainable inte
grated planning based o
n capacity built through t
heir participation in the S
CIP GP

Baseline
1.1:

 

 
0

M
id
-
p
oi
n
t
t
a
r
g
e
t
1.
1:

0

E
n
d
-
o
f-
p
r
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e
c
t
t
a
r
g
e

Baseline established throug
h city assessments. Plans a
nd policies identified as targ
ets for intervention.  
 
Follow through with municip
al agencies and provide sup
port via city academies, tec
hnical assistance opportunit
ies, and peer exchanges. 
 
Identify new plans establish
ed during project cycle. 
 
Survey to city urban actors.

Plans and policies ar
e not passed or enfo
rced. 
 
Difficult to get decisi
on makers to work w
ith SCIP GP or attend
trainings.

Expecte
d Accom
plishme
nt (b): 
Countrie
s increas
ingly ado
pt and/o
r implem
ent low g
reenhou
se gas e
mission
develop
ment str
ategies a
nd invest



ons

Output 1.4: Key urban actors participate
in peer exchanges, matching cities by in
terest, with knowledge providers from Ci
ty-Based Organizations (CBO’s) network
opportunities and extended partners.

Output 1.5: Cities receive support to acc
ess finance opportunities through  existi
ng project preparation facilities, Regiona
l Development Banks (RDB) and Internat
ional Financial Institutions (IFIs) cities in
itiatives, and SCIP Global Platform spon
sored matchmaking opportunities.

Output 1.6: National governments and ci
ties receive support to take policy and p
olitical leadership to unlock action on su
stainable and integrated urban planning

e
t
1.
1:
 

 

9 

d est
in clean t
echnolo
gies

 

Indicator 1.2:  
# of cities that have acc
essed finance opportunit
ies through the SCIP Glo
bal Platform

Baseline
1.2:

 

 
0

M
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-
p
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n
t
t
a
r
g
e
t
1.
2:

0

E
n
d
-
o
f-
p
r
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e
c
t
t
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r
g
e
t
1.
2:
 

 

9 

Track city pipelines and inve
stment plans through intera
ction on Technical Assistan
ce, Finance Academies, inve
stment roundtables, project
screening through ICLEI Tra
nsformative Actions Progra
m and support to access Pr
oject Preparation Facilities.

Investment plans or
project pipelines ma
y not come to fruitio
n due to lack of finan
cing, technical feasib
ility or change in ad
ministration and prio
rities.

Indicator 1.3: # of cities
with gender-sensitive int
egrated urban solutions,
influenced by SCIP GP

Baseline
1.3:  
 

 

 

M
id
-
p
oi
n
t

E
n
d
-
o
f-
p

List of integrated urban solu
tions for each city. 
 
Plans and policies identified
as targets for intervention.

Lack of understandin
g of the importance
and implications of g
ender mainstreamin
g in urban environme
nt.



0
t
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e
t
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3:
 
0
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t
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t
1.
3:
 
 

 
3

Indicator 1.4: # of countr
ies that agree to implem
ent their roadmap for m
ulti-level government coll
aboration

 

Baseline
1.4:

 

0

  E
n
d
o
f
P
r
oj
e
c
t
t
a
r
g
e
t
1.
4:

National child project progre
ss reports and government
websites

 

Indicator 1.4 contributes to
PFD Indicator 1.1c

The national dialogu
es do not trigger co
mitment by the govt.



 

4

 

 

 

 

 

Project Outcomes Outcome level Indicators
Baseli

ne

Mid-Point T
arget 

(if applicab
le)

End of pr
oject 

Target*
Means of Verification Assumptions & Risks

MTS Expect
ed Accompli

shment

Outcome 2:  Key urban a
ctors and experts, in add
ition to those targeted in
outcome 1, are using cut
ting edge knowledge and
best practices on sustai
nable integrated urban pl
anning and investments
from a global sustainabl
e cities platform

 

Output 2.1: Existing kno
wledge is curated, and a
menu of sustainable urb
an development and inte
grated planning solution
s is available to key urba
n actors and experts;

Output 2.2: New knowled
ge is generated and mad
e available to key urban
actors and experts respo
nding to local demands

Indicator 2.1:  
# urban practitioners that
used the knowledge acquir
ed from the materials from
the SCIP website to impro
ve sustainable integrated
planning and investment
(gender disaggregated)

Baseli
ne 2.1:

 
0

Mid-point t
arget 2.1:

 
40  

End-of-pr
oject tar
get 2.1:

  
100  

Track website platfor
m usage include view
s/download of library
of knowledge, private
sector and finance pu
blications, and City A
cademy curriculum fr
om SCIP web platfor
m.
 
Survey to follow up wi
th SCIP city contacts
to understand usage
and impact of SCIP w
eb platform learning
material. 
 
Indicator 2.2 corresp
onds to PFD Indicator
9.

Material is viewed bu
t no action is taking. 
 
Language barriers m
ay restrict access to
training and knowled
ge products.

Expected Ac
complishme
nt (b): 
Countries in
creasingly a
dopt and/or i
mplement lo
w greenhous
e gas emissi
on developm
ent strategie
s and invest i
n clean tech
nologies



d g to oca  de a ds
and identified gaps, inclu
ding case studies, trainin
g materials, reports, train
ing modules;

Output 2.3: Global conve
ning space with website
is created and made avai
lable for cities to exchan
ge knowledge;

Monitoring and evaluatio
n systems and project c
oordination are applied b
y the project teams and
governance bodies

Indicator 2.2:  
# of best practices and les
sons learnt that cities hav
e shared through the SCIP
GP

Baseli
ne 2.2:

 
0

Mid-point t
arget 2.2:

  
15

End-of-pr
oject tar
get 2.2:

 
50

Case studies from SC
IP cities appear on SC
IP web platform, in ne
w knowledge product
s (e.g. City Academy
and Private Sector pu
blications, and peer e
xchange documentati
ons), featured in webi
nars and in CBOs res
pective websites. 
 
Indicator 2.2 corresp
onds to PFD Indicator
11.

Good practices shar
ed may not be verifia
ble and fail to explain
negative externalitie
s.

 

 

M
id
-
P

E



Project Outcomes Outcome level Indicators Baseline
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n
t
T
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r
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e
c
t 
T
a
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g
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Means of Verification Assumptions & Risks
MTS Expect
ed Accompli

shment

Outcome 3: Policy makers an
d key urban actors promote s
ustainable integrated urban pl
anning and investments 
 
Output 3.1: Mayors or equival
ent in participating and new c
ities receive support to set sc
ience-based targets and prep
are climate action plans.

Output 3.2: Awareness of poli
cy makers and key urban acto
rs is raised, and action is pro
moted at a global level on the
importance of cities in the ac
hievement of MEA goals.

Output 3.3: Strategic partners
hips are established with key
actors including private secto

Indicator 3.1:  
# of resolutions and/or co
mmitments made by policy
makers, cities and key urba
n actors influenced by the
SCIP GP that lead to Global
Environmental Benefits

 

Baseline
3.1:

 
0

M
id
-
p
oi
n
t
t
a
r
g
e
t
3.
1:

 
3

E
n
d
-
o
f-
p
r
oj
e
c
t
t
a
r
g
e
t
3.
1:

Baseline established through city
assessments to understand opp
ortunities to inform resolutions o
r increase commitments. 
 
Track high level events associate
d with commitments and resoluti
ons, coordinate with stakeholder
s to inform resolutions/commit
ments and build support, and foll
ow passage/adoption at national
and city-level. 
 
List of additional cities joining th
e Global Covenant of Mayors, C4
0 Deadline 2020, C40 Declaratio
ns or similar.

 

UNEA MEA and regional fora de

Resolutions or com
mitments fall short o
f Paris targets. 
 
Commitments are no
t followed by a plan f
or implementation.

Expected Ac
complishme
nt (b): 
Countries in
creasingly a
dopt and/or
implement l
ow greenho
use gas emi
ssion develo
pment strat
egies and in
vest in clean
technologie
s



actors including private secto
r, regional development bank
s, 
think-tanks and city initiatives
to strengthen the platform.

Output 3.4: The SCIP Global P
latform partnership vision on
integrated sustainable urban
planning is communicated to
policy makers and key urban
actors.

1:

 
1
5

UNEA, MEA and regional fora de
cision documents

 
Indicator 3.1 contributes to PFD i
ndicators 8 and 10, so the numb
er of cities taking the commitme
nts need to be tracked as well.

Outcome 4: Global Platform a
nd Child Projects coordinate
and complement each other

 

Output 4.1 Monitoring and ev
aluation systems and project
coordination are applied by th
e project teams and governan
ce bodies

Indicator 4.1:

% of recommendations by
Steering Committee Meeti
ng addressed

 

0 1
0
0%

1
0
0%

Minutes from SC Meetings, track
ing system and Project Impleme
ntation Reports.

Risk: Low country pa
rticipation in SC doe
s not allow to captur
e concerns about the
GP offer.

 

Not all recommendat
ions can be impleme
nted.

Expected Ac
complishme
nt (b): 
Countries in
creasingly a
dopt and/or
implement l
ow greenho
use gas emi
ssion develo
pment strat
egies and in
vest in clean
technologie
s

 

 *The End of Project targets when refer to cities, take into account, GEF-7, GEF-6 and additional cities. For more clarity, please refer to the Table on Page 25,
under the SCIP city engagement strategy (Proposed alternative scenario section).

ANNEX B: RESPONSES TO PROJECT REVIEWS (from GEF Secretariat and GEF Agencies, and Responses to Comments from
Council at work program inclusion and the Convention Secretariat and STAP at PIF).



STAP Review

 

Date of Screening                   2-Dec-19

STAP member Screener        Saleem H. Ali

STAP secretariat Screener    Sunday Leonard

 

Part I: Project Information

 

B. Indicative Project Description Summary

STAP Comment

Project Objective. The impact program has been well-deliberated through consultations and the Global Platform on Sustainable Cities and objectives and
outcomes are clearly presented.

 

Project Components. The project components are generally well defined and are likely to deliver the expected global environment benefits. However, one area
where there is some ambiguity is on energy source emission reductions. The “low carbon” transition that is aspired for needs to be further unpacked,
especially regarding energy usage and buildings in cities.

 

Outcomes. The expected outcomes are clearly noted, but the methods used to calculate carbon savings are not provided. To have confidence in the carbon
savings numbers, there needs to be some more explicit guidance on calculations presented for outcomes. It is not enough to say that these are estimates
which will be “verified and validated in the developmental phase.” Some level of verification and confidence should exist at this stage. The numbers seem
contrived and exaggerated in the current form without any backing in data or calculation citations.

 

Also related to the above, on page 82, the total GHG emissions reduction from each country was presented in Table 8. However, information on how this was
arrived at or which specific intervention will lead to the estimated GHG emission reduction is not provided. It will be useful to include information on which
specific aspect or intervention or component of the child projects that will generate these GHG emission reductions

 

Outputs. Some of the conservation areas noted are tangible outputs in hectares but the rest of the outcomes are too generalized to be presented as “outputs.”
I am also concerned that there is a lot of ambiguity about the outcome metrics and indicators. Rather than setting goals for level of low carbon energy
penetration, there are vague statements about undertaking a range of sustainable initiatives but no clear benchmarking on levels of improvement with the



status quo.

 

Agency Response

Project Objective. N/A

Project Components. The notion of "low carbon transition" has been incorporated in the alternative scenario.

Outcomes. The detailed calculations and assumptions for the projected greenhouse gas emissions reductions from the GP have been included in Annex M.
The methodology for GEB calculations has been discussed with the GEF secretariat.

Outputs. The program does expect emissions reductions impacts and these are reflected in the core indicator sheet. However as per log frame methodology
outputs reflect immediate deliverables that will be achieved by project inputs and delivered during the life of the project. This makes such deliverables
measurable and trackable as part of project progress monitoring. An example could be delivery of training academies and the number of people trained.
According to the logical framework methodology these contribute to improved capacity of those trained, which in turn is expected to result in a behavior
change (together with other deliverables and behavior changes in the project). These are deliverables, which then contribute to the goals of the project
including emissions reductions. It is important to understand that only the combined set of deliverables, outputs, and outcomes together contribute to project
goals including emissions reductions; and it is also important to understand that many of these goals will be achieved at the end, or beyond the life of the
project. This means that (a) the emissions reductions can’t be achieved during the life of the project, or (b) attributed to individual outputs.

 

Part II: Project justification

 

STAP Comment

Theory of change diagram is helpful but some of the assumptions presented should be discussed such as “resource decoupling.” IRP has done extensive
work on how decoupling is enabled, particularly with reference to the rebound effect concerns raised by resource efficiency.

Agency Response

Resource decoupling has been addressed in the SCIP GP’s Theory of Change diagram and the narrative. It is included in the City Academy module on Circular
Economy (Component 2).

 

1) the global environmental and/or adaptation problems, root causes and barriers that need to be addressed (systems description)

STAP Comment

These sections are detailed enough and there has been identification of barriers and threats with reference to urbanization trends and economic drivers of
unsustainable planning.



Agency Response

N/A

 

2) the baseline scenario or any associated baseline projects

STAP Comment

There is a good description of baseline scenarios on Page 35 and complementarity with a range of existing programs. Having C40 onboard is reassuring since
they have considerable metrics driven approaches owing to Bloomberg philanthropies funding which is highly data-driven. However, as noted earlier, the
specific benefit numbers provided do not have adequate explanation of methods and source of data and calculations.

Agency Response

Please refer to Annex M for mode detailed explanation on the number of beneficiaries.
 

3) the proposed alternative scenario with a brief description of expected outcomes and components of the project

STAP Comment

There is a detailed theory of change presented in diagrammatic form, and the linkages between the components are covered in Table 2 though fairly generic
(bottom-up diagram reading). Also, some of the assumptions presented in the Theory of Change should be discussed in more detail, such as “resource
decoupling.” The UNEP’s International Resource Panel has done extensive work on how decoupling is enabled, particularly regarding the rebound effect
concerns raised by resource efficiency. Furthermore, there should be some more explicit mention of green growth as a key driver of change. Cities are
economic engines where green businesses galvanized by the right policy changes can lead to a virtuous cycle of market-driven sustainability. Hence, the
critical role of green growth for sustainable cities needs to be actioned in this program. Some useful references: Hammer, S. et al. (2011), “Cities and Green
Growth: A Conceptual Framework,” OECD Regional Development Working Papers 2011/08, OECD Publishing.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5kg0tflmzx34-en; Green Growth in Cities (http://urban-intergroup.eu/wp- content/files_mf/oecdgreengrowthincities.pdf)

Agency Response

The Theory of Change has been updated for the GP and discussed in greater detail. Additionally, the Theory of Change includes green growth as a key driver.

 

5) incremental/additional cost reasoning and expected contributions from the baseline, the GEF trust fund, LDCF, SCCF, and co-financing

STAP Comment

The public sector investment and co-financing is massive and will require close monitoring as to whether there is even budget in government coffers,
particularly in countries like Argentina with checkered records of public budgets, to offer these incentives, lest GEF investment become stranded.

Agency Response

http://urban-intergroup.eu/wp-%20content/files_mf/oecdgreengrowthincities.pdf


N/A for the GP. Comment will be addressed to the IAs for follow up in each child project.

 

6) global environmental benefits (GEF trust fund) and/or adaptation benefits (LDCF/SCCF)
STAP Comment

Yes, they are but their measurement is questionable as noted before.
Agency Response

Please refer to Annex M.
 

7) innovative, sustainability and potential for scaling-up
STAP Comment

1. The innovation aspect of the proposal is presented mainly in terms of financing and accelerator development (Chart 3). Specific green technology
innovations need to be more explicitly targeted and noted in the plan development of the project. Digital platforms, data, and map digitization are also
presented as another form of innovation in the program. Blockchain technology is an emerging technology that can be beneficial in this regard and could be
considered for the project. Please see STAP's recent paper on “harnessing blockchain technology for the delivery of global environmental benefits,” which
provide useful information on how blockchain can help enable sustainable cities.

 

2. Clustering is presented as a scaling-up mechanism. This is plausible in the urban context. However, STAP recommends that further review of the literature
on this topic should be considered and cited. A recent book in this regard worthy of note is: Iftikhar, M. N., Justice, J. B., & Audretsch, D. B. (Eds.). (2019).
Urban Studies and Entrepreneurship. New York, NY: Springer.

Agency Response

1. The SCIP GP will incorporate innovative technologies across all learning modules and capacity development trainings. Blockchain has been referenced
under the Innovation section and will be considered as a potential webinar project.
2. Noted
 
1b. Project Map and Coordinates
STAP Comment

Provided
Agency Response

N/A
 
2. Stakeholders
STAP Comment



Yes – there has been active stakeholder engagement through the GPSC and local efforts as well.
Agency Response

N/A
 
3. Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment
STAP Comment

Good section on gender and adequate discussion of this topic though it may be useful to differentiate between countries on where further attention may be
needed given baseline gender empowerment differentials.
Agency Response

The Gender action plan addresses this point.
 
5. Risks
STAP Comment

Coastal cities have the greatest risk of impact during the 2020 to 2050 timeframe. There could be further refinement of this comparative risk vulnerability
presented.
Agency Response

The City Academy curricula has a module on Nature-based solutions and resilience where risk vulnerability aspects for coastal cities will be addressed.
 
6. Coordination.
STAP Comment

Yes, there is detailed discussion of crossover external projects and organizations. However, since this is the first GEF integrative program in this arena there is
some understandable lack of detailed comparisons.
Agency Response

The document is now more detailed on the role of key project partners. Project outputs and activities have been assigned to build on the capacity, knowledge,
experience and comparative advantage of the CBOs and UNEP. For instance, C40 leads on the finance academy work (Output 1.5), while ICLEI leads on the
National Dialogues (Output 1.6), UNEP cities leads on high-level advocacy including MEAs (Output 3.2). Further details on coordination can be found in the
Institutional Arrangements section.
 
8. Knowledge management
STAP Comment

The GPSC is noted as the key knowledge management mechanism as well as partnerships with UN Habitat.
Agency Response

The project relation with WB-GPSC and UN Habitat have been described in the stakeholder section. In addition, GEF-6 project cities will be invited to GEF-7 in-
country events and trainings.



 

 

Comments from Germany

 

1. Germany recommends including a specific section on potential for expanding the platform, and the programs activities to LDCs, as part of the theory and
change and knowledge management. In its core function, the impact program should aim at going beyond supporting 24 cities in 9 countries, and particularly
look at potential for supporting more LDCs – who are often characterized by high urban population growth and, at the same time, a lack of technical, financial
and institutional capacities for sustainable planning of urban settlements.

 

Agency Response

LDCs will be invited to all GP activities, more specifically to regional city academies, the SCIP Forum, webinars and other learning events. There are set-aside
resources from the GP for a number of LDCs cities to participate.

 

2. Germany recommends improving stakeholder-mapping in infrastructure-related issue areas such as transport and energy and clarifying the program’s
added value. The SCIP should carefully evaluate the risk of “doubling” and rather seek complementarities with the breadth of ongoing initiatives on
sustainable/low-carbon/resilient infrastructure in cities. SCIP could provide the necessary policy backing and capacity building support and, as such, a cross-
sectoral entry point for initiatives that operate further downstream, such as project preparation facilities and bilateral/multilateral development banks.

 

Agency Response

Countries, cities and implementing agencies of the country child projects must be responsible for choosing investments that complement rather doubling on
existing work. The Regional Coordinators of the Global Project will be responsible for coordinating with project cities and implementing agencies to refine the
training materials and make them relevant to the cities investments, and as such make add value to knowledge and capacity of the cities. 

 

3. Germany welcomes the choice of UNEP as lead agency, especially given the topical focus of the initiative on land-use planning, urban metabolism, urban
ecology, and the related UNEP platforms on resource efficient cities and GlobalABC. However, Germany would recommend including a dedicated section on
cooperation with UN-Habitat. Its capacity building efforts for urban planners (such as Planners for Climate Action), knowledge resources, partner networks
and global platform (UN-Habitat Assembly) should be leveraged to ensure a coherent and efficient approach.

 

Agency Response



UNEP and UN-Habitat have a strong, ongoing partnership under the umbrella of the Greener Cities Partnership. UN-Habitat will play a key role in global
advocacy. Their events such as the World Urban Forum are explicitly mentioned in the project as an opportunity to organize SCIP side-events. SCIP will also
build on existing tools of UN-Habitat such as the City Prosperity Index.

 

4. Lastly, Germany would recommend mainstreaming the issues of durability and follow-up funding for of each Child Project, as the proposal does not address
this issue

 

Agency Response

The Sustainability section of each child project will address this concern. In the case of the Global Platform, the fact that the project will be implemented by
UNEP, WRI, C40 and ICLEI, all committed organizations in the area of urban sustainability will ensure the continuity of the vision. As mentioned in the
sustainability section, these institutions will aim to maintain project partnerships that could continue the work of the Global Platform. UNEP will ensure data
and information from the project website are kept online for public consumption.

 

Comments from United States

 

1. We look forward to tracking the experience of the Sustainable Cities Impact Program in linking the public and private sectors, as well as its future expansion
to a greater number of cities across continental Africa. We suggest that the program consider developing additional programming on water-related goals,
particularly those related to energy production, health care, gender equality, industry development, and subsidence.

 

Agency Response

Non-SCIP cities will be invited to all in country events, and the global platform has set aside resources to finance the participation of non-SCIP LDC cities to
expand the impact of the project. The project has a strategic plan on financing and a number of interventions to foster partnership with the private sector
including a number of city business marketplaces aimed at linking businesses with cities. Finally, the SCIP GP will have a model of nature-based solutions and
resilience. The module will include wetland and coastal nature-based solutions to address current issues that SCIP cities are facing in Freetown and Kigali.  

 

2. Additionally, we would want to ensure that this program takes into account the Government of Rwanda’s plans for affordable housing and model
communities and integrates programming, to the greatest extent possible, with those plans.

 

Agency Response



This comment has been shared with the World Bank Task Team Leader in Rwanda. The World Bank does cover slum upgrades, so they will be able to take this
comment into account.

 

Comments from Norway-Denmark constituency

 

1. The program appears to involve an ambitious coordination effort between four different international organization (UNEP, ADB, UNDP, WB). If successful, the
project can potentially benefit from having four agencies with different areas of expertise and outreach.

 

Agency Response

N/A

 

2. Regarding various components including Comp. 1 where the outcome is “Local and/or national governments have strengthened governance, institutions,
processes, and capacities to undertake evidence-based, sustainable, inclusive, integrated planning and policy reform” and Comp. 4 where the outcome is
“Policy making and action are influenced at local, regional and national levels to promote sustainable and inclusive cities”, the indicators proposed are broad
and will likely be challenging to monitor and separate between correlation and causation, and/or determine the impact of. For example, indicator 8. “# of
resolutions and/or commitments to advance urban sustainability and inclusiveness in high-level policy making events” – presumably not all resolutions will be
equally impactful.

 

Agency Response

These comments refer to the Program Framework Document (PFD) monitoring framework, which is designed to cover the full scope of all child projects under
the program and allow them to report at the program level during implementation. Child projects are not expected to adopt the exact language of the PFD
monitoring framework indicators but tailor their indicators so that they remain relevant to the PFD monitoring framework but more specific to their project
scope and focus. For example, where a PFD monitoring framework indicator refers to policies or plans, the country child project should refer to the specific
policy or plan it aims to improve. In this way we hope to be able to link the impacts of projects to the program level and be specific about what those impacts
are. This logic should also apply to governance and institutions. Projects should be referring more specifically to the governance or institutional arrangements
they plan to improve.

 

3. Indicator 11. “# of cities that have shared their good practices and lessons learned with the SCIP GP” – what constitutes “shared” – sharing at a large
conference, shared online, partially shared, or fully shared? Etc.

 



Agency Response

Each child project has been asked to set aside funding to develop and share best practices with the SCIP GP. All the lines of outreach of the global program
will be open to the child projects to share these best practices, including the project website, as part of the communication strategy, meetings, conferences
and webinars. The SCIP GP will actively promote good best practices through its means of outreach to reach a broad and relevant audience.

 

4. Comp. 3 has a proposed outcome of “Local and national governments initiate innovative financing and business models for scaling-up sustainable urban
solutions” where one of the indicators (7) is “USD leveraged through the innovative financial mechanisms and business models for scaling-up sustainable
urban solutions”. – Is it clearly defined what constitutes “innovative financing”? Are blended-finance models still considered innovative? Can “traditional”
financing still be considered valuable in this context?

 

Agency Response

The program does not aim to duplicate the work of financing institutions whose core work is often focused around tried and tested (and therefore less risk),
financing approaches. The aim of the program is to promote innovate financing mechanisms to make additional sources of financing available to cities to
make their investments. Many of the child projects have identified innovative sources of financing, such as green bonds, public private partnership or land
value capture arrangements. The program will actively monitor as support these arrangements and bring them to the attention of other cities and promote
capabilities in the cities to leverage this mechanism to help them finance their integrated initiatives.

 

Specifically, component 1 of the Global Child project has an associated workstream on finance that will complement the activities led by the child projects on
finance. Giving the huge gap between infrastructure needed for sustainable cities and the resources channel to meet this end, SCIP will take a look to
‘traditional’ finance instruments (government funding and loans) and ‘innovative’ (blended finance, PPPs, land value capture, green bonds) financial
mechanisms to fund sustainable urban infrastructure projects

 

5. USD 6,949,003 is budgeted for Program Management Cost (i.e. ca. 5%) presumably for implementing the various components. USD 13,205,219 in addition
is requested from the various agencies (UNEP, UNDP, WB, and ADB), i.e. ca. 8.3% - is this on top of the fee above?

 

Agency Response

The fee is on top of the project management costs, but these sources of funds are used for different purposes. The Project Management Costs is related to
the project execution it aims to cover administrative and finance activities such as the audits, reporting, procurement and contracts management and these
funds are used by the Executing Agency. The GEF policy limits the PMC to 5%. This amount is different to a 9% Implementing Agency fee of the total project
cost and is used by the Implementing Agencies of the program supervision and oversight of GEF projects, on behalf of the GEF.

 



6. Estimated co-financing is USD 1,689,754,351 so the potential leveraged resources are significant. However, the most significant of which is loans provided
by World Bank (WB) to Indonesia and China, ADB to India, and the Governments of Argentina, Brazil, Costa-Rica and Indonesia. There is also a large co-
investment by the Chengdu Environment Group in China. Only USD 11.5 is expected from private actors. This lack of private investors may be explained by the
fact that it involves long-term investment with significantly complex interactions between sectors and without a standardized measurement, hence difficult for
investors to measure the anticipated impact, and hence make decisions based on anticipated impact. Is the objective with the “innovative finance” above to
increase the amount of private investment leveraged or to be innovative with existing public finance available? It is positive to note that the SCIP Global
Platform aims to focus on a number of key areas for private sector engagement.

 

Agency Response

The SCIP GP has a number of outputs specifically designed to promote private sector participation in city work and leverage innovative financing
mechanisms. While innovate financing per se is not solely directed at the private sector it does include the private sector. The response above provide a
complete explanation of some of the outputs that will be dedicated to innovative finance and the private sector.

 

Outstanding comments from GEF Secretariat Review Sheet at Work Program Inclusion stage

 

1. Are the components in Table B and as described in the PIF sound, appropriate, and sufficiently clear to achieve the project/program objectives and the core
indicators?

 

Nov 6: The global platform should play a much wider role in providing assistance to cities globally and not limiting to on-demand support to child project cities
only. The agency is requested to modify the technical assistance role of the global platform (PFD component 1 and Global project component 1) to make the
scope broad. The support needs to be strategic to ensure that benefits from the global platform go beyond the sum of benefits from each country project. A
detailed strategy of such technical assistance to cities can be elaborated at the full-scale proposal stage in the global child project.

 

Agency Response

Non-SCIP cities will be invited to all in country events, and the global platform has set aside resources to finance the participation of non-SCIP LDC cities to
expand the impact of the project.

 

2. Additional recommendations to be considered by Agency at the time of CEO endorsement/approval.

 

Secretariat Comment at PIF/Work Program Inclusion



- Detailed strategy to be elaborated for providing technical assistance to cities (beyond child projects) through the global platform.

- Indicators and targets need to be firmed up for various country projects and the global project.

 

Agency Response

The indicators of the program monitoring framework are designed to be broad and inclusive and allow all child projects to find relevance in the framework. As
explained in the response to Norway on this issue child projects are expected to identify more specific indicators that can be tracked, while remaining relevant
to the PFD monitoring framework. The global child project has tightened up its indicator to make them more specific and trackable. 

Responses to GEF Secretariat Review at CEO Endorsement request stage

 Part I – Project Information

 

Project description summary

2. Is the project structure/ design appropriate to achieve the expected outcomes and outputs as in Table B and described in the project document?

Secretariat Comment at PIF/Work Program Inclusion

GEFSEC 20 May 2020

The project design is appropriate with a clear focus on integrated urban planning to support sustainable urban development. The project outcomes and
outputs are well aligned with the overall design of the PFD and aims to support achievement of the overall goals of the SCIP by providing value added support
to child project cities on integrated planning, creating and disseminating cutting edge knowledge and building partnerships to scale up urban sustainability
across cities globally to deliver large scale global environmental benefits. 

The project's city engagement strategy indicates that it will engage with GEF 6 SCIAP cities and strategic non-GEF cities in its capacity building activities and
other leadership engagement activities. Please indicate if these additional cities are factored in the outputs and targets under different project components. 

GEFSEC 24 May 2020

Thanks. Comments cleared.

 

Agency Response

21.5.20 



Additional cities are included in outputs and targets, but not always explicitly. In responding to your question we have now provided more clarity in the table in
the proposed alternative section on page 25 of the CEO Endorsement Document identifies which city categories will be targeted by output. We have added an
additional column to this table to provide more detail on how cities will be engaged in each category in response to this question. We have also included a foot
note in Annex A that the targets include GEF 6, 7 and additional cities.

 

5. Is the financing presented in Table D adequate and does the project demonstrate a cost-effective approach to meet the project objectives?

Secretariat Comment at PIF/Work Program Inclusion

GEFSEC 20 May 2020

The financing presented demonstrate a cost-effective approach. The project utilizes SCIP set aside funds and proposes to use it strategically to promote
integrated urban planning for urban sustainability by effectively coordinating between child projects and delivering outcomes for the SCIP program which are
more than sum of parts of each child projects. 

The budget distribution across project components is justified. 

Please see following outstanding comments on the budget proposed: 

1. The budget class for ICLEI and C40 has been indicated as "Transfers of Grants to Implementation partners". Two points here. First, please clarify why is it
different given that they are also executing partners of the project. Second, the classification doesn't really indicate a budget class but rather a modality. This
column is to indicate what GEF is buying from the fund. So, the budget class should be something similar to staff and personnel, consultancy charges, or any
specific purpose. 

2. Similar to above, contract services is not a budget class but a modality. Please indicate the expenditure head i.e. what will the contracts buy?

3. As indicated in the project design, the project is likely to engage more partners and experts downstream for project delivery. Please indicate how they will be
engaged e.g. procurement of services downstream, grants, etc. 

May 24, 2020

Thanks for the details. Please see additional comments:

- It is understood that WRI will be the main executing agency and ICLEI and C40 will receive sub-grants through WRI. While WRI as a global organization 
indeed has necessary financial control measures, as the implementation agency, it is critical for UNEP as the GEF Agency to have an oversight of the process
to ensure accountability and transparency. We noted the response below in this regard which explains this role " UNEP implementation rules require WRI to
use their own procedures for project financial management, reporting back regularly to UNEP on the use of those funds. The WRI financial management
procedures must meet minimum international standards for transparency, accountability and value for money, consistent with minimum criteria laid out by
UNEP and GEF. UNEP conducts due diligence on partners to ensure their procedures adhere to these minimum criteria before entering into partnership". This
is indicated for potential partnership with other organizations." The Agency is requested to include this detail in the project coordination section. 



- As mentioned earlier, the budget category needs to indicate what is bought from the fund. The category of transfer of grants is a modality and not a budget
category. If the transfer will be used for staff, personnel, consultant or experts, please indicate that in the budget category. This will make the column
consistent with other budget categories.

- Please revise the contract services also similarly to explicitly indicate nature of services to be bought.

- Thanks for the details regarding sub-contractors and partners which is clear. However, please indicate how this is reflected in the budget table. The budget
codes are primarily for staff and personnel cost of the four executing agencies in addition to overheads.

GEFSEC May 28, 2020

Thanks for revising the budget category, which is fine.

Regarding sub-contractors and partners, it is understood that WRI, ICLEI and C40 will procure their services or do fund transfer as and when appropriate during
project implementation. Given the dynamism in cities and lessons learned from situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic, it is critical that project has
flexibility and adopts adaptive management. Therefore, it is recommended that the project funding has clear budgetary provisions to accommodate such
circumstances. In this regard, please provide an estimate of the amount of funds that is available for services to be procured during implementation and an
indication of where those funds are located in the proposed budget.

GEFSEC 9 June 2020

Thanks for your response.

It’s good to note that the project will factor in COVID and similar challenges which have direct implication on urban sustainability and integrated approaches.
However, we would like to see how this is reflected in the approach to delivery of the overall SC program. The flexibility offered under the $2 million of
overheads budget and the contingency institutional mechanism for possible major revisions does not provide strong assurance for this. Rather, our
expectation is that a proportion of the budget allocated to core partners will go toward potential adjustments or demand-driven shifts needed during program
implementation. Such adjustments or shifts could be decided based on guidance from the Steering Committee and inputs from the PEG.  Please indicate the
proportion of funds in the budget that will be subject to such adjustment or shift, and also provide a short narrative.  

We also understand that the experts/positions proposed for the project execution by the four organizations will lead to increasing their capacity and will be
deployed exclusively for this project. A line of confirmation will be appreciated in this regard. 

GEFSEC June 19, 2020

Thanks for the details regarding the budget flexibility in the project. To ensure that this flexibility is embedded within the project governance, we recommend
that the budget and work plan review is included in the terms of reference of the Project Steering Committee. The terms of reference of the Executive
Management Team can be modified accordingly. 

GEFSEC also noted recent change in the coordinator position for Indonesia and recommends that the change is reflected in the project document. 

Agency Response

21.5.20



 1. ICLEI and C40 are treated differently in the budget because WRI is the project lead Executing Agency and will receive the project funds. They will manage
and report on the project finances to UNEP. In turn they will transfer part of the funds they receive to C40 and ICLEI as transfers. The nomenclature used in its
budget category by UNEP is Transfers of Grants to Implementing Partners. We now have unpacked as requested the Transfers of Grants to Implementing
Partners for ICLEI and C40 to the next budget category level and reflected this in the revised budget in the CEO Endorsement Document. Within each
additional budget line we have now included the input codes for the line along with the description of the code.

 

2. Regarding the contract services, we have included contracts for each output and each organisation. For each of these contacts we have includes input
codes together with a description of the codes in the budget. This shows what inputs will be bought under the contracts, with the GEF funds.

 

3. Engagement of partners; (1) subcontractors: WRI, ICLEI and C40 will advertise, select and enter into agreement with subcontractor for project works
according to their own procedures, adhering to minimum standards; (2) project partners:  another category of partners are project partners managed through
the Partnerships Engagement Group (PEG). The PEG looks for partners with common interests. The project does not expect to pay these partners but seeks to
partner with them based on mutual benefits that can accrue form such partnership. It is possible that such partnerships could evolve into contract with funds
transfers, and such a transition in this relationship would be governed by the Executing Agencies rules on contracts, described above.

UNEP implementation rules require WRI to use their own procedures for project financial management, reporting back regularly to UNEP on the use of those
funds. The WRI financial management procedures must meet minimum international standards for transparency, accountability and value for money,
consistent with minimum criteria laid out by UNEP and GEF. UNEP conducts due diligence on partners to ensure their procedures adhere to these minimum
criteria before entering into partnership.

The project does have a procurement plan and WRI will be expected to follow this plan and manage C40 and ICLEI’s use of funds according to the plan as well.
We have procedures that allow for changes to the plan including prior approval and budget revisions.

 

26.5.20

- The suggested paragraph has been added in the coordination section as a footnote, and in Annex H Project Implementation Arrangements as a paragraph.

 

- The UNEP internal (UMOJA) budget categories have been replaced by more explicit budget categories. Therefore, the “Transfer of grant” category is no
longer used.

 

- Similarly, the “Contract services” UMOJA category has been replaced by more explicit budget categories reflecting what is bought, such as “Trainings and
Meetings”, “Materials development/publications”, and others. The more detailed descriptions are still indicated in the last columns on the right of the table.

 



- The sub-contractors are reflected in the budget. When funds are going to WRI, ICLEI, C40 or UNEP, this is indicated in the budget. We did not foresee specific
budget lines for transferring resources to additional partners, however we have the flexibility, through a budget revision to do so. Funds for this would be
reallocated from budget lines currently allocated to WRI, ICLEI, C40 and UNEP cities.

4.6.20

Thank you for this additional question. We agree that COVID-19 has brought additional uncertainty to the design and implementation of this project, and that
we should anticipate contingencies, adaptation and changes in city priorities. We would like to explain that none of the project resources are unallocated,
although some resources are outsourced. We have allocated all project resources as clearly as possible so that you at the GEFSEC can see how GEF funds are
being used and what you are paying for. We have believed this to be an important principle of project design, to bring clarity to all partners to CBOs, to the
other IAs and the cities themselves as we begin to discuss with them the ‘global offer’ that the global child project will bring to them.

We have also been working on the principle that we have partnered with ICLEI, C40, and WRI on because they are among the best executing partners to work
with on city issues, and that they bring a wealth of strengths, city networks, experience and skills to the execution of this project. So, it has been natural to
allocate the majority of the project resources to these organisations, to leverage their strengths, experience and skills in executing this project.

We also absolutely agree with many discussions we have had internally, with the CBOs and you at the GEFSEC, that partnerships are an essential strength of
the programme. Our assumption for the basis for these partnerships remains on mutual interest and synergies in working together, and less to do with funds
transfer and contracting partnerships.

Even before COVID-19, a strong principle of project design was to respond to city needs and global trends and we have designed a process to identify these
topics and bring flexibility to the project. The following actions will be undertaken, as part of the adaptive management approach:

-               Responding to cities’ needs and challenges: The Global Project Team will participate in IA child projects missions (or conduct remote interviews,
during the travel restrictions) to undertake a City Needs Assessment, including an assessment on COVID-19 response and recovery challenges and needs;

-               Main liaison per country: The GP will set up Regional (Country) Coordinators as the main project liaisons to establish contact and maintain regular
dialogue with both national governments and SCIP cities. This will ensure that the Global Project Team is in a position to be able to promptly identify new
priorities flagged as needs, and inform the team of such, in order to refine the support offer,  (providing the right support, at the right time and to the right
people).

-               Continuous identification of global city trends: We also recognise the need to capture global city trends in selecting training and meeting topics, and
these topics will be coming from the project engagement group and global meetings. All this information will inform topics of the selection of regional training
and global meetings.

We  see two areas where the project will most likely need to adapt to changing realities.

-               The topics on integrated planning defining the training offer of the global platform may need to be adjusted according to changing priorities of local
urban actors in the SCIP cities through the mechanisms stated above.



-               Where some of the planned capacity development activities cannot be delivered due to changing circumstances, the budget allocated to outsourced
activities of the Global Platform can be reallocated. Approximately USD 2 million will be outsourced to procure services in: materials development (such as
translation, publication and design of knowledge products); and regional trainings and global meetings (logistics, catering, venue, translation, IT support,
printing).  Outsourcing gives flexibility in who and how specific activities can be done to reach the same results (impacts). By remaining flexible and reviewing
the adjustments on an annual  basis, the necessary re-allocations will ensure the SCIP program remains impactful and relevant, achieving its main objectives.

For example, if COVID-19 continues longer than anticipated (or a similar crisis emerges) international travel would be affected. In response, resources from
Regional City Academies could be re-allocated for online training courses, expanded online knowledge resources or enhanced bespoke technical assistance
support to participating cities.

Finally, if changing project circumstances require a major revision to project design, it has the institutional arrangements for a wide range of consultative
approaches to do this. The Executive Management Group has the authority to initiate a project major revision and can do so through the consultation with the
Project Steering Committee, the Partnership Engagement Group and the Regional Coordinators.

15.6.20

We agree that flexibility and adaptive management continue to be incredibly important; and the greater the uncertainty the more important this becomes.
Building on our previous response, which has outlined the range of processes, methodologies and approaches we have in place for adaptive management, we
here address your point about how the project will respond to the recommendations from the Steering Committee and the Partnership Engagement Group
(PEG).  The GP’s design offers flexibility in two ways:

a) Substance Flexibility. Mechanisms for flexibility in re-allocating resources responding to changing SCIP city or global trends requirements on topics,
themes, substance and approaches to project work and to shift activities and priorities have been embedded in project design, both from bottom-down and
top-down, in the following ways:

Partnership Engagement Group (PEG): the PEG will provide ideas and recommendations about evolving global trends on urban development that could
improve project implementation. We will organize the first PEG meeting right after the CEO endorsement is approved to open up the floor for ideas at this early
stage. The timing of the first PEG meeting has been moved up to respond to your question on how to have meaningful consultations and opportunities for
partnerships from project start. The GP now plans to hold a PEG early on as a way to gauge not only global trends but also to respond to the SCIP cities’
needs, by tailor-making  (and if needed adjusting) the training categories before approaching the cities with the final GP offer of support. This will give a high
degree of flexibility to the PEG meeting in influencing training topics, approaches and methodologies for training.
Light-touch City Needs Assessments: Through the planned Light-touch City Needs Assessment to be carried out during the PPG phase of the SCIP,  participant
cities will signal which topical areas and types of capacity building fits their needs and current challenges (e.g. Post COVID-19 recovery). In addition, the Light
touch City Needs Assessment will provide a baseline of local government context and background information that contributes to project implementation. The
Light-touch City Needs Assessment will be conducted after the first PEG meeting takes place, to incorporate ideas harvested during the PEG into the city
assessments.
Steering Committee: As part of the governance of the programme, the SC will provide inputs about overall project implementation and how it can be improved
on a periodic basis.
All these inputs can potentially lead to adjustments in activities and topics directed towards capacity building, technical assistance, knowledge sharing and
global advocacy efforts, that will then be reflected in work plans and budget. Changes can affect the project implementation in two ways:



·         Simply changing the direction of existing activities, such as training topics, the location of a training event, or even the approach of a training event;

·         Proposing activities that had not been programmed, and that would require swapping out new activities for existing ones, such as dropping a planned
training event in favour of a new activity set.

b) Budget Flexibility: The CBOs and UNEP are prepared to partner when interesting opportunities arise that will strengthen the delivery of outcomes and
outputs of the SCIP. To that end the design of the project has identified concrete activities that are not fixed for implementation by the CBOs and UNEP, and
can be contracted to outside partners, if this is a better alternative. These are substantive areas of work (on top the other 2M contracts that have been
identified in the previous response25F ), which include:

·         In country implementation of SCIP Labs (Strategic Planning and Data Workshops)

·         Content experts for SCIP Regional Forums and City Academies, and Global Events

·         Experts to develop content for training modules in content design

·         External experts and delivery of the city business marketplaces

·         Experts and delivery of SCIP investors roundtables

·         Light touch technical assistance to city projects for finance component

·         Case studies for private sector component

·         Communications experts for Climate Commitments

We have identified budget flexibility of around USD 1 million which can be drawn from the following budget lines:

W-0105 City Academy Regional Forum External experts         

W-0106 SCIP Forum Experts          

W-0110 Strategic Planning and Data Workshops - Local experts for training       

W-0113 Technical Expert in Urban Resilience And Nature-Based Solutions [content, revision, training materials, adaptation to web]              

I-0109    Urban Development Specialists       

U-0106  City business marketplaces

W-1205 Strategic Planning and Data Workshops

C-1203  Design, preparation and implementation of investors roundtables           

C-1204  Light touch technical assistance for 9 projects             

C-1206  Contract Services Private Sector Case Studies Publication        

C-1207  Communication and engagement package on Climate Action Commitments - Consultant Services 

[1]
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C-1208  Design, preparation and implementation of city-business marketplaces 

I-1403    Regional Office Experts     Transfer to ICLEI regional/country office to cover for experts

These changes can be seen in Annex H.

Regarding the dedicated staff working for the project, as explained in Annex K, which details the Terms of Reference of project staff, there is a core group that
will be fully dedicated to the project (this includes the chief and senior technical advisors, regional coordinators, and communications lead). Other necessary
positions will be filled with a % of time of staff dedicated to the project, responsible for specific tasks (administrative and financial staff, gender specialists,
technical experts). However common across the CBO’s and UNEP is the rule that existing staff will be utilised internally if they have both the right expertise
and the time available to complete deliverables on time. When this is not the case the CBOs and UNEP will either hire new staff or outsource. Please see
below the table with the estimated percentage of time for each staff profile for this project. It includes information on planned new hires as well. Note that the
core substantive team positions are full time or almost full time (80 to 100%), while there is a mixed approach by the CBO’s and UNEP in recruiting new staff/
consultant’s versus using their own staff that will be assigned to work specifically for the project based on a clear set of deliverables. 

Position % dedication New
hire

WRI PROJECT DIRECTOR 15% of time over 5 years  

WRI CHIEF TECHNICAL ADVISOR 100% of time over 5 years  

WRI COMMUNICATIONS LEAD 100% of time over 5 years X

WRI GENDER LEAD 10% of the time over 5 years  

WRI GRANTS AND FINANCE SPECIALIST 50% of the time over 5 years  

WRI KNOWLEDGE AND PARTNERSHIPS OFFICER 90% of the time over 5 years  

WRI TECHNICAL EXPERT IN STRATEGIC URBAN PL
ANNING

25% of the time over 4 years  

WRI TECHNICAL EXPERT IN URBAN DATA GOVERN
ANCE

25% of the time over 4 years  

WRI TECHNICAL EXPERT IN URBAN RESILIENCE A
ND NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS

15% of the time over 2 years  

SCIP REGIONAL COORDINATOR FOR LATIN AMERI
CA

80% of the time over 5 years X

SCIP COUNTRY COORDINATOR FOR INDONESIA 80% of the time over 5 years X

C40 PROJECT DIRECTOR (CO-FINANCE) 15% of time over 5 years  

C40 SENIOR TECHNICAL ADVISOR 100% f h i 5 X



C40 SENIOR TECHNICAL ADVISOR 100% of the time over 5 years X

C40 ENGAGEMENT AND TRAINING OFFICER 100% of time over 5 years X

C40 FINANCE EXPERTS (TEAM OF 6 PEOPLE) 30% of time over 4 ½ years  

C40 PRIVATE SECTOR ENGAGEMENT OFFICER 100% of time over 4 ½ years X

SCIP REGIONAL COORDINATOR FOR AFRICA 100% of the time over 4 ½ years X

ICLEI PROJECT DIRECTOR 9% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI SENIOR TECHNICAL ADVISOR 42% of the time over 5 years X

ICLEI TECHNICAL OFFICER 1 (WS) 56% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI TECHNICAL OFFICER 2 (WS) 53% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI FINANCE & CONTROLLING EXPERT (WS) 5% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI EVENTS COORDINATOR (WS) 6% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST (WS) 6% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI RESEARCH SPECIALIST (WS) 32% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI KNOWLEDGE OFFICER (WS) 8% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI URBAN DEVELOPMENT SPECIALISTS: CIRCU
LAR ECONOMY, CLIMATE, ENERGY, FINANCE, MOB
ILITY, NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS, RESILIENCE (W
S)

62% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI FINANCE SPECIALIST 16% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI ADVOCACY SPECIALIST 13% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI REGIONAL OFFICE EXPERTS 94% of the time over 5 years  

ICLEI SCIP REGIONAL/COUNTRY COORDINATOR IN
DIA

80% of the time over 5 years X

ICLEI REGIONAL/COUNTRY COORDINATOR CHINA 80% of the time over 5 years X

UNEP CITIES STRATEGIC LEAD (P5) (CO-FINANCE) 25% of the time over 5 years  

UNEP CITIES TECHNICAL LEAD (P4) (CO-FINANCE) 42% of the over 5 years  

UNEP CITIES PROJECT OFFICER GLOBAL ADVOC 50% of the time for 2 years and 100% of X



UNEP CITIES PROJECT OFFICER - GLOBAL ADVOC
ACY (P3)

50% of the time for 2 years and 100% of
the time for 3 years

X

UNEP TECHNICAL EXPERT(S) Multiple experts – equivalent of 58% ov
er 5 years

 

 

This clarification has been added in Annex K.

22.6.20

Thanks for this. We have adjusted the roles of both the Steering Committee and the Executive Management Team according to your request. These changes
are captured in the document in the Institutional Arrangements and Coordination section and in Annex H.

Regarding the change in coordinator’s position for Indonesia, we have changed the document to reflect that ICLEI will now coordinate with cities in Indonesia
through a country coordinator. The budget has been also adjusted to reflect this change.

[1] The 2M identified in our previous response is not overhead for organization, it includes all kinds of contracts that will be outsourced, mostly related to
project’s logistics and travel.

 

Part II – Project Justification

 

3. Is the proposed alternative scenario as described in PIF/PFD sound and adequate? Is there sufficient clarity on the expected outcomes and components of
the project and a description on the project is aiming to achieve them?

Secretariat Comment at PIF/Work Program Inclusion

GEFSEC 20 May 2020

The alternative scenario is in consistent with the strategy outlined in the PFD and the global project concept note. The project description is adequate and
includes sufficient details to visualize and build the theory of change of the project. 

As noted earlier, please indicate if the stated outputs and deliverables include cities which are beyond the child projects participating in GEF 7. 

GEFSEC 20 May 2020

Thanks. Comments cleared.

 

Agency Response

 21.5.20
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Please see the response to question 2 above. Additional cities beyond the immediate GEF 7 program cities are included, including GEF 6 cities and additional
cities based, on congruences in interest, commitments, ability to participate and benefit from the program, and as project resources can allow.  

 

Coordination

Is the institutional arrangement for project implementation fully described? Is there an elaboration on possible coordination with relevant GEF-financed
projects and other bilateral/multilateral initiatives in the project area?

Secretariat Comment at PIF/Work Program Inclusion

 GEFSEC 20 May , 2020

The institutional arrangement is described in details and appears sound to deliver the project outcomes. The coordination of this project with the existing GEF
6 IAP's GPSC is also outlined well. 

Please refer to the comments related to budget which is relevant for coordination also. 

In the template, please add other Executing Agencies (ICLEI, C40 and UNEP) also. Currently it indicates only WRI.

GEFSEC 24 May, 2020

Thanks for the response. We understand that there was a issue in the portal to enter different categories for each executing partner. We will work with the GEF
IT team to try to fix it. Please confirm if the below classification is appropriate:

WRI- CSO; C40: CSO; ICLEI: CSO; UN Environment: GEF Agency

 

Agency Response

 21.5.20

The project budget has been unpacked and labelled to show more clearly what GEF funds will be buying. Please see the response to question 5 for more
details on this question.

 

Regarding Executing Agencies entry in the portal, we can only select one category, so we have selected ‘Others’. This now allows us to include WRI, ICLEI, C40,
and UNEP Cities Unit.  

 

26.5.20



Thank you. Yes, we confirm that the classification you indicate is adequate: WRI- CSO; C40: CSO; ICLEI: CSO; UN Environment GEF Agency.

 

 

Project Results Framework

Secretariat Comment at PIF/Work Program Inclusion

The project results framework is satisfactory. 

The Safeguards risk included in the proposal is not sufficiently described. Please tailor the screening template to the project's design as much possible with a
bit more details. Some of the risks have no relevance at all with this project e.g. safety of dams. The template included refers to GCF also which is not clear. 

The recommendation also needs to be relevant to this project. It reads very generic. 

GEFSEC May 24, 2020

Thanks. On page 244, the project title reads "Project preparation proposal for: Sustainable Cities Impact Program Global Platform". This indicates PPG. Please
revise.

GEFSEC May 28, 2020

Comments cleared.

 

Agency Response

21.5.2020.

The full and complete UNEP Environmental, Social and Economic Review Note has now been included in the submission. This has now been included as
Annex P to the CEO Endorsement Document. Reference to the GCF has been removed from the Note.

 

26.5.20

The title in the ESERN has been amended as requested.

ANNEX C: Status of Utilization of Project Preparation Grant (PPG). (Provide detailed funding amount of the PPG activities
financing status in the table below:

 



PPG Grant Approved at PIF: 300,000 US$

Project Preparation Activities Implemented

GETF/LDCF/SCCF Amount (US$)

Budgeted Amount
Amount Spent

to date [1]

Amount

Committed

Staff and personnel (WRI) 57,500 37,132 20,368

Staff and personnel (UNEP cities unit)* 30,000 0 30,000

Contract services (Audit) 6,000 0 6000

Operating and other costs 11,809 6,154 5,655

Supplies, Commodities & Materials 2,280 1,079 1,201

Transfers and Grants to Implementing Partners* 146,277 0 146,277

Travel (WRI) 16,134 0 16,134

Travel (UNEP Cities unit) 30,000 0 30,000

Total 300,000 44,365 255,635

 

 If at CEO Endorsement, the PPG activities have not been completed and there is a balance of unspent fund, Agencies can continue to undertake exclusively
preparation activities up to one year of CEO Endorsement/approval date. No later than one year from CEO endorsement/approval date. Agencies should report
closing of PPG to Trustee in its Quarterly Report.

[1] These expenditures cover only WRI allocation until the end of March. ICLEI, C40 and UNEP expenditures have not been reported yet. We have not done any
travels to support child projects yet, and due to the COVID pandemic international travel will be delayed.

ANNEX D: CALENDAR OF EXPECTED REFLOWS (if non-grant instrument is used)

Provide a calendar of expected reflows to the GEF/LDCF/SCCF/CBIT Trust Funds or to your Agency (and/or revolving fund that
will be set up)

N/A
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ANNEX E: Project Map(s) and Coordinates

Please attach the geographical location of the project area, if possible.

 

 

Cities / Subnational jurisdictions Latitude Longitude

Argentina, Mendoza -32.8895 -68.8458

Argentina, Salta -24.7821 -65.4232

Argentina, Mar del Plata -38.0055 -57.5426

Argentina, Ushuaia -54.8019 -68.303

Argentina, Buenos Aires -34.6037 -58.3816

Brazil, Belem -1.4557 -48.4902

Brazil, Teresina -5.092 -42.8038

Brazil, Florianopolis -27.5949 -48.5482

China, Chongqing 29.4316 106.9123

China, Chengdu 30.5728 104.0668

China, Ningbo 29.8683 121.544

Costa Rica, San Jose 9.9281 -84.0907

India, Chennai 13.0827 80.2707

India, Guwahati 26.1445 91.7362

India, Pune 18.5204 73.8567

India, Surat 21.1702 72.8311

Indonesia, Jakarta -6.2088 106.8456

Indonesia, Surabaya -7.2575 112.7521



Indonesia, Semarang -7.0051 110.4381

Indonesia, Balikpapan -1.2379 116.8529

Indonesia, Medan 3.5952 98.6722

Indonesia, Tarakan 3.3274 117.5785

Indonesia, Bitung 1.4404 125.1217

Morocco, Marrakech 31.6295 -7.9811

Rwanda, Kigali -1.9706 30.1044

Sierra Leone, Freetown 8.4606 11.7799

 

 



ANNEX F: Project Budget Table

Please attach a project budget table.


